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SUMMARY

Mathematical models of population genetics normally assume panmixia.

But natural populations often depart from panmixia because of barriers

to gene flow, caused by such factors as geographic variation in habitats'

behaviour patterns that discourage immigration, or isolation by distance.

To deal with these situations, various mathematical theories about sub-

divided populations have been devetoped. The vatidity of predictions

derived from such mathematical theories should be tested against data

collected from carefully chosen biological populations. This thesis

reviews the maÈhematical models of subdivided populations, presents

additional results and provides an analysis of data collected from two

studies on populations of wild house mice (M,Ls museuLus) -

Chapter 2 reviews the models used to study the genetical properties

of subdivided populations and discusses the results obtained from these

models "

The theory of FtS (the fixation index within subpopulations) is

developed for a dioecious population, taking account of the adult stage

of the lifecycle (Chapter 3). Two definitions of tIS (due to Wright

and Nei) are compared and Wright's definition is shov¡n to result in

simpler formulae. The expected value of tIS is shown to be negative

in an isolated subpoputation and in a subpopulation receiving immigrants.

The theory of FIS is applied to data from natural populations-

An estimator of the population fixation index, gíven a sample

fixation index and sample size, is derived in ChapLer 4. Computer

simulation shows this estimator is apparently unbiassed.

Chapter 5 considers the relationship between the F-statistics of

I{right and two measures of the probability of identity of two randomly

chosen homologous genes.
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Studies on the ecological genetics of the house mouse are reviewed

in Chapter 6 where it is concluded that this species is eminently suitable

for studying the effects of population subdivision in nature. The remainder

of this thesis is concerned with such an investigation'

The methods used to score eight loci controlling electrophoretic

variation of plasma and red cell proteins and esterases in mice are

briefly described (Chapter 7).

The results of crosses set up to check the inheritance of the

phenotypes produced by eight previously described loci are given in

Chapter 8" The phenotypes at four of these loci were affected by non-

genetic factors, so the data collected for these loci was discarded' An

account is given of the inheritance of variants aÈ two loci thought to be

previously undescribed.

chapter 9 presents an investigation of the genetical structure of

four different mouse populations" This had two objectives, firstly, a

simple demonstration that different ecological conditions beget different

genetic structures and secondly, the testing of ttrree theoretical pre-

dictions against real- data" These predictions are:

(1) v,Ihen a single subpopulation is sampled, the expected fixation index

is negative, but if many subpopulations are included in a sample' it is

positive;

(2) the amount of genetic differentiation between subpopulations within

a population is inversely proportional to Nm, where N is the mean effective

size of subpopulations and m is the mean effective rate of immigration

into subpopulations;

(3) the genetic divergence bethleen subpopulations should increase as the

geographic distance betv,teen them increases'

The data obtained show that the genetical structure of a population changes

if the ecologicat conditions alter. Predictions (1) and (2) are in

agreement with the data, but for populations in which the average
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geographic distance between subpopulations is less than 12Okm, there

is no correlation between genetic and geographic distances.

Chapter 1O describes a trap-bleed-release-recapture sÈudy carried

out on three small mouse sr:.bpopulations on farmlands. Each subpopulation

was supplied with surplus food from three to six feedstations (under which

the mice lived in burrows) and demographic data indicate that the mean

effective breeding number was only about two per feedstation. Each

mouse caught was scored for five loci. Marked gene frequency changes

occurred in these small subpopulations due to random drift and immigration.

Genotype frequencies in these subpoputations departed significantly from

Hardy-!üeinberg frequencies" The theory of FIS developed earlier shows

that the observed excess of heterozygotes could be attributed to the small

size of the subpopulations" An attempt was made to estimate the rate

of irunigration into each subpopulation and the local equilibrium gene

frequencies from the regression of Aq on g, following Tamarin and Krebs.

Ho\Árever, it is shown in an appendix thaÈ the estimates obtained from Èhis

regression are biassed.

A short note on the relation between the effective and, actual

numbers of alleles in samples from natural populations is given in an

appendix.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTTON

Most mathemaÈical models of population genetics assume a panmictic

population and an absence of geographically localised selective values.

These two assumptions simplify equations which are intended to show, for

example, the effects of linkage, selection or different breeding systems

on gene and genotype frequencies. But attempts to predict what should

occur, or to interpret what has occurred, in populations that are sub-

divided, will receive little assistance from such simplified models.

Population subdivision occurs because of barriers to gene flow (e.g.

physical barriers such as inhospitable territory between subpopulations

or isolation by distance, and behavioural barriers such as territoriality)

or because of environmental heterogeneity that changes the selective

value of a gene from place to place" Most domestic animafs and plants

also have subdivided populations because each species is broken up into

breeds or strains which are usually not allowed to interbreed. This

thesis will ernphasise natural rather than d.omestic populations, afthough

much of the theory applies to both situations"

The study of subdivided populations has two main objectives"

Firstly, to analyse the possible causes (and consequences) of genetic

differences between localiùies" Secondly, to develop methods of analysis

Èhat can identify which factor or factors caused the observed genetic

differentiation of subpopulations in a particular population" Several

extra parameters are needed for mathematical- models of subdivided and

genetically differentiated populations. Because gene frequencies vary

between subpopulations, the population gene frequenclz must be supplemented

l:y a measure of the variation in gene frequencies across the population

(the variance in gene frequencies or an inbreeding coefficient, are often
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used) " The differentiation of gene frequencies is usually controlled

by a balance between three facÈors: random drifÈ due to the small size

of subpopulations; selection; and gene exchange bet\¡reen subpopulations.

fn the mathematical study of these factors it is often difficult to

obtain simple equations thaÈ express the relationships between these

factors and other parameters, but these difficulties must be surmounted

if the evolutionary processes within subdivided populations are to be

understood"

The study of the existing mathematical theory of subdivided

poputations is impeded by the diversity of methods that have been

used to deat with the problems of populaÈion subdivision. Rarely

are the different methods compared and often the simílarities and

differences between them are difficult to identify. In an attempt to

rectify this situation, a relationship between two methods (F-statistics

and probabilities of identity) of measuring the amount of genetic variation

within and between subdivisions is given in Chapter 6"

A few examples should serve to illustrate the effects of population

subdivision in natural populations" The human races not only show

great differences in conspicuous features such as skin colour and hair

texture, but atso differ in gene frequencies for such hidden characters

as blood groups (e"g" Cavalli-Sforza et aL.11964), In several species

of moths, the frequency of melanic moths change along gradients in

pollution leve1s (e"g" Bì,ston betuLav'ia; Bishop L972) or climate (e.9"

Amathes gLaneosa; Kettlewell and Berry 1961) " Snails can have marked

changes in the frequencies of shell colours and banding patterns from

one colony to the next, which sometimes correlate with environmental

changes and sometimes do not (e.g. Cepaeanemov,aLisj Cain and Currey L963¡

Arnold 1969) " Exùensive genetic variation between neighboring plant

populations is found for several characters in different species (e"g.

Jain and Bradshaw, l-966) "
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Recent advances in the techniques for studying genetical variation

in natural and mathematical poputations have increased the number of

genetical studies of natural populations and given fresh insight into

the amount of variation within and between subpopulations in a species'

Firstly, the technique of electrophoresis, combined with appropriate

staining Èechniques, a]Iows the detection of many loci in most species

(from bacteria (Milkrnan, Ig73) to humans (Harris, et aL. ,L974)). Often

these loci have codominantly inherited alleles that control electro-

phoretic variants" Secondly, computers can be used to evaluate (by

the sofution of equations or simulation) mathematical models of increasing

genetical and ecological complexity, from the simple simulation of random

genetic drift (e"g" Rohlf and schnell, 1971) to the conditions for

slrmpatric speciation (e"g" James , I97O¡ Dickenson and AnÈonovics, 1973) .

Thirdly, genetic distance statistics have been devised to estimate the

divergence (or similarity) between subpopulations in which gene frequencies

have been estimated for several toci (e.g. Edwards ' I97I; Hedrick, I97I;

Nei, 1972; Latter, l-g73). Other mulÈivariate statistical methods

are also being introduced (e"g. Gould and JohnsÈon, 1972) '

Many of the recently discovered isozyme polymorphisms show geographic

variation in gene frequencies, but possible reasons for the variation

are only rarely known. In Some cases, evidence has been found to

suggest that the selection pressures acÈing on the alleles at a locus

are changing along an environmental gradient (for example, a temperature

gradient has been implicated in the following cases: O'Gower and Nicol'

1968; Koehn, 1969¡ Schopf and Gooch, I97L¡ Johnson, l97I) '

In many studies of genetic variation in natural populations, the

result-s are presented in extensive tabtes of gene frequencies with a

little discussion abou.b the variation within and between samples and

the possibitities for selection, random drift and gene flow. But' fat
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too often, no useful data about the ecology of the species are included

(e.g. population densities, dispersal distances, ê9ê disÈribution) and

without such data, the contemporary arguments about selection, random

drift and gene flow will be difficult to resolve (Lewontin, 1967) -

Rare1y aïe theoretical models and field observations of subdivided

populations put together so that the theory and the observations

complement each other"

One of my intentions in this thesis is to relate mathematical

theory Èo observations and vice versa" The mathematical work on the

frequency of heterozygotes in small subpopulations and on the bias in

Èhe regression of aq on 9, gre\^¡ out of the need Èo interpret certain

results from field studies. A comparative study of genetical variation

between subpopulations within four different populations was carried

out as a test of the simple theory that the amount of genetical variation

between subpopulations is inversely proportional to subpopulation sizes

and immigration rates" These data were also used to test two further

hypotheses about the genetical structure of subdivided populations.

A second study of natural populations was intended to compare independent

ecological and genetical estimates of the effective subpopulation sizes

and immigration rates in three subpopulations.

The house mouse (MUS mUScULus) htas chosen as a suitable organism

for field studies on a subdivided population because the ecology and

genetics of this species are well known.
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CHAPTER 2

MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF SUBDTVIDED POPULATIONS

2.T BASIC THEORY OF A PANMTCTIC POPULATION

2.L"L Hardy-Weinberg Law

The Hardy-Vüeinberg 1aw is used to find the expected genotype frequencies

in a random mating diploid population. The multi-allelic aeneralisation

of this law can be expressed as follows: if there are.[ alleles (arra2rag

o.g.) at a locus with frequencies q1 ,92t93 . . . . 9L, respectively, and

fully random mating occurs, the expected frequency of any homozygote,

)d..d;t is q] and Èhe expected frequency of the a.e,- !.;,e|'erozygot'e is 2q.q..I r-' -l- t r- J - - -r-l

2.I"2 Random Sampling Drift

Any real population contains only a finite number of individuals"

The genes present in each successive generatÍon are only a sample of those

present in the previous generation and hence the frequency of a gene that

is not fixed will alter from one generation to the next. This gene

frequency change is undirected and its magnitude is a random variable.

Cain and Currey (1963) and Vlright (1970) have suggested that gene frequency

changes due only to finite population number be known as random sampling

drift "

If the gene frequency 's qt in generation t, then

9t+1=qt+ôna

where ôq, is the random sampling drift in generation t. The important*t

properties of ôea are that its mean is zero (i"e. u(ôSa) = 0 where E(') is

the operation of mathematical expectaÈion) and its variance is

2p (ôq.) = ea (f -øa ) ,/2u (2 L)

where N is the number of diploids in the population,
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The early studies on the importance of random sampling drift

emphasised the role this process plays in reducing genetic variability

in a population because genes can only drift until extinction or fixation

(Fisher, 1922,1930; Ha1dane, 1927¡ Vüright, L929). Fisher and Haldane

dealt in detail with the probability of extinction of a gene newly

introduced into the population. Vlhilst only a few representatives of

a gene are present in a population, the probability of extinction for

the gene is high and depends more upon Èhe gene frequency than the

selective value that it possesses (Haldane, 1927 ¡ Fisher, 1930).

2 "L.3 Mutation

Mutation involves a physical change in the genetic material and is

the mechanism that generates new alleles at a locus or re-creates old

alleles" Mutation has a simple effect on gene frequencies but acts

only sJ-owly because of the low raÈe at which mutations occur. If an

alIele with frequency qt mutates at a rate u per genelation and back-

mutation occurs at rate v per generation, the change in gene frequency

per generation is

^qt 
= -uqr + v(l-et) -(2-2)

Provided urv )O and mutation is the onty factor changing gene frequencies,

an equilibrium gene frequency (q) will be attained:

and Eg" (2"2) can be rewritten

v/ (u+v)

an. (u+v) (q - a.)

õ (2 3)

(2 4)

Ho\^rever, modern knowledge of the structure of genes suggests that

this simple model of mutational equilibrium may be inadequate (Kimura and

Crow, 1964¡ King and Jukes, 1969; Kimura, 1968; Kimura and Ohta, L97Ia,
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1971b; Crow, 1970). Consider, for example, the haemoglobin Ct-chain

(Hba) gene in humans which inas 432 nucleotides. A single point mutation

can change any one of these nucleotides to a different one (adenine'
1

thymine, guanine and cytosine), creating a nev¡ (Hba- ) allele. Ïf this

allele is not quickly lost by random sampling drift, it will also undergo

mutation. But the odds on this next mutation occurring at the same site

as before are only 1:43I and even if at the same site, the probability of

returning to the same nucleotide as before is only 1/3. Thus mutations
1

of the HbA' are much more likety to produce nevl alleles and only very

rarely wilf back-mutations occur"

This tine of argument led Kimura and crow (1964) to suggest a model

of mutationaf evolution in which every new mutanÈ allele is different from

any of the alleles pre-existing in the population" There is a flux of

new a1leles entering the population by mutation and being eliminated by

random sampling drift in this "infinite alleles" model. The genetical

state of the population can no longer be described in terms of equilibrium

gene frequencies but must be described by the expected number of different

alleles and the effective number of atleles present in the population

when an equilibrium is established between mutational gain and random

foss of alle1es,

This model of evolution by the substitution of neutraf or nearly

neutral aLl-el-es has been championed by Kimura and Ohta (I97Ia,I97Ib), but

many are opposed to it (e"g" Clarke, I97O¡ Ayala et aL.,Lg72). rhe l/bo

example illustrates two difficulties with the model" Firstly, the

assumption that aLI 432 nucleotide sites in the Hba gene can mutate

freely to neutral alle]es is erroneous because some of the amino acids

in the mofecul-e cannot be changed without destroying the function of the

molecule (see Giblett, Lg6g, for review)" secondly, because of the

synonymiLy of codons for arnino acids, changes in many nucleotides wiII
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not be detectable by conventional biochsnical techniques since amino acid

substitut.ions ruill not occur-

In practice, the range of detectable amino acid variations thaÈ are

selectively neutral may be few in number, but at present there does not

appear to be any crucial evidence on this poinÈ (compare Johnson, L972¡

Kirby and Halliday, Lg73 (Appendix 4); and Yamazaki and Maruyama, L973¡

for three view¡roinÈs on the same data) -

2.1"4 Mi_gration

Migration is the entry of genes from another poputation" rf the

gene frequency of immigrants is ã ana the immigrants are a proporÈion m

of Èhe breeding population in generation t,

qt+r (I-m) e. + mg

Aq. = m (q-s,)
-t. L

(2 s)

InspecÈion of equations (2"4) and Q"5) reveals that migration and

reversible mutation are mathematically equivalent" But there is an

important biological difference between the two: mutation affects only

one locus at a time, while migration affects gene frequencies at many

loci simultaneously" The magnitude of m in natural populations is

normally much greater than (u+v) 
"

2"L"5 Selection

Wright (1969) defined selection as ",.. any pÏocess in a population

that alters gene frequency in a directed fashion without change of the

genetic material (mutation) or introduction from without (immigration)."

Selection includes an enormous variety of processes that can occur at

any stage of the life-cycle, Despite the bewildering array of possible

ways for selection to occur, only a few situations have been regarded as

sufficiently likely and reasonable to be dealt wiÈh in detail (Haldane'
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L932i Fisher, 1930; Wright, 1931, 1969; Crow and Kimura' 1970) "

Genic selection applies to haploid organisms liìthere one allele is

in Èhe process of replacing another and to diploid organisms when the

heterozygote is exactly halfway between the two homozygotes in relative

fitness. In the haptoid case, the relative fitnesses of alleles a, and'

q.Z are in the raÈio (1-s):1 (s is the selection coefficient) whereas in

the diploid case the relative fiÈnesses of o7o7, ara, and dZqZ are (1-2s):

(1-s):1" The change in the frequency of a, (Ca) over one generation is

approximately (ignori.ng a small term in the denominator if s is small),

^q 
= -s9.(1-9t) ....'.(2'7)

Genotypic selecÈion occurs when one allele is recessive to the other

with respect to fitness" Let the relative fitnesses of the dominant

phenotype and the recessive phenotype be 1: (1-s) " The change in frequency

of the recessive allele is. approx-i.mately,

An. = -sqr (I-St) . (2.8)

A balanced pollanorphism (Ford, 1964) can be established when the

heterozygote always has greater fitness than either of the homozygotes

(Fisher, ]-g22), or when the fitnesses of t-he genoÈypes are frequency

dependent such that the average fitness of each alle1e (averaged over all

genotypes) decreases as its frequency increases' In the first case

(heterosis or overdominance) the relative fitnesses of the genotypes OLOj_'

ara, and aZa.Z are (1-s) :1: (1-r).

Approximately, Aqt = ua(I-ea) (r-(s+r)øa) '(2"9)

and provided that 0(5,a(1, these witl be an equilibr'ium at-

ã = t/ (s+r)

and equation (2.9) can be reformulated as

(2 r0)

An = e.(1-øa) (s+r) (t-u.)
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comparison of equations (2"4),(2"5) and (2"fl) shows that heterosis

is similar to recurrent mutation and inunigration in its effect on gene

frequencies, provided ga is not too different from Ç-

I{right (1969) and Cook (1971) reviewed several mathematical models

for frequency dependent selection, but it is noÈ clear which models, if

any, will be relevant to natural populations" Cook (1971) reviewed

circunstances when frequency de-oendent selection probably occurred:

DrosophiLa meLanogd.ste? Esterase-f locus (Kojima and Yarbrough'L967) ¡

selective predation; Batesian mimicry; and chromosome inversions in

Dz.osophiLa pseud.oobseuz,a (Wrigtrt and Dobzhansky, Lg46) - Nassar et aL.

(1973) produced evidence for frequency dependent selection on the Payne

inversion in DrosophiLa meLaTzogd.ster under crowded conditions.

An equilibrium can also be established between selection and mutation

to a deleterious gene" Ignoring back mutation from the deleterious çJene'

the combined effect of mutation and genic selection is, approximately'

^qr 
= .t (1-9t) -sqa (l-Qt) " Q"J-2)

The equilibrium gene frequency' q, will be small;

a = v/s - (2- 13)

For a recessive deleÈerious çlene,

An. = v(l-et) - =qr' (r-q) "Q'L )

C=JfrC
The frequency of strongly deleterious genes is expected to be negligible

at any locus, but the cumulative frequency over the thousands of loci in

the genome may be significant. Dobzhansky arrd vüright (1941) found that

15% of the third chromosomes in a DrosophiLa pseudoobscura population

carried. recessive letha1 genes"
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2"2 MODELS AÀTD METHODS FOR THE THEORETICAL STUDY OF

SUBDTVIDED POPULATIONS "

2.2"I The Island Mode1

Vlright (Ig2L,]-922l introduced the concept of the correlation between

uniting gametes, which he denoted by F, for fixation index. F measures

the deviation from Hardy-weinberg frequencies and is also known as the

inbreeding coefficiei,t of the population. llhen there are two alle1es

with frequencies q and (1-q) and a fixation index F, the frequency of

heterozygotes in the population (H) will be

2q(1-s) (r-r)

and hence F = I-n/2q(L-q\

vüright (1931) pointed out that population subdivision had the same effect

on genotype frequencies as inbreeding" IL d-2 is the variance in gene-q

frequencies between sui¡divisions and there are Hardy-!Ìeinberg frequencies

within subdivisions, the frequency of heterozygotes in the whole population

TS

H

2 (2 18)H = 2q(1-S) -õ q

which is a formula due to Vüahlund. Inspection of equations (2'L6) and

(2"18) shows that in a subdivided population,

2
oq

F

= FS(1-q)

= Õ q2 /q( r-s)or

If o ' i= kttottt, then F can be calculated and vice versa'
q

The first major contribution to the mathematical theory of sub-

divided populations was tlright (1931) in which was introduced the "island

model,' of population structure" This model assumes a population sub-

divided into islands within which there is random breeding and between

which migration occurs at random, regardless of the distance between

istands. Each island consists of N diploids and a proportion, m, of
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these are replaced by immigrants each generation. In the simple version

of the model, it is implicitly assumed that there are an infinte number

of islands, Another interpretation of Èhe model is that there is only

one island and the migrants come from the mainland where gene frequencies

remain constant, The mean and variance of gene frequencies obÈained

for the "islands" then refer to the long term conditions on the single

island"

For the island model, Vüright (1931' 1943) showed that for neutral

alteles in a monoecious species with fully random union of gametes within

subpopulations, the recurrence relation between successive values of F

is

Ft+l = (t-n) 2 (t + (2N-r) FE) /2N - Q.2o)

and at equilibrium,

F* : r/ (t+4Nm) - Q-2r)

where rt is the value of F in the t-th generation"

However, inbreeding theory could be applied only to neutral genes'

and so to obtain more general expressions for the amount of genetic

differentiation between islands. t'Iright (1929'I93I,1938,1969) derived

frequency distributions for q (denoted f(q) ) from which o*2 could be
q

calculated. These freguency distributions were based on what is now

known as the diffusion equation (or Kolmogorov forward equation or Fokker-

planck equation, Kimura !964, 1970), although Wright initially used a less

elegant derivation" Vühen an equilibrium between the gain of genes by

mutation or immigration and the loss due to random sampling drift in

each island is established, a stationary gene frequency distribution is

reached. The frequency distribution can be obtained from the following

solution to the diffusion equation:

f (q) = (c/v) exp (2/ (Aq,/v) dq) Q " 22)
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where Aq is the expected change in gene frequency in one generation, V

is the expected sampling varíance of the change in gene frequency (Es.

(2.1)) and C is determined by the condition'

0
r (s) dq 1

The probability that an island will have a gene frequency in the range

^azg1 to e, is given bY J f (q) dq.
q1

As an example of the application of EjS," (2"22) , the gene frequency

distribution for the island model with immigration can be obtained from

I

Aq = n(q-s)

V = q(1-q)/2N

Application of Eq. (2"22) and condition (2"23), yields

f(s) = q ,4NmÇ-1(t-q)4N*(1-s)-1

where c = (f (4Nm) I /f (¿nmq) f (4Nm(r-õl I

and E(q) = ã

."."(2"24',)

ø tr-n¡ / (4Nm+r)
q

From Eq" (2")'9\ ,

lrz (4Nm+1)

as in Eq" (2.2L) 
"

wright (1931,1943 and 1'969) applied eguation (2.22) to a variety

of evolutionary situations (involving mutation, imrnigration and selection)

to obtain the ratio o 2/A(r-sl as a measure of the amount of genetic
q'-

differentiation between subpopulations of the island model' Kimura

(:-:964, I97O) has reviewed the many applications of the diffusion

equation in population genetics"

a2 =

F
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Wright (1931) referred to the fact that the value of N in Equations

(2.I), (2"2O), (2.2I) and (2"24',) might be difficult to assess in practice-

The effective value of N (denoted N") in a subpopulation is usually less

than the number that can be counted" Later, (vüright, 1938), he refined

the concept of the effective size of a subpopulation or population by

providing formulae for cerÈain welt-defined cases where a population

deviated from the ideal random mating population of monoecious individuals.

If there are t.r¡/o sexes with N. males and N females,f

N = 4N N-/(N +N-) .(2-25)
emtmr

so that an unequal sex ratio will reduce the effective nurn-ber" If there

is random mating, then the number of gametes contributed to the next

generation by each parent will have a Poisson distribution with mean and

variance tOll of two" If non-random mating amongst N parents makes

o- 2 dífferent from two, then
k

N
e

(4No-2) / (2+ok2 )

Because most natural populations are kno\^trt to ftuctuate in numbers,

it is important to know N" when population numbers change each generation'

wright (1938) showed that when the poputation size (N.) varied over n

generations' Ne was the harmonic mean of the N'rs:

nn/( L r/N
i=].

smaller values of N. have a greater effect on N. than larger values, so

the smallest N. in a sequence of generations is more important than the
l_

largest in determining random sampling drift during the sequence.

Vlright's initial description of the effective number in a population

was found. to be insufficiently precise" Kimura and Crow (1963) distin-

grrished between inbreeding and variance effective nunbers" The inbreeding

effective number in a population is the number in an idealised monoecious

(2 26)

(2 27)N
l_
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population $¡ith the same rate of inbreeding (Ft+1 - rt) The variance

effective number is the number in a monoecious population with the same

samplíng variance for the expected change of gene frequency (c.f-Eq- (2.1)).

Inbreeding effective numbers depend upon the number of parents or of

grandparents (when self-ferÈilisation is impossible) but variance effective

numbers depend upon the number of progeny"

2"2"2 The Isolation by Distance l'Iodel

Wright realised the artificiality of the island model, particularly

Èhe fact that it ignored geographic proximity betweett subpopulations

which causes a high migration rate between nearby subpopulations and

negligible migration between distant ones" The "isolation by distance"

model was developed (Wright, 1943a) Èo cater for the other extreme type

of population structure: a populaÈion with a uniform density of individuals

over all parts of its ïange so that the only reason for the isolation of

one part of the poputation from another is the distance between them'

fn a uniformly dispersed population there are no convenient geoqraph-

ical or behavioural- (e-g. territoriality) boundaries between subpopulations.

Choosing the basic "unit" is a difficuft problem" VÍright's solution to

this problem was based on the proposition that in a random mating mono-

ecious subpopulation of N individuals, the probability that two gametes

chosen at random will have come from the same individuat is IrlN- He

used this fact to derive an equation for the maximum area containing N

individuals within which the subpopulation could be regarded as random

mating on the grounds that an individual situated in the middle of the

area had a chance of 1rlN of coming from two gametes from the same parenÈ

(wright, 1943a, :-:946, 195I, 1969). This basic unit within the continuous

population is no\¡r called the "neighborhood" (wright, 1946, 1969) but

was earlier called the "parental group" (hrrighÈ, L943a) or "panmictic

unit" (Dobzhansky and lfright, 1943) "
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When the frequency distribution of the dístances between parental

and offspring birthplaces and the population density are known, the

neighborhood size can be calculated" For example, when the frequency

distribution of parent-offspring distances is Normal, N(o,o2), and

population density is d, the nrunber of individuals in a neighborhood is

3.545Od in a linear population and L2.5666 O2d in an area (or two

dimensional) population (Vlright, L946, l-969). The linear population

represents a shoreline or riverbank species whilst the area population

could be a uniform stand of trees in a forest or grasses on a prairie.

Wright used the isolation by distance model to investígate the

arnount of genetic differentiaÈion beÈween randomly chosen subdivisions

of a population, In so doing, he derived the basic equaÈion for fixation

indices (or F-statistics) in subdivided populations (see derivation in

Chapter 3):

(1 - FrT) = (1 - FrS) (1 - FsT) Q'28)

a* i" the correlation between uniting gametes in individuals relative

to gametes in the total populatior, FIS is the average correlation between

uniting gametes within individuals rel-ative to gametes in their subdivision

and F* is the correlation between random gametes within subdivisions,

relative to gametes of the total population (Vüright, l-969) " Wright did

not initially recognise FST ." a vatid fixation index and referred to it

as o2-,2ã (r-ã) (c " f " Equation 2 "Ig) .q"-
ltright (I943a,1946,1969) conducted his analysis of genetic differentiation

between subdivisions of a uniformly disÈributed population by calculating

F__ for subdivisions containing various numbers of neighborhoods" His
ST

major conclusions\^rere: (a) the amount of random differentiation of neigh-

borhoods was much greater in linear than in area populationst (b) in a

linear population there can be marked random differentiation between



neighborhoods in which N is several thousand; (c) in area populations,

there is virtual panmixia if the neighborhood size is greater than 1,000

and appreciable differentiation only if N<200; (d) differentiaÈion of

neighborhoods extends to differentiation of random subpopulations

containing many neighborhoods.

2" 2.3 The Probabititv of ldentity by Descent"

Malecot (who wrote mainly in French, so only his 1965, 1969 works

have been read; but see also Morton, 1969a, 1969b) developed the concept

of the probability of identity of alletes by descent" He showed that

Wright's inbreeding coefficient, F, was also the probability that the

two homologous genes in a diploid individual were identical by descent

from a conìmon ancestor" He also introduced the coefficient of kinship

(denoted f . . ; also known as the coefficient of coancestry (l"lalecot ,L969)'rl

and coefficient of parentage (Maynard smith, 1968) ) . This is the

probability that homologous genes chosen randomly from individuals i

and j are identical by descent from a conmon ancestor. The coefficient

of inbreeding is naturatly the average of f- over all individuals in the

population"

From the definitions of F and f ij'

17.

t (t-m) 2 tr-Ial
+-'l

where fÏ.' is the mean coefficienÈ of kinship in generation (t-1) and m
rl

is the proportion of genes in the population replaced each generation by

unrelated genes because of mutation or immigration"

Malecot's most important contribution to the theory of subdivided

populations was his analysis of the relationship between f. . and the

geographic distance (r) between i and j. By using advanced mathematical

methods he obtained the limiting rates of declin" of fij for large values

are r units of

D

of r, Denoting the expected value of f rl when i and j
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distance apart (r assumed large) by f(r), Malecot (1965,1969) derived

the relationship between f(r) and r in a uniformly distributed population

with isotropic migration" fn Malecot (1965), f(r) was studied over an

area population where the variance of the distance between birthplaces

of mates (marital distance) is o*2" lVhen the distribution of marital

disÈances is normal, N(oro.2), then for large r,

f (r) oc exp ((-r/o^) / eul " (2" 30)

where u is Èhe mutation rate. In a completely random mating monoecious

population, f(o) is the s¿rme as the inbreeding coefficient. Malecot

showed that approximatelY,

f (o) + a/0 + 2ra^2 d,/rog G/2u) ) - (2"31)

The same results are obtained if the probability distribution of marital

distances is a "K-distribution" instead of a normal distribution. Malecot

(1965) also considers the value of F when matings of high consanguinity

are excluded and F no longer equals f(o). This restricÈion has little

effect on the equilibrium value of F.

In Malecot (1969) a different genetic model is used" fnstead of

supposing that mutation is always giving new alleles' a mutational balance

between two alleles at a locus is considered. The expected change in

gene frequency due to recurrent mutation is given by Equation (2"4).

From earlier discussions, we know that this mathematical model will also

apply when there is inunigration from another population or heterosis

(but only approximately) " Another difference from the previous model

is Èhat migration is now measured by Oi , the variance of the distance

of migration in each generation along each geographical axis.

For an area population, letting k=u+v,

f (o) + L/ (L-8ra.2 a¡tog(2k-k2) ) " (2'32)
l-

and f (r) o( (L//r) exp (- (r/o ') /Ñ) " (2" 33)
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For a linear population, Malecot (1969) showed that the same formulae

for f(o) and f(r) apply whether the populaÈion ís uniformly disÈributed

or occupies a set of discrete colonies (i.e" distributed discontinuously)'

These formulae are:

f (o) + r/ (1 + 4No.,Æ) '(2'34)

and r(r) + r(o) exp((-t/o.l/Ñl '(2'35)

The value of N in Equation (2.34) appears to be similar to lalright's neigh-

borhood, but this is not made clear" Malecot (1969) comments that f (r)

for linear and area populations depends upon the ratío r/A. (a standardised

distance) and k, but not upon the population density' d'

All the equations for f (r) suffer from the timitation that they are

derived for large r and do not predict what happens when r is small.

Imaizumi et aL. (1970) used computer simulationt to examine the decline in

f(r) for small distances in populations of discrete colonies" They found

that

f (r) oc exP(-br) " (2"36)

where b is a constantr was a good approximation for alt populations, regard-

less of dimensionality, when the magnitude of f(r) was not negligible'

Equation (2"33) is probably not valid for small values of r because it

contains a \/Tt term whilst Equations (2.30) and (2"35) are satisfactory'

2"2"4 The St Stone Model

Kimura (1953) suggesÈed a model of population structure called the

stepping-stone model" This restricts the population to discrete colonies

(arranged in a line or on a lattice) with migration only between colonies

that are immediate neighbors" This model was also used by crosby (1960)

in computer simulatio¡1, The mathematical conseguences of the model when

there are an infinite number of colonies were developed by Kimura and vÍeiss

(1964), who obtained equations for the correlation in gene frequencies



(denoted c(r)) beÈween colonies r steps apart in one, two and three

dimensional populations" lrlhen the proportion of immigrants from neigh-

boring colonies is m (isotropic migration assumed), N is the variance

effective size of each eolony, and k is (u+v) or "long range migration"

(Kimura and Weiss used m- as their symbol), then in a linear population,

20.

... (2.37\o2-q = øtr--n¡ /I + 4NrÆ2k)

cc. exp er /zr/nland

provided m>>k"

Noting that o'.2=m and f (o) = Aq"/-q(l-q), then we can see that Equations

(2"34) and (2-37) are identÍcal, even though they were derived by quiÈe

different methods. Because f(r) can also be interpreted as a correlation'

Equations (2"35) and (2"38) are essentially the same'

For an area Population,

c(r) cc E//r) exp <-t'Ml ' Q'39)

so that Equations (2"33) and (2.39) are identical sinc" o!'= m/2. Again,

however, it should be emphasised that these equations were derived for

r large, and the work of Imaizumi et aL. (f970) suggests that the Q/fü\ term

in Equation (2"391 may not be accurate when r is small'

Bodmer and Cavalti-Sforza (1968) and, Maruyama (f969,1970d'1970e'l-97l-)

considered the stepping-stone model when there are a finite number of

colonies" Provided that the number of colonies is not unrealistically

small, f(o) and C(r) are not greatly changed'

A difference between the methods of Wright (based on path coefficients)

and those of Malecot and Kimura should be noted: the former assumes neutral

alleles, with or without mutation, but the tatter must include mutation or

long range migration if their equations are to have non-trivial solutions"

The reason for this difference does not appear to have been explained'

c (r)
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2.2.5 The Mi ation Matrix lulodel

According to Morton (1969b), Malecot was the first to use a migration

matrix to deal with a subdivided population in a who1ly general way'

Consider a population with n subpopulaÈions and let nrj O" the probability

that an individual reproducing in the ith subpopulation came from sub-

population j " The matrix of pij values (denoted p = pij ) is called the

migration maÈrix. This is used to find f. ' (in this case interpreted as

the probability of drawing at random homologous genes identical by descent

from subpoputations i and j) in any generation after the population is

established, The island and stepping-stone models of population structure

are special cases of the migration matrix where great algebraic simplif-

icaÈion is possible.

Bodmer and Cavalli-Sforza (1968) used the migration matrix to find

the variance in genè frequencies between subpopulations and the correlation

in gene frequencies between particular subpopulations. To overcome the

problem that the sampling variance of a gene frequency is a function of

the gene frequency (ES. (2.1)), they used the angular transformation

O = arc sinefr. The sampling variance of 0 is approximately independent

of O unless the gene frequency is close to O or I (Fisher and Ford, 1947) '

The migration matrix method is potentially very powerful because any

pattern of migration between subpopulations and any variation in the size

of subpopulations can be handled in an analysis of genetic differentiation

due to random sampling drift between subpopulations. But, before it can

be applied to a real population, an enormous amount of work wiII be

required to estimate pij and N. for each subpopulation to sufficient

accuracy"

2"3 EVOLUTION TN A SUBDIVIDED POPULATTON

2.3.L Neutral Genes

The effect of population subdivision on the dynamics of neutral genes
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was first dealt with by V[righÈ (1943a) when he compared the variance

effecÈive number in a population that has fixation index F due to consan-

guineous matings (but no poputation subdivision), with that in a subdivided

population with inbreeding due to population subdivision (FsT) " In the

inbred, but not subdivided, population of N, dinloids the variance in the

expected change in gene frequencies is

B(ðq)2 = q(1-q)(r+F)/2Nr "Q'Ao)

whereas in the subdivided population,

e (ôq) 2 q (1-q)0--rsr) /2Nr (2 4L)

Subdivision reduces the sampling variance, increasing the variance

effective number of the population and lowering the raÈe of loss of neutral

al1eles from the population" Maruyama {.1972l- approached this problem

from quite a differenÈ angle. $fhen fo is the average probability of

identity of allel-ic state (or of constitution) within each subdivision and

I is ttt. mean probability of identity of allelic staÈe of two randomly

chosen alleles from Èhe whole population,

n (ôq) 2 = s. (1-q) (I-f^) /2+(7-r) ' (2"42)
-ol

The relationship between Equations (2.41) and (2.42) will be considered

further in Chapter 5.

The effecÈive population size for the island model with a finite

number (n) of subpopulations, each of N haploids, was studied by Moran

(Lg5g,Ag62) and pollak (1968). The result of PoIIak is more general- He

let fhe probability that a gene is exchanged between any pair of subpop-

ulations be

U=c/N

Hence the frequency of inunigration (from all other n-1 subpopulations)

ism=(n-f)p

= (n-1) C/N - Q"43)
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The actual number in the poputration is nN and Pollak denoted the effective

nunber by nN/À, where approxímately,

À = n2c + n/2 - (n/2) rE-¡ anz¿z + n (n-2) c

Comparison of Pollak's work with Equation (2.4I) suggests that À should

be very sÍmilar to l-Fr*(n), *here Fst(n) is the equilibrium value for an

istand population of n islands instead of an infinite number of islands

F ). As a first approximation, F will be about (n-I)/n times the
ST (n)

value of FST, where

ur, = (r-m)z/ (N- (N-1) (t-m) 2) 
" (2-45)

Substituting for m (EquaÈion 2.43) and ignoring terms of order (1/N2), a

little rearrangement reveals

ST

1-F + (2 (n-r) c + J./n) / (2 (n-Ll c + 1)

= 
(2Nm + L/n)/ (2¡lm + 1)

ST (n)

(2.46)

Numerical calculations indicate that À and l-FSt(n) are similar (e.g.n=9,

C=.A25 : À=.7095¡ t-tr_(n¡="70a¡ " Thus the results of Vlright (I943a) and

Pollak (1968) are in agreement.

The expected nurnber of migrants entering each subpopulation is (n-1)C'

which is large if n is large unless C is very srnall" Moran (1959,L962)

and Ewens (1969) restrict this model to cases where C71, which implies

many irnmigranÈs into each subpopulation and can even lead to the situation

where most individuals in each subpopulation are immigrants' This restricted

model is probably a very poor representation of reality because in most

natural populations the number of subpopulations ís large but the number of

inmigrants per gen.eration is small. Hence the comments that Moran (1959'

;-962) and Ewens (1969) make abouÈ the effects of population subdivision

on evolution can probably be ignored.

pollak (1968) allows for the more realistic case where OfClN,/(n-I)

and he concludes that if C((1, then subdivision will markedly slow down
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the rate of approach to homozygosity in the population (in the absence

of mutation) "

Maruyana (1970a,1970c) dealt with the rate of loss of heterozygosity

(À) in linear and circular stepping-stone models of finite length (n

colonies, each of ll diptoids),

For the linear population,

when Nm < n,/5, À + 5m/n2 (2.47a1

when Nm > n,/5; À + 1/2Nn .(2"47b)

and for Èhe circular population,

when Nm < nrl5; À -: lOmln2 - Q.48a)

when Nm > n,/5 À. i l/2t:tn . (2-48b)

Since À = 1/2Nn in a panmictic population of Nn diploids, these results

give Èhe conditions under which these stepping-stone models behave differ-

ently from a panmictic population. Maruyama drew Èwo conclusions from his

analysis: firstly, when Èhe number of immigrants entering each subpopulation

lWm) is sufficiently small, random sampling drift in the whole populaÈion

becomes independent of the size of each subpopulation; secondly' the

longer a l-inear population, the more likely ít is to deviate from panmixis.

Maruyama (1971) analysed the two-dimensional stepping-stone model

of finite size and found that the critical region in which a deviation from

panmixis (À = 1/2Nn) occurred, was Nm ( 2" In this region, )' * n/2n.

Maruyama evaluated À exactly for a range of values of Nm and showed that

as Nm passed through the critical value (Nm=2), the change-over from

panmictic to subdivided 0, * m/2n) conditions took place quickly.

Another way to examine the significance of population subdivision is

to calculate the effective number of alleles (n.) (Kimura and Crow, L964)

which is defined as I/E (in this case, f is the probability of identity

by descent of two alleles randomly chosen from the whole population and

the "infinite aIIeIes" model of mutational evolution in which new aIIeIes



are produced at a rate u, is assumed).

island model

Maruyama (I970f) found for the

n 1+4Nnu+nu/m
e

although this formula may be slightly in error because a term was omitted

in part of its derivation (Latter L973a¡ cockerham, L973i compare afso

with Morton, 1969b) " For the circular stepping-stone model

4Nnu + n@z^

25.

. . (2.4e)

n
e

and for linear and area stepping-stone models,

n 4Nnu/ (l-fo)
e

(2 so)

(2 sr)

where f is evaluated from rather complicated equations.
o

populatior, r. = 1 + 4Nnu so Equations (2"49) and (2.50)

m < trl2N is required before n- rises much above the level in a panmictic

population.

Another feature of subdivided populations was considered by Kimura

and Maruyama (1971) and Maruyama (1971): the geographicat pattern of a

neutral polymorphism. Based on an analysis of the area stepping-stone

model, they assert that when Nm>I (and especialty if Nm>4) there will be

similar gene frequencies in all subpopulations, but if Nm<I, very different

gene frequencies will occur in welt separated parts of the population.

Regions of high and low gene frequencies will be connected by clines in

gene frequency" Hence observations on gene frequencies in natural

populations that show either uniform gene frequencies over wide areas,

or rapid changes in gene frequency across a landscaper cannot be taken as

evidence for or against selection. These differing geographic patterns

of gene frequencies could be due either to large or small values of Nm,

or to selection that is homogeneous over a wide region or differs between

subpopulations" Observations of gene frequencies in subpopulations of

a natural populaÈion witl not help to discriminate between the "neutralist"

In a panmictic

suggest that
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or ,'selectionist" views on the cause of most polymorphisms (Kimura and

Maruyana, 1971) "

To summarise, the effect of population subdivision is to slow the

random sampling drift of a neutrat allele, but for this effect to become

significant the amount of gene flow between subdivisions of the population

must be smafl (the number of immigrants per generation should be about

one or fewer), A linear population is more like1y to deviate from panmixis

than an area Popu1ation"

2.3 "2 Selection

The role of selection in producing genetic differentiation of a

subdívided population has been considered in three main ways: localised

variation in gene frequencies due to selection pressures that change from

place Èo place; clines formed between two regions where different alleles

are favoured; and the wave of advance of a newly arisen, selectively

advantageous gene. The stability of a polymorphism in a population

inhabiting diverse environments has also been a popular topic'

2.3"2"r SêIective Differentiation of SubPoPulations

Ha]'dane(1930)andV,Iright(1931)studiedtheinteraction

between selection and immigration in an isolaÈed subpopulation receiving

migrants from a larger source populaLion. When selection and immigration

have opposite effecÈs on the gene frequency, an equilibrium may be estab-

lished, but the exact equation for this equilibrium depends upon the type

of selection (e"g" selection on a recessive, dominant or partially dominant

gene). An obvious generalisation is that the gene frequency difference

between the source population and the recipient subpopulation is a function

of the relative magnitudes of m and the selective coefficient (s) " If

m > s, then ínunigration overwhelms selection and there is only slight

differentiation of the subpopulation, but if s ) m, then migration may only
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serve to prevent the selectively favoured allele becoming fixed in the

subpopulation. When the effective nunber in the subpopulation is small,

a deterministic analysis of the gene freguency is inadequate and a

stochastic analysis is required. The frequency distribution of gene

freguencies in the subpopulation can be obtained from the solution to the

diffusion equation (Equation (2-22)) .

!üright (I943a) attempted an analysis of differentiation of sub-

divisions by selection and random sampling drift. He gave three models

to show that various patterns of differentiation could arise from different

circumstances.

(a) Islands wiÈh differìng population sizes but the same 4gnþer of

imrnigrants each generation" Nm is identical for all islands so that

differentiation due to random sarnpling ilrift (given approxirnately by

1/(4Nm+1), 8g.2"2:-'.) is the same in all islands" But for the same intensity

of selection (s), clifferentiation will be greater on larger islands because

the m:s ratio is smaller, Hence genes that are subject to different

selection pressures on different islands wíII have a greater value of tr*

over large islands than over smatl islands"

(b) The size of each subpopulation is proportional to area and the number

of immigrants is proportional to the length of the boundary around each

subpopulation (i,e" Nm o¿ ¡fi-). Here there is more random sampling drift

in smaller subpopulaÈions than in larger ones' and again the possibilities

for selecÈive differentiation are greater in larger subpopulations"

(c) If both subpopulation size and inunigration rate are prop.ortional to

the area (i,e" m is constant), there is no relationship between sub-

population size and selective differentiation, but smaller subpopulations

will k¡e subject to more random sampling drift and hence "non-adaptive"

differentiatiorr than larger ones (wrigtrt, 1943a) "

Cainandsheppard(1954),inanattackonthetheorythatagreater
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variance in gene frequencies (and henc., ta*) between smal1 colonies of

the snail CepAea than beÈween larger colonies was evidence for neutrality

of the genes concerned, proposed another mod.el of geographic selection'

They noted that the environment in which the snails lived was very hetero-

geneous (made up of diverse patches, in the sense of Levins, 1968) ' Larger

colonies extend over more patches of differing environmental conditions

than small colonies" This observaÈion implied that larger colonies would

be more alike in average environmental conditions than small colonies and

hence small colonies would be subject to a greater diversity of selection

pressures than larger ones. under this model, both adaptive and non-

adaptive differentiation wiLl be greater in smaller colonies.

These four different models for the interaction of selecÈion and

random drift in subdivided populations and the differing predictions

obtained from each, show how difficult it is to interpret gene frequency

data from natural populations as evidence for or against selection'

Lamotte (1959) in a reply Èo Cain and Sheppard (1954) clearly identifies

the problems of discerníng the roles of selection and of random sampling

drift in promoting differentiation of colonies of snails: "'"' the environ-

mental diversity provokes a genetic diversity in the composition of the

populations. As shown by experimental studies micro-climatic conditions

are doubtless effective factors determining the genetic equilibrium'

selection by predators is also effective, at least in some cases" However'

when one attempts to assess the cumulative action of these factors in

the course of time, there always remains some unexplained residual

diversity. "

2"3.2"2 Selective Clines

The first analysis of a selective cline was by Haldane (1948)

for a locus with a dominant and a recessive allele" The habitat is

assumed to change only at a sharp boundary between two contrasting
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envirorunents which are otherwise uniform. On one side of the boundary,

the recessive phenotype has a fitness (1+f¡ relative to the dominant

phenotlpe, but on the other side it has relative fitness (r-k) " The gene

frequency at the boundary was found to depend upon the ratio, K/k- From

estimates of the variance of the dispersal disÈance each generation (OU')

and the interquartile distance of gene frequencies (with distance scaled

in units of o-), the selection differential across the cline can be
o

estimated. Haldane (1943) applied his model to a cline in the Hc gene in

PenornyseuspoLionotl,¿s-. calculating that K and k need only be about 0'00I

to explain the observed change in gene frequencies'

Fisher (1950) introduced a different model of a cline: he assumed

two codominant alle1es and an environment that changed geographically

such that the advantage (or disadvanLage) of an aIlele at a point was a

Iinear function of the distance between the point and the boundary at

which both aIIeIes were neutral" A method of determining the ratio

between the raÈe of diffusion of genes through the population and the

gradient in selective values was provided.

Clarke (1966) examined the effects of modifier genes on the slope

and position of a cline" His results shov¡ that modifier genes can

steepen a cline and even put a step in a previously smooth cline"

Hanson (1966) derived a more general formula for a cline and applied

it to the case of a gene favoured in a selective "pocket" of a uniformly

distributed poputation, but disadvantageous else\nthere" He showed that

the size of the pocket and the selective advantage had to exceed certain

bounds before the gene could be maintained in the pocket against the

influx of other atleles from surrounding areas. This problem was also

touched upon by Skellam (1951).

Jain and Bradshaw (1966) made computer simulations of different

models of clines, showing that marked gene frequency changes could occur
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over short distances, even in the face of heavy gene flow, with only

moderate selection pressures.

AIl these mathematical analyses of Èheoretical clines assume that

that environment changes in a remarkably precise fashion, that there is

a simpte population structure (usually a uniform population density) and

that selection acts in a very simple manner. Such idealised populations

are unlikely to be met with in nature and this fact makes it difficult to

use these models to analyse what is going on in a given situation, although

of course, these models do show what could happen, given the appropriate

circumstances. The only attempt to apply any of these models to real

data is that of Kettlewell and Berry (1961) who analysed the melanic cline

in the moLln Amathes gLareosq. in Shetland, using Haldane's (1948) model.

Their calculations sho\^r that selective differences of less than Ie" could

create the c1ine.

Bishop (L9721 attempted to estimate selective values and dispersal

rates throughout a melanic cline in the moLin Biston betuLaria near Liverpool.

!'Ihen these estimates \^¡ere used in a computer simulation of the cline, the

simulated cline differed from the real cline, for reasons which could not

be discerned" EvidenÈIy, more factors were involved in the maintenance

of the cline than Bishop hras able to measure"

2"3.2.3 Stability of polvmorphisms due to qeographical
selection

The above discussion of the balance established

between opposíng selection pressures in different subpopulations suggests

that if the popuration is treated as a whole, a stabre porlzmorphism has

been established (some subpopulations may be monomorphic, however) "

Levene (1953) studied the stability of a polymorphism established by

opposing selection pressures. using a simple model in wh-i-ch mating occurs

at random in the population but selection takes place in different sub-
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populations (called "niches" by Levene). Provided that the mean f,itness

of the heterozygote over at1 subpopulaÈions was greater than the mean

fitness of ei'Lher homozygote, there should be a stable equilibrium'

Levene,s model has been revised, modified and improved many times (Parsons,

1963; Maynard Smith, )-966,L97O¡ Deakin, L96601968,L972¡ Prout,1968;

Bulmer, I972¡ Karlin and Mccregor' L972¡ Gillespie, T9'14¡ Strobeck,I974;

Christiansen, 1974) but wiÈhout altering the basic conclusion that geograph-

ical selection in opposition in different subpopulations can maintain a

polymorphism"

Moran Ã962) discussed a simple population with two subpopulations

and concluded "So long as selection operates in opposite directions in

the two subpopulations a stable equilibrium is possible". But Karlin and

Mccregor (Lg72), in a more rigorous analysis of the two subpopulations

model, found that this intuitive remark was noÈ always correct. In

particular, if a dominant allele is favoured in one subpopulation and

selected against in another, the migration rate is great enough and the

selection coefficients fall within certain limits, then no stable poly-

morphism rnay be possible. This result reinforces Hanson's (1966)

discovery that the area of a seleetive pocket has to exceed a minimum

size before a l-ocally favoured allele can be maintained.

!ühen gene flow is not excessive and selection coefficients do not

fall within certain limits, iL appears that a subdivided population has

a greater chance of estabrishing a stabre porymorphism than a panmictic

population "

2"3.2"4 The Wave of Advance of an Advantageous Gene-

Yet another aspect of selection in subdivided populations was

d.ealt with by Fisher (1937) when he discussed the wave of advance through

a population of an advantageous gene. This paper takes cognizance of

the fact that in a subdivided population (Fisher considers isolation by
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distance), a newly formed advantageous gene wiII noÈ increase in frequency

in atl parts of the population simulÈaneously, but will become fixed in

the area where it first arose and then spread through the popu]-aÈion as a

\¡rave, Fisher considered a codominant gene with selective advantage, s'

in a uniform linear population, with the variance of the distance between

parental and offspring birthplaces given ¡y Oa , The velocity of any

point on the wave is

/2=V

and the length of the wave is proportional to Od//2s" For example, if

s = "01 and O'U = lOO yards, then V = 14 yards per generation" Clearly,

for species with limited dispersal abiliLies, a slightly advantageous

gene could take hundreds or thousands of generations Èo spread through

the whole population" Fisher (1937) makes the point " " . . the number of

such waves of selective advance, simultaneously in progress' must be

large " "

Also, the rate of change of gene frequency at any spot on the wave

is very slow and may not be detectabl-e until many generaLions have passed"

Thus, if observations on a population, Iasting only a few generations,

reveal a cline in gene frequencies. it wilt not be possible to distinguish

between the three possibilities of (a) a neutral gene that just happens to

have a cline, (b) a cline maintained by opposing selectíon pressures across

an environmental gradient, and (c) a l¡tave of advance of an advantageous

çJene"

Skellam (1951) obtained similar results with more complex models.

od
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CHAPTER 3

*
HETEROZYGOTE FREQUENCIES IN S}4ALL SUBPOPULATIONS

3. I INTRODUCTION

Levene (L949) noted that when a finite sample of diploids is drawn

from a population in Hardy-lVeinberg equilibrium, then on average, the

frequency of heterozygotes in the sample will exceed the Hardy-Vrleinberg

expectation for the sample. This was confirmed by Cannings and Edwards

(1969) using a different proof. Haldane (1954) and Smith (1970) provided

statistics to test the genotype frequencies in a finite sample for deviations

from Hardy-!üeinberg frequencies in the population from which the sample \¡tas

drawn, taking accounÈ of the effect of sampling on genotype frequencies.

However, Robertson (1965) showed that iÈ \^ras not valid to expect Hardy-

l¡einberg frequencies in a population if there were a small number of parents

for the individuals in the population. Robertson d,emonstrated that if the

variance effective number of parents was N, then because of the gene

frequency difference between the sexes that arises by chance, the frequency

of heterozygotes in the progeny population will exceed Hardy-V'feinberg

expectations by a proportior, fr, on average.

In smal-I populations, the frequency of heterozygotes will be affected

by both of the processes described, Lor in each generation only a finite

number of progeny will be produced and only a small number of these

will mate to produce the next generation. For this reason genotype

frequencies in small populations (determined either by sampling or by

complete census) may show an excess of heterozygotes when tested by the

methods of Levene (1949), Haldane (1954) and Smith (1970) even \^Ihen there

are no selective differences between the genotlpes. The hypothesis that

we might expect to find heterozygote excesses in small populations is

supported by the data of Selander (1970) and Kirby (1973) on small mouse

* Submitted to Theoretical Population Biology, December, 1973.
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I

populations and a study of Yanomama Indians by Neel and !üard (L972). In

all three cases there was a greater excess of heterozygotes than could be

explained by Levene's (1949) correction for sample sizes.

Wright (1965, :-969) has poinÈed out that in many circumstances the

fixation index within subpopulations should be negative, indicaÈing a

heterozygote excess. This paper uses Wright's F-statistic terminology

(but a slightly different approach) to obtain quantitaÈive estimates of

the frequency of heterozygotes in small populations. It will be shown

that Èhere are two definitions of the mean fixation index within sub-

populations and that one of these definitions is more useful than the

other.

The emphasis will be on a population with separate sexes because

this is the situation most commonly met with in practice though often

neglected in the literature.

3.2 F-STATTSTICS FOR SUBDIVIÐED POPULATTONS

The genetic structure of a subdivided population can be described

by five F-statistics, which are a set of correlations and covariances

(v[right, 1951, ]-965; Jain and ülorkman, L967 ¡ Barrai , L97I). The three

basic F-statistics (FIT, tST. tIS) have been known for some time (lVriglrt,

1951, 1969) but an additional two (tCr, tNlO) \^Iere recently introduced' by

Barrai (1971). It witl be shown that these two are unnecessary.

The correlation between uniting gametes (or fixation index) (vlright'

l-g2]-, 1969) in a population (or subpopulation) is a measure of the

deviation of genotlpic frequencies at a given locus from the Hardy-

Vfeinberg values.

If H is the observed frequency of heterozygotes for two codominant
o

alleles and H is the frequency predicted by the Hardy-Vleinberg law, then
e

the fixation index, F, is (He-Ho)/He. If the frequency of the two alleles
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is p and q, then F is related to Ho, P and q by Ho = 2pq(1-r) '

VÍright(1951,1969)describedthemethodforapplyingF-statisÈics

tosubdivided(orhierarchical)populations.TheF-statisticforÈhe

total population, d.enoted FIT, i" the fixation index for the total

population so that Ho = 2pã(l-FrT), where þ and õ ut" weighted mean

allele frequencies and Ho is the frequency of heterozygotes in the whole

population.Thetotalpopulationmaybearealaggregationofsub-

populations or may be an imaginary ensemble of replicaÈe subpopulations'

Both concePts are useful.

For a particular subpopulation (say, the ith one) the F-statistic

isF-^,whichisthefixationind'exforthatsubpopulation.Ther5.
average F-statistic over aII subpopulations (urr) is obtained by weighting

an" t-r' value for each subpopulation, usually by the size of the sub-

population (although other weighting systems may be appropriate for

different circumstances). In the literature there exist two different

definitions of F* which will be denoted by Frs ana îrr'

A third F-statistic, FsT, arises because of Èhe variation in gene

freguencies between subpopulations due to the v'rahlund effect. fn

general, Fsr = .$ where opq is the covariance between the frequencies
pq

of the two alleles over all subpopulations. However, in the diallelic

case (p + q = 1) (to which we wilt restrict our attention) FST = O2q/eS',

where 02 is the variance in gene frequencies over all subpopulations'
q

Nei (1965) provided a complete description of genotype frequencies

in a subd,ivided poputation and ind,ependently, Barrai (197r) introduced

two F-statistics Èo deal with the covariances of the subpopulation

fixation ind.ex (Frs.) with the gene frequency (ots) and with the square
1,

of t-he gene frequency (Ornz). These F-statistics are tcM = Orn/PQ and

FNM = orrr/eø. (Barrai, J'gil-) -

The relationship between these five F-statistics can be obtained



by considering the two equations for the frequency of heterozygotes in

the toÈat poPulation (Hr):

2pq (t-Fr.)

(3 2)
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. . (3.1)

. . . (3.10

and

",

H
T

2LwUe¿9¿, r-urrZ)

rh
where w. is the proportion of the total forrnd in the i subpopulation.

The first definition of F IS
that will be used is the simple one of

F Iw.F1, TS.
Þ

IS
(3 3)

(3.4)

(3 s)

(3 6)

(3 7)

(3 8)

(3 e)

By noting that

q

orn

and equaÈing the R"H.S" of Eq-

to obtain (Barrai, l97I)

1-F

Hence

and if r*, F
GM

= 0, then

s Xw.q.

o2

Fq
Xw.c¡ .F

't- ^1,
qF

IS.
1,

-2t = ¿V7.Cf.' 't '1,
F

IS

(I-Fsr) (l-Frs) * 
"** -

.t,

(3.1) and Eq. (3.2), it is straightforward

o IS

(o2 + ã')r-^q r-Þ

=IT

F
IT GM

F IS

;
IS

F -F +F F
ST NM GM

1-F
ST

F -FIT ST
1-F

ST

Eq. (3.10) is often presented with unproven assumptíon that t*t - FcM = 0

for subpopulations undergoing random drift. !Íhitst orn will be zero

if A = 0.5 and the gene frequency distribution among the different sub-

populationsisslzmmetricalabouto.5,itwillnotnecessarilybezerowhen



I deviates from 0.5 and the gene frequency distribution is no longer

e><pected Èo be symnetrical. Also, when Orn = 0r it is not possible to

assert that o- 2 = O. Thus, it will not be valid to assune that, in
!:q

general, FNM - t"* = 0.

Hovrever, by redefining Frr, it is possible to obtain Eq. (3.10)

exactly. (I am indebted to Professor S. Wright for pointing this out.)

Let

(LwntUvOE rs .) / (Lw¿t¿e¿)
u

F
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and then by equating the R.H"S" of Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) '

F -FF IT ST

!,Iright (1965, Lg6g) implied this definition of FrS when he discussed

the mating-type matrix model for inbreeding in sib-mating populations, but

did not present it explicitly. Equations for Fr* *U u* can be obtained

for many population structures, but equations for F** *d U"* are not

available at present. This fact makes Ê-, u more useful parameter than

F-- it discussions of the expected frequency ofheterozygotes within sub-
ÏS

populations" Some other comparisons of F* and Êr, "t. 
interesting and

will be presented.

3.3 GENOTYPE FREOUENCTES AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF THE LIFECYCLE

Before setting ouÈ equations for FrT, FST ana Êrr, it will help to

clarify the approach used in this paper if it is first shown how genotype

frequencies can change at different stages of the lifecycle. Consider a

finite, random mating population with adults of two sexes. There are Nm

males with gene frequency ç and N, females with gene frequency qf " V'Ihen

IS

IS I F
ST

random mating occurs, the male and female gametes unite at random to produce
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a zysot;rc genotypic array qrln 4, {er(r-ç) + q*(1-ør)}Aa' tr-ç) (l-st) a'a

This genotypic array is that which would be obtained if there were an

infinite number of progeny. However, this is not the genotypic array that

will be observed in the N* males and N, females that become the adults of

the next generation. These adults are a random sample from the zygoEtc

genotypic array and will differ from the zygoLíc array in gene and genotlpe

frequencies because of sampling. If migrants enter the population, they

are usually envisaged as entering as adults and hence the adult phase of

the lifecycle can be split into two parts: before and after immigration-

Thus there may be three stages in a lifecycle aÈ which genoÈype frequencies

differ:

(1) breeding adults;

(2) zygotes produced by random union of gametes;

(3) adults that are a finite sample from the zygolic array.

After immigration (if it occurs) Èhe poputation is back to breeding adults

again.

In the theory presented in this paper, it is assumed that the

population is censused for genotype frequencies at stage (3) - adults'

before immigration occurs.

 3.4 F FOR AN ISOI,ATED DE¡48

An isolated deme is a random-mating subpopulation which does not

receive inunigrants from other subpopulations of the same species' The

F-statistics wifl be considered over an ensemble of replicate demes with

the same population parameters (e.g. síze, selection pressures, mutation

rates) as the particular deme study. The estimate of FIS obtained in

any generation is the expected value of tIS in the deme under study in

that generation. As is usual in inbreeding theory, the two alleles will

be considered selectively neutral and the rate of mutation negligible"
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but F* wiII have advanced to fi, because a round of mating has occurred.

Ur* .td Fr* advance at different stages in each generation because mating

(which advances Frr) occurs before random sampling of progeny (which

advances ur*). ConsequentlY

40.

Ê 
(t-t) *
IS

t
IT FF

(r-1)
ST

1-F (t-1)
ST

From Eq. (3.14) ,Eq. (3.15) and Eq- (3-16)

2 E(s;-1 - õl' + E(Ed(ðs¿)')

oå t.-rr + (s(l-s) -2t (t-t

Õ
(È)

I rr+Êj!-I).1

2N

(3 l8)

(3 1e)

(3 2o)

. (32L

t
and hence

F
t
ST

r-1
F

ST

F
r-1
ST

(1-Fr-1
ST+ l rt*Êj!-t).l

2Nt

substitutins for Êj:-t'* ,to5n Eq. (3.17) into rq. (3.19) yields

F
t
ST

* ,þtr-zut
t+F )IT'

r-1
ST

This equation is notable because it contains a term in f'|, and hence

t
shows that FST rs not independent of F-r, although from Eq. (3.13) n|, is

quite independent of Fr*.

If 0 (i,e. the population from which the founders of theoF'rr FO
ST

deme originated was not inbred),

'll' ='ll' = o, 'j;' = uj+' =

Under these circumstances,

ST ftt'-r'

then from ES. (3.13) and Eq. (3.20),

2Nt

(r+2) _ (t)
and subseøuent1V Fj, '= o'ST '1

r-1
ST

t-2+F )
ST

t r-1
ST

F F +

In animal and plant breeding, Eq. (3.21) will apply when two inbred
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Iines are crossed and sublines are later set up, if the F, is taken as

generation 0.

For any generation,

and Eq. (3.20) or Eq. (3.21)

Eq. (3.12) . rf Eq. (3.21)

aft, îi" ca" be estimated by applying Eq. (3.I3)

tt
Èo evaluate ri, and r!, and substituting into

is applicable, then Eq. (3-12) becomes

t
F -FIT

t+2
IT

1-F

t+21-tm

T*' tnen ô1,

t
_ ",,| --' t+2

"rt

(3 22)

(3 23)

(3 24)

and if

From Eq. (3.13) H

2

a!
F

TS

t
"r,

t tt - *.-r'"
r-1
IT

t-2
IT

1
2Nt

+ H
IT 2

If Nt remains constant at N in all generaÈions,

a homogeneous difference equation with solution Hf- =IT

MalecoÈ, 1969), where À, and À, are solutions of Èhe equation

(r - þ^ - * = o

1- I
72,41

then Eq. (3.23) is

(e. g.

2

from Eq. (3.22) tends to

erl + erj

À

rfÀ x2' then in the long term behaviour of u!r, can be ignoredÀ
I
r .t

and hence ttl, = aÀ1.

Now, À, = *,* - I + ,Æ2 + rl amd hence r!,

a timiting value of

¡t
urc

4N2
-r--

(N - I + /tt" + 1)2

as t becomes large. For the special case of a sibmating line, N=2 and

Pt tends to a limit of -0.52786.
IS

^3.5 F IN A DEME RECEIVING IMMIGRANTS

The study of a deme receiving a steady flow of immigrants from other



subpopulations of the same species is assisted by utilising wright's

,, Island" model 0f population structure (vIright, 1951, 1969). Ttris

model envisages an infinite number of demes receiving immigrants from a

conrmon source population with constant gene frequency õ, ¡rrt without any

migration between demes. Hence tL *d FsT .t" defined over the entire

ensembl_e of demes relative to q, and Fß is the expected (or mean) value

of trr. in each deme"
1' r.
The exPression for ri, is

rT, =,t - 
il_r) 

(r - *l"lrt . *._r(1 - m) u(r + t|r',

(e.g. Crow and Kimura,LSTO¡ Malecot,L969l

where m is the proportion of the gene pool in each deme contributed by

inunigration each generation.

The equation for r!, must correspond in the stage of the life

cycle with the equation for f!r. The derivation of fÈ- takes account of

inunigratiön in generation (t--2) and (t-1) but not generation (t) ' and

hence Eq.(3.25) applies in generation (t) to the time after the progeny

in generation (t) are obtained, but before immigration occurs in generation

(t). Hence the corresponding equation for n!, must apply after sampling

but before immigration in generation (t). r.et 91t-1) ¿,'a alt-t, be the

gene frequency in a deme before and after inmigration in generation (t-1) '

respectivelY.

fq (t-r)

42.

(3.25

q (.-r) + m(q - q (t-1)

I

tt - nl.-1,)(1 + r

)

After mating and sampling of progeny in the next generation:

qr

0

t9t-t +

tq (t-r)

I
^tÒc¡'t-

where eu t ôøl-r)

uutôøl-rl 2 
=

I (t-t) *
IS

(3 26

t
and 2N



Now

From Eq. (3.27) and Eq. (3.28)

t
ST

ó

1- tr-ml'zr'!-rr

(1-m) a

2N - (2N-2) 1t-m) 
2 (1-m) 4

æ1+F IT

rr-*l rrjf-l) + t (1-2 (1-m) ,rJ;-t'* tlrl

(r-1) + E(E ^+o9t-t ) 
2) 

)d

(r-r)
t

2Nt
+ ttqtr - ql

F
t (t-m) 2r'r-1

STIT

o?.r (r - m) 2o2

(1 - m) 2o2

(3 27)

(3 28)

(3 2e)

43.

. (3-321

- (r - m)2o2 (r-r) ) (t + ÊÍ:-r) 
*) 

)

Ê11-t) 
* i" "rr.luated after immigration and mating in genera

TS
1-

that F-, has become rir, nut before sampling so that trt i"

Therefore,

tion (t-1) so

tr-*l'njf-I) .

¡ (t-1) *
IS

F

¡l-Êf, "* be found by substitutins ror r|, ana n!* in Eq' (3'L2)' rf the

magrnitudes of N and m remain constant for a sufficiently long time, the

values of t_s, ts, *d tm will approach the equilibrium values denoted

Êîr, uË, and rl, respectively. From Eq. (3-25) and (3-29)

F IT

ST
F

and from Eq. (3.12)

2N - (2N-2) (1-m) 2

2N - (2N-2) (I-m) 2
1t-m) 

a

(1-m) a - r

I

fpo-rs
2N - (2N-2) 1r-m) -1

(I-m) (3 321

N

2 (1-m) 4
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From Eq. (3.328) it is evidenÈ that for smalL *, t, will be

approximately - *, *U that more generally, the absolute magnitude of

f^ t" reduced by increasing immigration rates.
IS

Atl of this theory has dealt with Êr, and ignored rrr. The value

of F-^ cannot be estimated using the methods described above and so other
ÏS

methods must be tried. T\^ro approaches will be used to compare F-, and

f _, firstly by utilising the matrix of mating-type frequencies in the
IS

case of a sib-mating subpopulation (e.g. Fisher, L949¡ WrighÈ,L965,1969)

and secondly by computer simulation of populations of larger size-

3.6 MATRTX OF MATTNG TYPES FOR SIB-MATING DEMES: (A) ISOLATED DEME

In the case of an isolated deme of only one male and one female (sibs)

each generation, there are six distinct mating types to consider:

AA x AA, AA x Aa, AA x aa, Aa x Aa, Aa x aa an:,d. aa, x aa, denoted bY mrrmr'

*3, *4, mU and. m6 respectively. rf the frequency of the *.th *u.ting type

in the tth g.n.ration is denotea lv cf, then the frequencies of the six

mating types in successive generations are given in the matrix equation in

Table 3.2, after subsÈituting m=O in the 6 x 6 matrix (e.9. VÍright, 1969).

rS
tal<es the values O in *I *d *6, - ï t" *2 *d *5, +1 in m, andF

4

-l in mn. The mean F

frequency 
"

thus -tF
IS

The mean gene frequency, qt

is obtained by weighting each mating type by its

by its frequency

at.j - .!r
3( t

"2
c + 4(ct

3

is

c" + .75 cI
t t t

+

IS

"!r .+t 1_ t- cn - 1lc,
t
3

However, Êr, t" obtained by weighting each mating tW. FrS

and by ø.¿(L-ø,1 / (Ls¿(L-q¿) ) so thaÈ

t"j + "!r6tÏS
+ ir * '!r

.lrq
2

+ .5(c
3

+.25c
5



TABLE 3.1

F-statistics for the isolated sibmating deme from the matrix model.

Ê,,
IS

FF
ST

FC,eneration
TT

1

2

3

4

5

10

15

20

25

30

0. 0000

0.0000

0. 2 500

0.3750

0. 5000

o.8262

0.9398

o.9791

o.9928

o.9975

0. 2500

0. 3750

0. 5000

0.5938

o.67J.9

0.8862

0.9606

0. 9863

0.9953

o.9984

-o.29l-7

-o.4063

-o.2786

-o.24L5

-0.1906

-o.0665

-0.023I

-0. 0080

-0.0028

-0. 0010

-0.3333

-0.6000

-0.5000

-0.5385

-0.5238

-o.5279

-o.5279

-o.5279

-o.5279

-o.5279
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and hence

and

t
TT

F 1- ( *.! * zcf,int(r-q).t
"2

t
3

The variance in gene frequencies will be

o 2
(r)

F 
(r)
ST

/s,(r-q)

t t t
c + .5625 c + .25 (c + c + .0625 c q
I 2 5

2tn'

2o (r)

t when q = å.
"6

+ .25

some results obtained by iÈerating the matrix equaÈion for rcf,1 fox

30 generations after "Ï = t are given in Table 3'I' The values of Frt'

FsT urd FIS agree with results obtained from Eq.(3.13), Eq.(3-20) and Eq.

(3.24), thus providing a check on their validity' There is a marked

d.ifference between Fr, *U Êr, after the first two generations. Because

^each term in Êr, is weighted by e.-,l-qi¡, subpopulations that are fixed

for one allele or the other will not be included in this average' Hence

î - i" not affected by the increasing proportion of subpopulations that
IS

are homogenic (AA x AA or aa x aa) and stabilises because the relative

freguencies of Èhe heterogenic mating Èypes stabilises. But F* is the

average over all mating types (including the homogenic cases with Frr-.= 0)
u

and hence tends Eo zeto as Èhe proportion of homogenic mating types tends

to unity.

3.7 SIB-MATING DEMES: (b ) DEME RECEIVTNG IMMIGRÄNTS

The matrix equation for this case is given in Table 3.2. This was

obtained by noting that each gamete produced within a deme at mating has

a probability m of being replaced by an immigranÈ gamete. For example,

if the gene freguency in the source population of immigrants is 0' 5, then

the expected genotlpic raÈios in the progenY of mt G'e' AA x AA) will be

t
"r* * .!r,"1
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O - þlrLl,: m(I - þl O" , þ' aq,, and. hence the probabilities of mt

giving rise to any particular mating type can be calculated' For

simpliciÈy, Table 3.2 was obtained assuming that the mean gene frequency

of inanigrants was 0.5.

This maÈrix equation can be solved to obtain the equilibrium values

of (c¿) when m)0. For example, if m = 0.1 the equilibrium values of

the (c¿) yield the following F-staÈistics' {, = o'3806, tË, = 0'580I'

Fî, =-o- 2268,4, = -o-47s¡, "är = o'o and nffr = 0'1043' rhe varues of

tîr, tË, ana î1, are the same as those obtained from Eq'(3'30)'eq'(3'31)

and Eq. (3.324)? and Eq' (3.328)

Eq. (3.32A) tîî, = -o.4tsl .

0.45) is a good aPProximation torî-.IS

As before the values of F F are different because F IS
IS IS

affected by the proportion of homogenic subpopulations'

The matrix of mating-types method is unwieldy with demes larger

than N=2, so to .omp.te F* ana îr, in rarger demes it is necessary to

resort to comPuÈer simulation.

3.8 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS: (a) ISOLATED DEME

A computer program was written to simulate random drift in an

isolated deme. In each generation, the gene frequencies in males and

females were calculated separately. flren progeny were formed by

randomly selecÈing a gene (with replacement) from the gene pool of each

sex, using pseudo-random numbers (e.g. Fraser and Burnell' 1970) ' Up

to IrOOO replicate demes were simulated concurrently and in each generation

the mean Fr, ra= calculated over all the replicate demes (with trr.. = O

.î,

in demes fixed for an allele). tr, *d tr- were calculated relative to

the initíal gene frequency in the demes (q = 0.5) and the initial frequency

of heterozygotes (H = 0.5) . simulation runs were begun by drawing the

first generation from a population in which the gene frequency was o' 5

in both sexes. Several repeat simulations with different pseudo-random

and
TS



TABLE 3"3

Comparison between Ê-, ttd F-, tt an isolated deme

N
e

16
Generation

1

2

3

4

5

10

t_5

20

25

30

F
TS

I

IS

-0. 066

-0.128

-o.t25
-0.1r8
-0.115

-0. 093

-o.064

-0.050

-0.034

-0. 030

F +SE

32

-0. 013

-0. 033

-0.035

-0. 030

-o.o29
-0. 034

-0.028

-0. 032

-o.o27

-0.025

F +SEF'rslseF
IS

FF ISIS

-0. 067

-0.133

-0.128

-0.128

-o. 128

-0.128

-0.128

-0.128

-0.128

-o.L28

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

0. 005

0.004

0"004

0. 002

0. 005

0. 003

0. o03

0.001-

0.002

0.003

-0.032

-0.064

-0. 063

-0. 063

-0. 063

-0.063

-0.063

-0. 063

-0. 063

-0.063

-0. 033

-0.068

-0. 060

-0.064

-0. 061

-0. 058

-0. 050

-0.043

-0 " 034

-0.037

0.004

0. 003

0. 002

0.003

0.006

0. 004

0.004

0.002

0. 004

0. 001

-0. 016

-0.032

-0.031

-0.031

-0.031

-0. 031

-0.03r
-0. 03r

-o.031

-0" 031

0.003

0. 002

0. 003

0. 002

0. o02

0.003

0. 003

o. o02

0. 001

0. o02

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

I

+

+

+

is obtained from Es. (3. iI2), Eq. (3.13) and Eq. (3.21) and FÉ from computer simulations'



TABLE 3.4

Comparison of FL and F IS
in a deme with an immigraÈion rate of 10%.

e

F SE F SE

N

16I4

FFF TSISTSISISIS
SEGeneration

1

2

3

4

5

10

15

20

25

30

F

-o " 143

-0.251

-o.236

-o "237

-o.235

-o.232

-o "232

-o "232

-o.232

-a "232

-o.152

-o.235

-0 " 210

-o-202

-0. 191

-0.178

-o "a76

-o"172

-o.r72
-0.180

0" 008

0. 005

0.009

0" 006

0. o04

0. 006

0. 004

0. 003

0. 003

0. 003

-o.067

-0.120

-0.116

-0" 116

-0.116

-0.115

-0.115

-0. 115

-0.114
-0. 114

-0. 071

-0 " 119

-0.110

-0.l-08

-0. 107

-0. 112

-0. 108

-0" 108

-o-IL2
-0. 113

0" 005

0.003

0. o02

0. 003

0. 005

0.008

0. 006

0. 004

0. 001

0. 004

-0.032

-0.058

-0 " 057

-0.057

-0. 057

-0.057

-o.057

-o.057

-o.057

-0.057

-0. 029

-0. 058

-0. o55

-0.06r
-0.063

-0.059

-0. 055

-0. 056

-0. 054

-0. 051

0. 003

0.003

0.004

0. o03

0.004

o. o03

0. 003

0-003

0.003

0. 005

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

L

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Ê_^ ir obtained from Eq- (3.12), Eg- (3.25) and Eq. (3.29) *d FrS from computer simulations'
IS
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numbers were run for each set of values of N*r N, and nr:mber of replicate

demes, to obtaín means and standard errors for the esÈimates of Frr, t*

and FIT. The progr¿rm was validated by comparing the output values of

FTr, r!, ana rf, with those predicted in the sibmating case by the matrix

of mating types method.

The following deme sizes were simulated: two of each sex (N=4);

four of each sex (N=8); eight of each sex ($=16) and sixteen of each

sex (N=32), and some results for r]^ for u=s, 16 and 32 are given in
IS

Table 3.3. The difference between Ê and F after several generations
IS ïs

is less marked when N is greater. Êr, stabilises very quicklV but F,,

tends to zero with increasing time. alÈhough more gradually with larger N.

3. 9 COMPUIER SIMULATION: (b) DEME RECETVING IMMIGRANTS

The computer program used in the previous section was modified to

aIlow for immigration int.o a deme from a source population with a gene

frequency of 0.5. Tn each generation after the gene frequency (S) was

calculated for each sex, it was changed to the expected gene frequency

after immigration (ø') by the equation q' = q + *f| - U)'

The progeny \dere then chosen from the modified gene pool for each

sex. An immigration rate of m = 0.1 was chosen and simulaÈions were

made of demes of size N=2, 4, 8 and 16. Some of the results for rl, ""a
¡f
Êl_ for U=4, 8 and 16 are given in Table 3.4. For this case' UrS "td trs

IS

are significantly different when N. = 4, but they are not statistically

significantly different when N. = 8 or 16, although Fr, t" clearly less

than Êr, on average.

3. ro DEME RECEIVING IMMIGRANTS: EFFECT ON F OF DIFFERING MEAN

GENE FREOUENCIES

Any parameter used in the analysis of population structure (such as

the F-statistics) which is to be of simple application' shoufd be



Equilibrium values of Ê-^,rs'
E

ts' F--- and F---- for sibmatingGM NM

d.emes with different mean gene frequencies of immigrants

and 102 immigration per generation

Mean gene frequency of immigrants

0.3 0.1 0.05

TABLE 3.5

-o.475 -o.475

-0.191 -0.082

-0.153 -0.307

-0.033 -0.143

ft"'rs

þIS

EPo'c¡,t

fü
NM

0.5

-o.475

-o.227

0.000

o. 104

-o.475

-o. o44

-o.347

-0.166
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independent of the mean gene frequency in an ensemble of subpopulaÈions-

tr, -rd tr, (and henc" Êrr) are the same for atl populations with the same

N, m and t and are thus satisfactory in this regard. 
"tt 

t"t and F** will

depend upon the mean gene frequency in an ensemble, and hence so wiII Frr'

Toillustrate this point, the matrix of mating types for sibmating lines

receiving immigrants \¡ras modified to allow calculation of (cf,) when tfre

immigrant's source poputation had any gene frequency.' Table 3.5 shows

the equilibrium values of Êrr, Frs, FcM and FNM when the mean gene frequency

of imrnigrants was 0.5, 0.3, 0.1 or 0.05. Clearly, as I aeviates more

from 0.5, F* tends to ze:ro, probably because of the increasing proportion

of homogenic mating t1pes. t"* .td t*, are also strongly affected by q.

Therefore, there are Èwo main reasons for preferrinn îr, over F* as

a parameter measuring the average fíxation index within subpopulations:

(1) when Fr, *U ,r* can be calculated, Ê-, is easily obtained whilst Ft,

is not; e) îr, trt "= the same value for the same N' m and t regardless

of Ç whil"t Frs is also affected UV S.

Neel and V,fard (l-:g72) unfortunately used F* itt their analysis of

eight loci in three South American Indian tribes by F-statistics. They

neglected to calculate FGM and F*l4 and consequently did not carry out a

complete analysis of their data.

3.11 THE INTERPRETATÍON OF ESTTMATES OF F IN NATURAL POPULATIONS

Modern methods in ge1 electrophoresis have made possible extensive

surveys of potynorphisms in many species. However, it is very often

difficult to interpret the results of these surveys. Selander (1970)

noted that in the data on two house-mouse polymorphisms (in samples

collected in Texas) there r¡vas a significant regression between a coefficient

related to trs and sample size (denoted Nr). The theory of FfS developed

in previous sections can be used to demonstrate how Selandert s regression

can be explained without recourse to selection and how data collected
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from a number of subpopulaEions of various sizes can yield useful information

about the poputation structure of a species.

If many subpopulations have been sampled and the samples differ in

size, then the first test will be a check on the fit to Hardy-!{einberg

frequencies. The simplest test is based on the fact that if each sample

(of size Nr) were drawn from a much larger population in Hardy-I'rleinberg

equilibrium, there should be a linear regression between the Frc value and

,n} (obrained tr"* r'f]) for an isorated deme). All that is required is
S

to calculate the regression

F,=a+b-I'rs t^;1t

and then test a for difference from zero and b for difference from one'

If neither test gives a significant result, then this is good evidence that

over all subpopulations sampled, there is a good fit to binomial proportions'

Ho\^rever some species live in local colonies that may not be very

Iarge. Each colony may be akin to the "d.eme with immigration" model

presented above, if it has a steady trickle of immigrants from other colonies

of the species. If a fuIl census can be made of each of many colonies

(that is, every individual in each colony should be typed for the locus or

Ioci studied) then from Eq.(:.328) we might expect there to be a linear

regression between ,r, "td # rf only a small proportion of each
s

colony has been censused (or immigration rates vary according to the size

of each deme), this may not be true. A comnon problem will be that many

species have overlapping generations' and the effects of this compticating

factor have not been studied. Nevertheless, the regressiot Fls = a + 
"t-ù'

could be used to test whether or not the data supporÈ the model of population

structure outlined above. It should be noted that if the effecÈive pop-

ulation size of each colony is less than the census size, b may be greater

than unity. For example, if the effective size is þa ait" census sj:ze,

then b should be about 3 because it is the effective size that is most
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important in determining Frr.

Some species (especially the house mouse , M,ts rmlScULuS) tend to

form reproductively isotated subgroups (often called 'tribes' or 'families')

within a colony, if the colony exceeds a certain size (selander and Yang'

I97O¡ Berry, I97O¡ Rasmussen, L964¡ Anderson, I97O). Thus a sample

from a medium sized or large colony may include individuals from several

subgroups and it is necessary to study the changes in F* when several

subgroups are samPled.

Returning to wright's Island model, it is clear that if the variance

in gene frequencies bet\,ùeen demes ís O2, Èhen the variance in gene frequencies
q

between demes fused in pairs will be þ', O"a*een demes fused in triplets
¿q

will be 52, and so on. rn general, if new eongLome?ata subpopulations
Jq

are formed by conbining a nr¡riber (e.g. k) of demes such that each

conglomeraÈe consists of a proport1onw. from the íth d"*., then the variance
k

in gene frequencies between such conglomerate subpopulations will be .' 
"+O''',kt

rf each wO ís f;, ttren 
,i_.*'U 

i" i. Hence in the general case where w' is
_ u-L

not necessarily I it i" convenient to define the effective number (n) of

singre demes in a congromerate subpopulation by the equatio,, I = 
OIr'î'

If the variation between single demes is describeil by Frr, then the

equivalent F-statistic for conglomerate subpopulations wilt ¡e !r' ' Since
n- ST

F remains constant whether we are dealing with single demes or conglomerate
IT

subpopulations, Êr, in conglomerates (denoted Êrs(rr)) will be given by

h )/(L - 5 )F
IS (n)

(F ITn ST n ST

If the model of a single deme with immigration is utilised, then at

equilibrio* u*

hence

and F can be obtained from Eq. (3.30) and Eq' (3'31), and
ST

n(I-m)a - IF (3. 33rS (n) n(2N - (2N-2) (1-m) z - (I-m) +¡ -1

^For sma1l n' F rS (n) will be negative, but it witl become positive as n



TABI,E 3. 6

Fis tn) for N=16 a¡rd three d.ifferent immigration raÈes (m)

mn

I

2

3

4

5

0"01

-0.0619

0.4053

o.4814

0. 512 5

o.5295

0.10

-0.0569

0.0239

0.048r

0. 0598

0.0666

o.20

-0.05r8

-0" 0078

0. oo64

0.0134

0.0r75
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becomes targer. ô'rS (n)

Iarger immigration rates,

I_ _,
nwill be zero when 1f-m) showing that for

n will be larger before FrS (n) becomes zero.

The change in Êr, (rr) tiah increasing n is shown by three examples in

Table 3.6. rf ârs(rr) is plotted against n, there are three features of

the regression worth noting: firstly the value of îrs (f) is determined

Iargely by the size of the single d,eme (Eq. (3.328) ) if m is small; secondly,

^the value" of rrr(rr) for large n are determined targely by Nm since Eq'(3'30)

@ 4m1 (3 34)F
TS (-) IT 1+4Nm

a¡rd thirdly, the slope of the regression is inversely proportional to the

immigration rate because a lower migration rate gives a greater change in

from n=I to n=5 (see Table 3-6) -

$Ihen a sample is collected by censusing a colony which contains

several subgroups, this sample will be analogous to a conglomerate sub-

population. It will differ slightly from the type of conglomerate anafysed

here because in the real situation there witl be two forms of immigration

to consider: immigration from other conglomerates and inter-migration

between the demes within the conglomerate. The more elaborate model will

not be analysed here because iÈ will require a full analysis of two levels

of population subdivision (between conglomerates and within conglomerates) '

As a first approximation, the simple model of the population structure

of conglomerates outlined above, will be useful. The value of m in this

case is poorly defined for it will have to include both immigration from

other unrelated conglomerates and also the inunigration into each deme

within a conglomerate from other such demes. Despite these restrictions'

the three main predictions of the simple model should be verifiable in

natural poPulations.

A very real pracÈical problem arises in obtaining the regression of

À .rurs(,,)onn:chatofestimatingthemagnitudeofninasample.Special

=F

Êrs (n)
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care will need to be taken to estimate n before much can be claimed' about

the slope of the regressiot of Êrs (rr) on n' rn the only daÈa available

which are suitable for testing the three main predictions of the model

(selander et aL.,1969), there is no way of estimating the value of n

in each sample. Hence only the first two predictions can be tested.

Selander (1970) (see also Selander and Yang, 1970) has already provided a

linear regression of D on Ns using these data, As defined by selander, D

is approximately equal to -FIS. In calculating Èhe expected frequency of

heterozygotes (he), Levene's (1949) correction for small samples was

applied by Selander, but this is unnecessary when t-, ht" been obtained by

censusing aII (or nearly all) of the individuals in a colony' If sample

size (NS) is approximaÈely proportional to n, then from Eq.(3.33) and

Ta.ble 3.6 it is clear that the regression of Fra on Ns wiII be curvilinear

and a linear regression nlay not provide a good fit to Èhe data. Although

these data are not suitable for calculating a regression of ÊfS(rr) on n'

some of the data are potentially useful. The values of Frc in the smallesÈ

sample sizes may provide an estimate of ÊfS (t) and the values in the largest

sizes nay appro."h ÊrS(*) in magnitude. If the data on i']ne Es-7 locus for

the samples with only two alleles (Es-|b and' Es-|e) are taken, it ís foqnd

that for IO<N^<14, Ê-^ = -Q.:-274 ! 0.058 (2I samples) and for N'>IOO,âIS =-S IS

O.O524 ! O.O24 (17 samptes). Both estimates ot ôt, are significantly

different from zero, and each differs in the direction predicted by Eq'(3'33)'

unfortunately, d'ata on the'Hbb polymorphism yields different resurts;

^^for smarr *r, îrs is 0.06r t 0-083 and for large *r, Frs is o'ro7 t 0'032'

unlike t:ne Es-ï polymorphism the Hbb poLymorphism is very difficult to

score accuratery because the differences between tne Hbbdnbbd 
^rra 

nbbdubbs

phenotypes are very slight using the techniques applied by Selandet et d.L'

(1969). For this reason, the data on E]ne Es-î locus are probably more

reliable and the results obtained from the Hbb locus may be ignored as

only a slight bias in scoring Hbb genotypes could explain the discrepancy'
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the îr, estimaÈes obtained from the Es-7 ð,ata are compatible with

current ideas about house-mouse population structure (Anderson ' L97O¡

Berry, L97O¡ Selander and Yang, LgTo)- rf îrstf) is about -o'I27 and

Ê is about 0.052, then from Eg.(3.328) and Eq. (3.34), N is about
rs (oo)

6.5 and m is about 0.18. These estimates of N and m should be treated

with scepticism as the Èheoretical model is only a simple approximation

to a very complex real situation and the standardr errors on the Fß

estimates are large.

3" 12 DISCUSSION

The equations for Fr, (Eq.(3.20) and Eq. (3.29)) are different from

the usual equations presented in Èhe literature because the derivations

donotpresupposethatFls=Oandtheusualequationsareappliedto

monoecious populations" The difference between monoecious and dioecious

populations can be demonstrated by providing the appropriate equations for

monoecious populations. The equivalent to Eq' (3'I1) is

t
El-tT =F

r-1
IT

(1 -F r-1
IT

1
+

2Nr-1
l-

Eq" (3.2) for FI- will be the same,_-J" ST
FOIT

otr* = 0, thenbut if

r-1
IT

o(r) = F(2)-ST IT

Eq" (3.2r)

I - :ntly¡ tTt = r!tl"" that the equivarent of
Zñ1 ttd subseque

Joecomes

F
t t-l_

F
ST

+
ST

The equation for F* (3.1,2) yields

t -1 (cf. Crow and Kimura,l97O) ' (3'36)
IS 2N

In the case of a deme receiving immigrants, the equation tot rl,

monoecious PoPulations is

*\,t -'l; t) (3 3s)

F
1t

FIIT
(1-m)2tuT;t * **._lt-u ) ] (v,Iright, 1969)

l_n
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and hence

( t-m) 2

F'oo
TT 2N- (2N-1) (1-m) 2

The equation for r!, wiff be the same as ES. (3.2g) , but because of

the alteration tt {r, the monoecious equivalent to Eq. (3.3r) will be

I
2

F-
ST (3 37)2N-(2N-1) (I-m)

and. from Eq. (3.12) the expression for þis
IS

íìæ
1

I 2N-1

Unlike the dioecious situation, the value of î-, for monoecious populations

is independent of the inunigration rate.

It is important to note that Eq.(3.35) and Eq.(3.37) can be obtained

from first principles (cf. nq.(3.18) and Eq. (3.27))with the assumption that

ôÈ* = O. Under these circumstances the monoecious equivalent of Eq. (3.29)
ts¿

is

,1, = rlrr tr ù, 
(r-m) 2 . 

ù 
(I^rright 

'Le6e)

There is an important difference between dioecious and monoecious

populations in the behaviour of Frr: in the first case' tIT i" zeto for

t\ro generations after a small population is established from a large

non-inbred population and in the second case Fm is zero for only the

fírst generation. The gap between tr* ttd tr, tt the same generation

produces the negative values of Frr. However, in monoecious populations

the gap disappears at the time when sampling occurs each generation

because t* h." advanced one generation and caught up with t* it magnitude.

Therefore the equation for r!, inmonoeciouspopulations need not include

* ,r, term. In dioecious populations the equation for r!, must be

based on the assumption that trc i" not zero and witl include tt FfT term.

S
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These comments imply that diffusion models (which always assume

F = O) wilt be biased for dioecious populations.
IS

The analysis of the sibmating case presented here differs from the

analysis of Vüright (1965, L969) because Vtright 'censusesr his population at

a different stage of the life cycle. Vüright's analysis is based on

genotype frequencies after random union of gametes, i.e. in the zygoLLc

genotypic array. This slight difference in timing leads to two changes

in the results: (1) Vüright finds that Fr, = O for only one generation and

has only a one generation tag between tS, *d trr' This occurs because

in the zygotic array FIT has advanced a generation whilst til remains at

the value in the parental population. Hence in V[right's analyst=, til

is one step ahead of its value in the analysis presented here. (2) When

calculaÈing the values of FIS-. for the mating tlpes wright gives the value
u

of zero to m" instead of -1. This is because he is calculatino the F_ __ _-.4 rÐuçqu v! . rs¿

in the progeny of each mating type, and not in the mating type itself.

consequently the estimate or âr, that lvright obtains applies to the

zygotic Aenotypic array (which cannot be censused in real populations)

arrd not the adult genotypic ay;xay, which can be censused. Ttre F-statisÈics

used in this paper refer to the adult genotype distribution, before

immigratíon (if it occurs) takes place. Hence if it is possible to

census at this time, the results presented here will be directly applicable.
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CHAPTER 4

ESTIMAT]ON OF THE FIXATION INDEX IN A SUBPOPULATTON

4.). INTRODUCTION

Chapter 3 dealt with the problems of definitg FIS in the most useful

way and the application of the mathematical theory of FIS in a dioecious

species to the interpretation of data from natural populations. Hovrever,

several problems retating ao t* remain to be solved. First1y, in

Chapter 3 the mathematical theory of FIS was done indirectty by first

finding equations tot t* and F* and later substituting into Equation

(3"I2)" Can a recurrence relation for U* b" derived independently of

F__ and F__? secondly, only brief attention was given Èo the change in
ST fT

F* that occuïs when a sample is drawn from a population" Vthat is the

change it t* when a sample is drawn from a populaÈion? Thirdly, given

a sample from a population, can the value of trS in the population be

estimated? Fourthly, aII the mathematical theory of t* so far has

dealt wiÈh population with non-overlapping generations, Can similar

results be obtained for t* it a species with overlapping generations?

In this chapter I wilt provide answers to the first three questions,

but not the fourth" The analysis of inbreeding in populations with

overlapping genelations is very complicated (e"g" Felsenstein, L97I) and

I have not made sufficient progress to be able Èo present any results here"

4"2 A RECURRENCE RELATION FOR F rN AN ISOLATED DEME

Consider a dioecious species and the isolated deme model proposed

in Chapter 3" Let the gene frequency in female gametes be 9¡1t-l) and

in male gametes b. qn(t_l), in generation (t-1). After random mating,

rhe zygoric genorypic array i= qn(r_r) ø.1¡-t)AA' (1n(t-r) (I-qr(a-t)) *

at(t_r) (t-n*(r_1) ) )Aa, (t-%(r_r) ) (l-sf rc_Ð)*" The mean gene frequency

in generation t will be
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õr = å(n*t.-rl *er(t-r)) """(4'1)

Let lntt-rl= {-On(r-r) "@'2a)

and qr(t-r) = 4*On(r-1) "@'2b')

where ôe1t-r)= à(e¡qt-r)-1ntt-rl) ' (4'3)

is half the difference in gene frequencies between the two sexes at mating'

The fixation index in the zygoEíc genotlpic array (i.e. at gametic union) is

F
(t'r) *
IS

and, from (3"16b),

2

2(ôs /ø. (1-ø.)(r-r)
(4 4)

- (46)

(4 7\

(4 8)

(4 e)

as rías shown by Robertson. (1965) 
"

The adults of the t-th generation are randomly chosen from this

zygoEic Aenotlpic array with fixation index F(t-l)*. Vühen N, females are

randomly chosen from the zygoiLj,:c aÏray, their gene frequency will be

qr(t) = sr + ônr. '(4'5)

where u(ôera) 0

s (ôqrt) q (I-q. ) (1+r-t -t 2N
(r-t) *
IS t/ f

Similarly, when N* males are randomly chosen,

lnttl=%+ôn*t.
2 (t-t) *

rS

(r-r) *
IS

and n(ôq . )' lnE ø.(1-o.) (1+r 2N
m

From Equations (4"3) , (4"5) and (4-7) ,

6e. å(ôør. - ônin.)

and therefore

e (ôø.) 2 e.tr-e.l tr*n ) (1/8Nm + I/8Nr)
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The (f,/8Nm + 1/8Nr) term can be replaced by I/2N{ where N" is the variance

effective number of males and females" After random mating between the

N* males and N, females, the zygoÌ_ic array for the next generation will

be formed with fixation index (from Equation (4"4)),

(r) *
IS

F
)_)' / s.(- (ôqt (1-q ) (4 11)

(4 L2)

t+1 (t+1)

However, this is the value of f], in one of the many possible replicate

subpopulations that could. have undergone the same sampling process in

generation t" To obtain the expected value "f Fj:)* o.,"t the ensemble

of replicate subpopulations, Equation (3"11) (c"f. Cockerham, 1973) must

be used:

E(F
(r) *
IS ) u (ã.*r (r-qt+r) tj!' ., 

/s(\+r (r-\+1) )

-n ( ôc.) 2 
¡n {ã¡aa(r-q+t) )

sr-nce

" (4 " t6a)

" 
(q.*l_ (I-sa*r) ) v. {r-e.) {r - (1+r' ) /2Ne)

(t-l) *
IS

we find that, from Equations (4.10) and (4.L4),

E(F
(r) *
IS

(t-1)'t
IS

(t-t) *
IS- (I+F )/(2ñ (1+F ))ô

=N tÆ-2 + 1
e

+ - 1-/2Ne

If we no\¡/ assume that tl:'. is the expected value of rl, in the ensemble

of replicate demes in generation t, we have the required equation for tl:'-

I:-t' 
*),/ 

(2N. - ,t*, (t-t) 
*(t) *

ISF -(I+F ))

*
r__ soon reaches an equilibrium value if 2N remains constant" By
- rs "---- e

(-) *
ISsubstituting F on both sides in Equation (4"15) at equilibrium we find

(*) *
ÏS eF

" (4" 16b)



Numerical checks indicate that Eguation (4"16b) is a very good approx-

imation to Equation (4.16a) " This section has dealt with F,, at the

same stage of Èhe tife-cycle (gametic union) as Wright (I969,p' 324) '

Substiturion of *. = 2 in Equation (4.15) and starting with tlå'* = o,

lrì?t (2)* (3)* ræì*
yÍetds ul:'- = -"333t tl;'- = - -2oo¡ tì;'- = -'25o; and Flr' = -'236¡

as in Vüright (1969), thus providinq a check on this formula'

4.3 F-- TN A SAMPLE"
-rÐ---

consider a population with fixation index F (for generality, the

,,IS,, subscript witl be dropped) and gene frequency Ç. A sample of N,

diploids is drawn at random from the population, and the sample gene

frequency and fixation index are q and Fr, respectively'

59.

where H is the frequency of heterozygotes in the sample"
o

From Equation (4"I2),

E(F p (s (1-s) î sl /E (q (1-q) )

F
S

(n (q (1-s) ) - 'ze (Ho) ) ,/E (q (1-q) )

As in Equation (4"L4),

s (q(1-q) ) q(l-s) (1 - (l+F) /2Ns)

S

S

(4 18)

(4 re)

The frequency of heterozygotes in the population (2q(1-s) (1-F)) is the

value of E(H ) because, on average, there should be the same frequency of
o

heterozygotes in a sample as in the population. Therefore, from Equations

(4" 18) and (4 " 19) ,

E(F ((2Ns-r)F - 1) /(2ñs - 1 - F)

isÈheequationfortheexpectedfixationindexinasampleofN,froma

population with fixation index F'



In Chapter 3, the expected t,, it aclults was obtained whilst in

section 4"2, iù:rre expected value at gametic union was derived- since

the adults are a sample from the zygoÌLic array at gametic union, EquaÈion

(4"2O) can be used to find the fixation index in N= adults in arr isolated

deme:

((2Ns-1)ri, - 1)/(2Ns-I-F;s

60

F
ÏS

This equaÈion is quite general; it will apply whether or not N,

equars N" and whether or not rl, rra= reached equilibrium" As a check,

*
when nl, = O (as it does in monoecious populations), FIS - -I/ (2NS-1) (c.f"

Equations (3,36) and (3"38)) in a sample of adults' If NS = N. and N" has

re¡nained constant for sufficiently long, then substituting Equation (4.16b)

into Equation (4"2I), Yields

F:, = - (4N -1) / (2N (2N--1) -1) ' @"22a)
IS-eee

+ -rlNe " G-22b)

Eguation (4.22b) is in agreement with Equation (3"32b), and might have been

deduced from it"

4,4 ESTIMATION OF F ^ IN A POPULATION
5

Two solutions have been proposed to the question: what equation is

a suitable estimator of the fixation index in the population (assumed

infinite) from which a sample with fixation index F, was drawn? Neel and

V,Iard (ir972) using a for¡nula due to Cannings and Edwards (1969), obÈained

Èhe following estimator of a subpopulation F-statistic:

( (2N -1) ¡'c + L) / (2Ns+I-Fs)F) s

(I have rearranged their equation into the terms used in this chapter' )

Hordever, Cockerham (1973), suggested that

Ft = ( (2Ns-1) Fs+I) /(2Ns-l+Fs) . (a-24)



TABI,E 4.1

Population F

Sample F,

Estimator Fa

Esti:naÈor F,

Population F

Samp1e f,
Estimator F

Estimator F
1

2

Population F

Sample r,
Estimator F,

Estimator F,

Computer simulation of sampling from nine genotypic
arrays to test for bias in two estimators of the
fixation index in a PoPul-ation.

" 0000

-.0233
.0010

" 0034

" 4000

" 3755

"3962
.3861

-.4000

-.4207

-.4AO4

-.3710

t .0032

l .0032

1.0031

-.0169
-.0439
- .0195

-.0162

"2L22

"L779
.2013

.t957

-.2459

-.2652
-.242L

-.2256

+ "oo31
t .0031

t .0030

50

**

.322

**
2t*

**

**

.0030

.oo29

.oo29

"oo29
.oo29

.oo27

.0030

.0030

.oo29

.oo28

" 0028

.0026

" 0033

" 0032

.0031

"oo27

.oo27

.0025

+

+

+

Gene frequency (S)

.45

-.0101
-.0342 I .0032

-"0099 t "0032

-.0069 t.0031

" 3939

"3709
.39r5

.3816

+

+

+

+

+

+

lr*

+

+

+

-.4L4L

-.4322
-.4122

-.3818

**

**

+

+

+

+

+

+

** p < lu for Standard Norma1 Deviate test of appropriate nuII hypothesis:

F, tesÈed against Equation (4.2O) t Fl and F, tested against F'

Sarnple size = 20 diptoids; 5,OOO replicate samples from each genotlpic

arrayî results presented as mean t Se"
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viras the appropriate esti:nator, and criticised the formula of Cannings

and Edwards (1969) on which Equation (4.23) is based. F, and F, differ

only in their denominators"

My approach Èo this problem is simple, but (it must be acknowledged)

not very rigorous at present, By taking the observed F, as E(Fr) in

EquaÈion (4"2O), that equation can be rearranged to find F in terms of

N, and Fr. It is found that the equation for F obtained in this manner

is the same as Equation (4"24); that is, I agree with Cockerham (1973) 
"

Computer simulation r^ras used to determine if either of Equations

(4"23) and (4"24) were biassed. A computer program was written to

simulate t?le random sampling of N, diploids from a genotypic array which

represented a population with gene frequency ã ana fixation index, F.

After each sample was drawn, the sample gene frequency (q), fixation index

(Fr), F1 and F, were calculated" Vlhen 5,000 independent samples had

been drawn from a particular genotypic array, the mean and standard error

of q, FS, F1 and F, were calculated" The results for samples of síze

N, = 20r from nine genotypic arrays designed to cover a range of values

of I and F are given in Table 4"1" Extreme values of F were chosen

because a bias in F, or E, is more likely to show up under extreme

conditions, even though such values are unlikely to occur in real popul-

ations" Each mean FS was tested against the value predicted by Equation

(4"20) and only one mean was significantly different from its expectation"

The standard errors of Fa are in accord with the sampling variance formufa

of Rasmussen (1964):

ct2
F

S

-2(1-Fs) tzqCr-ql (r+Fs) + F (2-F) (1-2s)') /2Nss(1-s) - e-2s)

The only F, mean th.at was significantly different from F was in the

same sa$pling experiment in which ¡'S htas also significantly deviant and

hence this single significant deviation of F, from F is probably due to
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sampling error, F2, on the other hand, is biassed for large positive

or negative values of F because it is always highly significantly different

from F in these cases" When F is near zetot there does not appear to be

any difference between F, and Frr but perhaps if the sampling experiments

were repeated with more replicates, a difference might appear. Additional

computer simulations wiÈh different N, values and genotypic arrays confirmed

that F, is apparently an unbiassed esÈimator of F (but note that computer

simulation does not provide a complete proof of unbiassedness).

Another useful observation can be made from the computer simulation

results. rn all cases, Èhe standard error of Fa is the same or slightly

smaller than Èhe standard error of Fr" Hence Equation (4.25) also provides

a good approxi:natíon to the sampling variance of Fr" This conclusion can

be confirmed by noting that when F<<(2NS-1), then from Equation (4"24),

tl * ts + 1/(2Ns-1) and hence the variance of F, will be very similar

to that of F".

so far, an effectively infinite population has been assumed. But

many real populations are finite and a sample may include a sizeable

fraction of the population, Under these circumstances, sampling without

replacement implies that the hypergeometric distribution must be used

instead of the binomial distribution when evaluating n(ôø)2. If the

population contains T diploids, then

qtr-ql (l+F)A/2NS (4"26)

is the approximate correction for sampling without

From the methods used PreviouslY,

( (2Ns-A) F - A) I (2Ns-A (r+F) )F

tr-

2
e(ôq)

where A = (T-NS) /{J-I)

replacement when T>>f"

S

and (2NsFs + A(l-Fs) ),/ (2Ns-A(1-Fs) )
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are appïopriate when samples are drawn from populations that are not

enormous.

4.5 DISCUSSION

This chapter provides the basis for a comprehensive theorY of Frc

in subdivided populaÈions when there are non-overlapping generations.
*

The expected F;S in a subpopulation receiving immigrants aÈ a steady rate

has not been d.ealt with, but this problem should be quite straightfor\^rard-

The formulae given here would be of great value in analysing experiments

such as that of Sing et a7,., (tOlZ) where many lines of Dt"osophiLa $Iere set

up with a known numbeï of parents each generation. Each Line is scored for

several loci wiÈh codominant alleles so that it might be possible to test

for heterogeneity of t* estimates beÈween lines and between loci. If
(t) 

can be calculated from Equation (4"2L) and compared withN. is known, F*

the observed value. Alternatively, observed values of FtS can be used to

estimate N"r although if there is heterotic selection, FIS $ril1 be more

negative and N" will be underestimated" After several generations, (tZ5)

if Ne can be kept fairly constant, then Equation (4.24) can be used to

esrimate .j:'., and substitution of tj:'. into Equation (4.16a) or (4"16b)

will yield an estimate of N"-

F-^ is a simpler F-statistic to use when estimating N" in inbreeding
TS

lines because it stabilises in only 4 or 5 generations \¡¡hereas FST ttd

F__ continue to change and a more complicated analysis is required. tST
TT

and Fru can also be more difficult to calculate because it may be awkward

to defin,e the "total " population"

Cockerham (1973) has dealt with the problems of testing hypotheses

about genotype frequencies in population samples" He recommends variance

ratio and chi-square tests, but standard Normal Deviate tests based on

Equation (4"25) could also be used to test any appropriate nuII hypothesis

about F-r"
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populations with overlapping generations create a whole new set of

problems" The presence of several age-classes not only intermingles

individuals with a greater variety of genetical relationships (e.9. parent-

offspring) but also effectively further subdivides each subpopulation

because each age-class can have different mortality and reproduction

characteristics. My view, at present, is that none of the formulae given

in Chapters 3 or 4 are entirely satisfactory for populaÈions with over-

Iapping generations, These equations suggest what might happen in

subdivided populations with overlapping generations but do not provide

valid estimates of tIS in such poputations. The little work that I

have done (mainly computer simulation) indicates that F-, may be even more

negative when generations overlap, but because this work has not extended

sufficiently far for me to have confidence in it, f will not present any

of it"
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CHAPTER 5

A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TV']O METHODS FOR STUDYING
INBREEDING TN SUBDTVIDED POPULATIONS

5"1 INTRODUCTION

The mathematical techniques for studying subdivided populations known

as the F-statistics and as the probability of identity methods' were

introduced in ChapLer 2, where it was noted thaÈ F* can be equated to

the probability of identity by descenE of uniting gametes" "Probability

of identity" theory is no longer restricted to probability of identity

by descent but also includes probability of identity in state (e.9" Maru-

yama, Ig72) " Cocke¡þ¿¡n (1973) and Nei (f973) have recently expressed

a relationship between two measures of the probability of identity of two

randomly chosen alleles and Frr" Because this relationship bridges the

gap between the F-statistics mathematical theory and probabilities of

identity mathematical theory, I witl present my approach to this topic

in this chapter (this was evolved independently of Nei and Cockerham) "

5"2 F-STATTSTICS FOR MULTIPLE ALLELES

Nei (1965) attempted to generalise the F-statistics to a mul-ti-

allelic locus, but because his definition of FIS was poorly chosen

(Chapter 3), the remainder of his results are suspect" Li (1969)

proposed several indices to rileasure the association between alleles

within subdivisions for a multi-allelic locus, but was unable to decide

which index \^¡as the best generalisation of Frr. rn this section, r will

derive an equatìon for FST "t a multi-allelic locus in a subdivided

poputation that satisfies the relaÈionship between F-statistics,

( 1-Frr) ( 1-F ) (I-F (s 1)
TS ST

and the definition of FÏS
(from Equation (3"1I))
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F

q1

TS
(rw. 9i (r-ø. ) r* )/(Lw

Iw, q, .. l_ rl-I

ø, (l-er) ) ... (s.2)

" (s.7)

l_
a

For a locus with.[ alleles, the frequencies can be denoted (9ti,92i,93i""

q.Q,i) in the ith subpopulation and (9r,9r,93..".q1,) in the total popuration'

Hence (s 3)

(5 4)

(5 s)

(s 6)

where I indicates summation over all subpopulations, and w. is the
l-

proportion of the toÈal in the ith subpopulation'

I wiII begin by defining a number of relationships that are needed

later. The covariance (OørøU) between the jth and kth alleles over all

subpopulations is

onjnn t, ttn:iski - sjsk

The frequency of :nelLerozygotes in the total population (Hr) will be (I-FIT)

times the frequency expected by the Hardy-V'teinberg law:

H
T

k+i

Similarly, the frequency of heterozygotes in the ith subpopul-aÈion (H') is

9"
t

j=1 I

L
x

k-
qjqL (l-Frr)

njnn (I-Frs9. 9"

LLH
]. j=]. k=l

k+i

k+j

9"

I

The total frequency of heterozygotes is also

The appropriate generalisation of the definition for Fr, (Equation (5'2)) is

k=l
k+i

Frs
1k-

9"

(Iw" Ii r-.l=r

)

a

!"qii qLi ur.rrTtrrti 
,lr

9"
t

%i qri)

H
T

Xw. H.
iaa

Therefore, from equations (5"4) , (5"6) and (5'7),

.... (5"8a)
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lç=
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x̂,(I-Fïs) .r-l=r
(eren * nnrnn'

9"L
njno) " r'=, nlrnrnn'

r+j

njqt

I
j

(s 8b)

. (se)
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. " ". (5"11)

Comparison of Equations (5"1), (5"5) and (5.8b) suggests that the appropriate

definition of F* for a locus with multiple alIeles is

þ=

o

(I
j=1

r.Io'¡il'sr
k+

I
j

Equation (5.9) may be sirnplified by noting that

0tu
'F6'=-L
ct.=j k=I

k+j

9, (l-q.¡ = nj

o

9.

I
k=I
k+i

qk

(ti,1969)

and

and hence,

ST

t,(I
j=1

2
t"
T q. (t-q. ) )-l -JF C' )/(qj j=1

This definition was briefly mentioned in Li (1969) and has also

been suggested by wright (quoted in Nei (1973) ). Equation (5"I2) shows

that for the multi-aIlelic case, tsT i= still the ratio of the actual

variance in gene frequencies over subdivisions to the limiting variance

when all subpopulations are fixed for one alle1e or another" Another way

of expressing Equation (5.12) is

E (o'2) / E(s,(l-q) )q

where the expectation, E("), is taken over all alleles at a locus"

Equations (5.9) and (5.11) show that there is only one value ot tr*

per locus, regardless of the number of alleles (unless one chooses to

define separate F-statistics for every pair of allelesr 91 and 9i, but

this is very tedious and would be useful only in very special cases) '

This conclusion differs from that of Nei (1965), who could not d'ecid'e

F
T
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wheÈher F

be estimated in 1,(,q,+1) /2 diff.erent ways for a locus with 1, alleles, but

because these various estimates of t* are not independent this can cause

some difficulties (e"g. Lewontin and Krakauer, 1973). Another possible

error is that the average of all these estimates of FST will noÈ be the

same as F calculaÈed from Equation (5"12).
ST

5.3 TTIE PROBABILITY OF IDENTTTY OF AILELES

The probability of identity of two randomly chosen alleles is
9"

obviously L 53. If each alle1e has arisen only once by mutation, or
j=l )

if each alLe]e \Âras present only once when Èhe population was initiated,
o

^,then ( I q-2) can be interpreted as the probability of identity by descent"
j=f J

But this term is the probability of identity in state (or function) if

we know only that the alleles differ in staÈe (or function) and similarity

of state does not necessarily imply identity by descent. In a subdivided

population, the probability of identity of two alleles, each randomly

chosen from a different subpopulation, (say, the hth and the ith) is

was 02ST g.
-J

/ø,.(L-q., or =on, q;:qjqk. Because of this, F could
ST

f_nl
9"

x
j=1

njtr nj i ". (5.13)

SimilarIy,

f . (5.14a)
l-t

1- qii qLi (5 14b)

k+j

is the probability of identity of two alleles randomly chosen from the ith

subpopulation.

There are Èwo ways of randomly drawing two alletes from the total

population that are useful to consider: (a) a subpopulation may be chosen

randomly, and the two allefes chosen randomly from within it (denoted fo);

or (b) the two alleles may be chosen completely at random from Èhe total

o

X q.?
j=l -l r

!"
x
=fJ

L
çb

k=1



population (denoted f) 
"

By definition, fo t-r

and similarly, f

l_-

9" ,
= À r¡I . À q:.

i r --t -lr-
J-r

=Iw. f
ir

v

h
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" (5.15a)

. (s.lsb)

. (5"15c)
!" 9"

I -Ð r.i I I e*i
i r 

1=1 ¡=1 Jr
k+j

9r.i

Xw,
,l_
t

\¿v-h

L
I

j=1

f-.hI
(5 t6a)

s3

o

x
=l

(5 16b)

l

,"
I

k=I
k+j

gjqL (5 16c)

(s 17)

(5 18)

The magnitude of fo will be less than that ot i if the population is

subdivided and gene frequencies differ between subdivisions.

5"4 THE RELATIONSHIP BETVüEEN F f Ar{D f

The ratio, (l-fo)/(.J-f), has been proposed as a measure of the differ-

entiation of gene frequencies between subpopulations (Kimura and Maruyama,

I97L¡ Maruyama, 1972) " Becau=. FST is also proportional to the amount

of variation between subpopulaÈions' a reasonable assumption is that the

above ratio and F* ought to be related"

From Equations (5.6) and (5"I4b),

H
I

(1-f ) (r-r )
l- l- TS

I

then from Equations (5"8a), (5.7) and (5'15c) r

H* (1-f ) (1-F )'oTS



and from Equations (5"5) and (5"I6c),

H* (I-f) (r-Frr)

rnspecùion of Equations (5"18) and (5-19) shows that

(1-fo) /(r-f) (I-Frr) / ( r-Frs)

ST

(fo-f) / (l-1)
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. (5.20a)

" (5.20b)

-'l-Er

Qtt
ST

F

Equation (5"20b) has been obtained by Cockerham (1973) and Nei (1973) '

although Nei denot"d t,, o" a,, because of his different definition for Frr'

Equation (5"20a) can be obtained very simply for the case of a di-allelic

locus by calculating the variance effective nurnber of a subdivided population

with n subdivisions, each of variance effective size N. If each subdivision

has Hardy-Weinberg frequencies at gametic union, then the variance effective

nurnber of the total population is from Wright (1943a) '

nN,1(I-F " " " (5.2La)
ST

or from Maruyama (1972),

*. = nN (1-E) / ir-f o) ' (5 ' 21b)

Comparison of Equations (5"21a) and (5"21b) yields (5.20a).

Perhaps ít ought to be mentioned that fo * tr* ana î t ttr' although

these equations night appear obvious from Equation (5.20a). tIT is the

probability of identity of uniting gametes in the whole population while

f is the average probability of identity of two random alleles within
o

subpopulations" trc i" often negative within subdivisions so it cannot be

the same as -f , which cannot be negative"

From Equation (5"20b) it can be confirmed that ta, i= a fixation index"

N )

1-EñLet
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be the frequency of heterozYgotes that are expected in the population in

the abscence of population subdivision-

Also, ho = 1- fo '(5"23)

is the freguency of heterozygotes that should be observed taking account

of population subdivision but neglecting the effects of deviations from

Hardy-Vteinberg frequencies within subpopulations. The F-statistics can

noh¡ be arranged:

From Equation (5"18),

from Equatíon (5"20b),

E
TS

Gl

ST

H \/hT"' o " (5 "24a)(h

(h _ }j,o\ /h (s 24b)

o

and from Equation (5"19) a* (h Hr),/h . (5.24c)

Vlhereas F and F ¿re deviations between expecÈed and observed
fS IT

frequencies of heterozygotes, UST i= the deviation between the expected

frequency of heterozygotes vlith population subdivision and the expected

frequency without subdivision" FsT measures Èhe amount of fixation due to

population subdivisíon"

5" 5 DISCUSSION

This chapter has shown that at leasÈ Èwo of the results, obtained

by F-statístics methods and by probability of identity methods, are the

same, However, this is only the beginning of an attempt to bring together

these two methods of dealing with subdivided populations. For example,

the relationship between Frs,Fsr Frr, fo, Í., c(r) and f(r) (see chapter 2)

ín isolation by distance and sÈepping-stone models of populaÈion structure

are not fully understood and this could be a profitable area of research'

Nei (1973) derived a ne\¡¡ measure of "gene diversity" (denoted DeT)

between subpopulations" Comparison of his results htith mine (especially

his Equation (9) with Equation (5.12)) suggests that

L

Lo2
j=1 qjTS

D
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His method of partitioning the gene diversity within and between sub-

populations appears to simply be a partitioning of variances. cockerham

(Lg6g,l.:g73) has already dealt with the analysis of varíance approach to

subdivided populations.
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CHAPTER 6

HOUSE MOUSE ECOLOGICAL GENETTCS

6.I INTRODUCTION

The house mouse (M,Ls mt,tscuLus ) is a popular animal for ecological

and genetical research. This species is widespread around the world

(Berry, I97O¡ Schwarz and Schwarz, 1943); occupies a wide range of

habitats (e.g. houses, barns, cold stores, farmlands, haystacks; Southern'

1954) t is often the most common nraflunal around human habitation; is an

economically important pest (Southern, L954); and has many tame laboratory

strains (usually highly inbred) that facilitate experimental work' Mice

are small so that large numbers are easily maintained, easy to keep and

breed readily with large litters at monthly intervals.

Most of the studies on mouse populations have been primarily ecolo-

gical or genetical. I will review the ecological and genetical studies

separately and attempt a synthesis at the end.

!{ild mice are small (usually less than 20 gm, Berry' 1970), an

advantage when seeking cover from predators or inclement weather because

a relatively small hole can shelter a mouse, but a disadvantage in extreme

temperatures because of the high surface area to volume ratio (Southern,

1954) " This disadvantage, ho\oever, has not prevented mice from living

in cold sÈores at -lOoC to -20oc when they can obtain insufated bedding

(feathers, fur, hessian bagging) and eat highly nutritious foods (Laurie,

1.946), or from living in semi-arid areas of SouÈh Australia where daytime

temperatures exceea 4OoC in the shade, provided they can burrow undeÏ-

ground to keep cool and conserve moisture (Newsome, L969a,b¡ P. Aitken,

personal communication) " Thus, by behaviour suited to the environment'

mice can live in apparently adverse climates-

Mice are omnivores. Southern (1954) observed that cereals of aII

kinds are the staple diet of wild mice and that meat is utilised in cold
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stores whilst in dry environments succulent foods may be nibbled for the

water they contain" v,lhiÈaker (1966) in a study of the stomach contents

ot. 478 house mice in Ind.iana confirmed that seeds and cereals were the

most important dietary component, and found that animals (especially

insect larvae and pupae) provided a major source of food because about

7O% of stomachs contained some animal remains" Berry (1968) reported

that mice on skokholm Island were also omniverous: nearly all stomachs

contained plant material and over 50% contained arthropod remains'

Because mice can tolerate such wide variations in climate and food

supply, they can live in a wide rançte of habitats. The many studies of

house mouse ecology cover this range of habitats, so to simplify this

review, I will broadly group the studies according Èo the habitat in which

the mice were living. This may appear arbitrary, but this way of class-

ifying different studies is useful because mouse populations in similar

habitats in different parts of the world are more alike ecologically than

mouse populations living in differenÈ habitats in the same locality'

6"2 ECOLOGY OF THE HOUSE MOUSE

6.2.L Conunensal Mice in Buildings

Laurie (1946) reported on studies of house mice in England carried

out with the intention of developing better methods of reducing the

damage done to foodstuffs by commensal mice. Three habitats in buildings

were considered in particular: cold stores, buffer depoÈs and urban

environrnents (ordinary warehouses, shops, restaurants and houses) ' In

cold stores and buffer depots (where sacks of sugar or white flour were

stored in large stacks), mice thrive because Èhey live in the midst of

food and are sheltered from predation or disturbances- But in urban

environments, shelter is often separate from food, so that mice are

obliged to run out into the open to obtain food and expose themselves

to predators or traps. Food in urban sites is varied and sometimes
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limited in quanÈity. Reproduction, as measured by the estimaÈed number

of female embryos prod.uced per adult female per year, was least in urban

environments, being only 2/3tds the value observed in cold stores and

buffer depots.

Southern (1954) in a review of the house mouse research carried

out in England during the Second V,lorld Vùar, suggested that the major factors

affecting mouse population dynamics are as fo1lows.

(a) proximity of cover and food supplies. Mice are mosÈ vulnerable to

predators, traps or poisons when moving between home and food' sources and

consequently thrive best when food and shelter are combined" The "home

rangerr of a mouse will depend upon the proximity of food sources. Exper-

iments in a targe room indicated that when there were many sources of food,

the area covered by a mouse in its daity feeding and exploratory activiÈies

was ontry about 5 square metres. But when there was only a single food

source, home ranges rose to abouÈ 20 square metres. Observations on a

stack of grain sacks suggested that mice tiving up to six feet inside the

stack often came to the periphery but no precise estimates of home ranges

can be made under these circumstances because the mice are mostly inaccess-

ible"

(b) Climate and food requirements" As previously menÈioned, mice have

a small bulk which makes them vulnerable to temperature extremes, although

they often avoid the direct effects of extreme temperature by building

insulated nests or burrows. Food consumption drops in hot weather although

thirst increases, naturally" Southern and co-workers were able to keep

wild mice on grain diets without water, but the mice did better when

given,water" Experiments with different diets suggest that grain alone

is not optimal and leads to frequent eating of litters"

(c) Disturbanee and nocturnal- habits" Mice which are undisturbed have

unlimited time for foraging and feeding, but when there is continual change

in the physical environment (for example, with the rotation of stores in
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large grocer's shops) mice wiII not settle down and breed. The basic

feeding rhyÈhm (with mosÈ feeding occurring aÈ night) can be modified to

suit the circumstances and daytime feeding can occur if conditions permit'

Southern(1954)alsodealtwiÈhtheproblemofirunigrationofmice

into areas thaÈ had been cleared of mice by trapping and poisoning campaigns.

In shops, the effects of mouse destruction \¡rere sometimes quickly nullified

by a high rate of immigration from neighboring buildings. After a r¡¡are-

house had been cfeared of mice, Èheir spread was monitored after they

re-entered. The mice moved 20 Eo 24 metres in 16 days, an average of at

least 1" 25 metres per day" The speed of advance was probably limited

by the slowness with wh.ich mice explore unfamiliar territory" These

observations suggest there is some form of internal pressure causing

mouse populations to expand and occupy all the available territory that

will support mice'

Brown (1953) trapped for two years in a barn on a horse breeding farm

in Maryland. He deduced fluctuations in population density from changes

in the trap rate (mice caughÈ/100 hours Èraps open) " The maximum trap

rate occurred in late Autumn (November-December) and the minimum in

Summer (July-August) " Daily movements of mice and home ranges \¡tere

estimated by measuring the distance between successive captures of each

mouse. The average distance between recaptures \¡Ias onty 5.25 inetres and

home ranges were estimated at 6 metres across for males and only 3'8 metres

across for females" Brown noted that male mice appeared, to shift the

centres of theír home ranges with time but females remained at the same

Iocation. MaIe mice disappeared faster (died or emigrated) than females:

estimated monthly mortalities (including emigration) were 0" 43 for males

and 0 "24 for females. The higher mortality rate for males makes it

seem surprising that there l¡tas an excess of males (632 males) among the

mature mice that Brown caught, Since the sex ratio in immature mice

was 1:1, these observations suggest that there v/as a higher immigration
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rate for males than females, to more Èhan compensate for the higher rate

of loss of ma1es. Laurie (1946), in contrastr found 50'072 males in

her commensal populations"

Evans (1949) made a mark-recapture study of mice in a seed barn and

neighboring outdoor areas, at Davis, California. He found that the indoor

population was dense in winter but became extinct in summer until recolon-

isaÈion occurïed in autumn (November-Decernber) " He observed three mice

Èo move from indoors to outdoors in spring and early summer and one outdoor

to indoor movement in auÈumn.

The studies of Brown (1953) and Evans (l-949) suggest that a barn in

a farming area is subject to a considerable ebb and flow of mice' It

is a refuge in winter after deterioration of the outdoor environment drives

mice indoors in autumn, In spring, mice leave the barn to colonise the

outdoor habitats again"

Smith (1954) trapped in a variety of indoor locations in Mississippi

for a year. tte obtained the highest trap rates in food handling premises

and the lowest trap rates in farm buildings (where he notes there is an

abundance of food, many predators and unspecified "other factors" that

might reduce trap rates). He observed a 1:I sex ratio overall, but

there Ì^ras a preponderance of females in laÈe summer and a deficiency in

early winter. Breeding occurred all year (Laurie (1946) also found this)

with peaks in spring and auÈumn suggesting that the hot weather in mid-

s1¡nmer and the cold weather of winter inhibited reproduction' He found

fewer embryos per pregnant female (all averages 5 or less) than Laurie

(1946) (all averages greater than 5) "

6"2"2 WiId Mice in Grasslands and Farmlands

Baker (1946) reported a study of rodents on partly cleared land on

Guam Island in the pacific Ocean. The estimated population density of

house mice varied between 8/hectare and 2í/hectare. 8O% of recaptured
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mice moved less than 23 metres between captures" There was a surplus

of males"

Southern and Laurie (1946) trapped for small mammals in farmlands

in the vicinity of corn-ricks (haystacks) in England. The house mouse

was the third mosÈ common mammal, totalling about 2Ov" of the catch' In

summer, mice were caught in standing corn (wheat and oats), under stooks

(sheaves piled together to dry), around ricks and in hedgerows. In

winter they were restricted to ricks (discussed in 6"2.3) and hedgerov¡s'

They were never found in open fields until the crops had grown up suff-

iciently to provide cover" There was little or no breeding in winter

outside ricks"

Evans (1949), also found a small outdoor population maintained all

year with movement between the outdoor and a nearby indoor population"

Mice were caught at five grassland locations near san Francisco

by Breakey (1963) " He found a distinct breeding season (nid-April to

November) with no mice born in winter and early spring. Few mice lived

past eighteen months. Most mice that were mature in spring did not

survive until the end of summert consequently in autumn the average

age of trappable mice was about three months" He observed that the age

of sexual maturity depended upon season, because earfy in the breeding

seasorr two month otd mice were breeding but in autumn the onset of

fertility of young mice was delayed, often until the end of winter.

Some males were fertile all year but females h/ere unable to become

pregnant for about four months of the year"

Pearson (1963) Lrapped house mice at two grassy siÈes near Berke1ey,

California, v/here they are not normally common" In both placesr PoP-

ulation densities reached 5oo-750 per hectare and remained high for

slightly more than a year" There was considerable variation in

population densities at different localities at the same time"
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Lidicker (1966) observed the decline to extinction of a mouse

population on a 22"3 lnec1uare island in San Francisco Bay. Initially, in

the autumn, the population density was about 75O/hectare, but steadily

declined for the next year until no mice were caught. This decline in

the house mouse population coincided with the colonisation of the island

by Mictokts caLiform.ieus , which appeared to supplant the mice- Home

ranges of house mice averaged 145 square metres (the average maximum

disÈance across each home range was 17.7 metres) with considerable

overlap in home ranges of some mice. Females in summer had home ranges

about half the average size, perhaps because of nesting and. care of young.

No evidence of terriÈoriality could be found.

Delong (1967) studied six mouse populaÈions in old-field grasslands

near San Francisco Bay for two years" Population densities fluctuated

between less than SO/hectare and nearly 750,/hectare. He proposed three

explanations for the four major declines in population density thaÈ were

observed: (a) eBidemic d.isease which reduced one population from 5OO/hectare

to about íO/hectare in one month; (b) insufficient food in the autumn;

(c) "intrinsic mechanisms" reducing the number of weaned young per

lactating female and cessation of breeding by females when food shortages

v¡ere overcome by supplementary feeding and population densities remained

high" Increased emigration and mortality rates for juveniles and sub-

ad.ults were observed in the two populations with supplementary feeding"

Some of the dispersing mice were caught 400 metres from the study areas"

Besides this dispersal, which appeared to be related to high population

densities, a marked. increase in the frequency of long range dispersal

movements \^ras observed on most study areas in autumn (October-November).

The average distance between first capture as a juvenile and last

capture as an adult was larger during the breeding season (about 24 metres)

than during the non-breeding season" The average distance between
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successive captures within a trapping period (daily movements) was

slightly greater in juveniles or subadults than adults"

The proportion of lactaÈing adult females declined to zero in

winter except when supplementary food was provided. Body growbh rates

declined in winter, probably because of l-ower temperatures and food

shortages.

In another study near San Francisco Bay, Quadagno (1968)measured

home ranges of house mice at two sites" On the first site'a population

of M|,ey,otus ca.Lífoy,¡icus increased fourfold while the mouse population

dwindled from 76/hectare in February to apparent extinction in April"

The other site did not have a lç\ict,otus population and the mice increased

from lOOr/hectare in September to l53/hectaïe in October. On the first

site the average distance between recaptures $las 6 metres, and more than

twice this on the second site. Quadagno suggested that the M'Lcrotus on

the first site restricted the movement of mice, but since the two sites

differed in population densities and population dynamics as we1l, this

suggestion is speculative"

Berry (1968) reported on his studies of wild mice on the 100 hectare

island of Skokholm, 3 km off the coast of Pembrokeshire" The mice persisÈed

a1l year on the coastal cliffs and colonised the interior of the island

only in spring and srmmer. Colonisation of the interior was carried out

by younger (smatler) mice in the springtime" Home ranges of established

mice often overlapped, but there was little evidence of joint territor-

iality by pairs of adult mice" Considerable dispersal movements were

observed in spring when many mice moved more than 180 metres and some even

travelled the length of the island (1.5 Km)" Estimates of the population

size range from a low of 1OO-3OO to a high of 2,500-5.000 (i.e. average

density, 25-5A/hecLare). There was a heavy winter mortality followed by

a lO-fold increase in numbers each summer" The breeding season began about

mid-April and ended by October"
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Newsome (1969a,b) studied two sites at Turretfield Agricultural

Research Centre about 48 Km north-east of Adelaide in South Australia"

One site was in a wheatfield and the other was a reed-bed in nearby SaIt

Creek. Mice inhabited the wheatfield for only a part of each year

because winter rains water-logged the soil, making it uninhabitable

(Newsome, 1969a). In spríng and sunmer, emigrants from more permanenÈ

populations explored the wheatfield. If the summer were dry, these

emigrants could not dig burrows in the hard soil and so could not establish

themselves in the wheatfiel-d. But if summer rains softened the soil and

opened up cracks, mice were able to burrow down the cracks and obÈain

shelter from heat and dryness. Once resident in the wheatfield' the

mice bred until they ran out of food, were flooded by winter rains or

disturbed by ploughing" In localities where food was plentiful, and

Èhe mice became established sufficiently early in the summer' population

d.ensities soared until loca1 "mouse plagues" formed (Newsome and Crov¡croftt

1971) .

The reed-bed lay about l-80 metres downhill of the wheatfield and

conÈained mice all year (Newsome, 1969b). This population was a reservoir

from which the marginal habitat in the wheatfields was colonised each

spring and srunmer. The reed-bed population increased each summer, regul-

ated by Èhe availabitity of burrowing sites and food supplies. In times

of shortages of resources (space or food), Newsome suggested that social

factors, in particular, dominance hierarchies, helped determine which

mice were able to survive and which viere forced out, usually to die.

Smaller adult mice were the first to stop breeding when the environment

deteriorated in winter and the last to resume breeding when spring came"

In spring, smaller adults tended to disappear from the reed-bed and reappear

as coLonists in the wheatfield. In autumn and winter another movement of

mice occurred, this tíme the smaller adults remained in the wheatfield

when the environmenÈ deteriorated while larger mice emigrated and often
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appeared in the reed-bed. Thus there l¡ras a seasonal flow of mice in

and out of the reed-bed" Reproduction ceased each winter because females

\¡¡ere anoestrous fot 2 to 5 months"

In the wheatfield, population densities reached lOO/hectare in 1965

andprobablyapproachedl5OO,/hectareinÈheISTOmouseplague(whichoccurred

after mice overwintered in the wheatfietd in 1969 and subsequent conditions

were ideal for population growEh (Newsome, personal communication))' In

]1965, the reed-bed population reached 6oo,/hectare (Newsome' 1969b); the

1970 density is unknown but was probably similar to that in the wheatfield'

Dispersal movements were observed between several sites where trap-

ping was carried out" Journeys between the wheatfield and creek were

recorded and four mice ¡noved over 250 metres between recaptures- One

pregnant female moved from the creek to the wheatfield (183 metres) one

night and, back the next night, Ne\^ISome also measured the maximum distance

between captures of a mouse in each trapping period (the range length).

The average range length varied between 10 and 20 metres, but the only

consistent change in both Sexes was a marked reduction in average range

length when population densities were high in 1965'

6,2"3 Vüi1d Mice in HaYs tacks (or corn-ricks)

Laurie (1946) studied corn-ricks (haystacks) of wheat or oats within

30 miles of oxford" she found that mice, Iiving on the grain in the ricks,

had untimited food and shelter combined" The climate was ameliorated

because temperature variations were less within a rick than outside' Mice

lived in all layers of the ricks' even burrowing into the earth and decay-

ing matter underneath, although invasion of each rick was thought to begin

at the top. Most ricks \^Iere only temporary environments because they

were built in August-september and destroyed for threshing in late winter

and spring" In comparison with mice living in buildings, rick mice were

more fertile and had a higher reproductive rate'
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Southern and Laurie (1946) extended these observations and compared'

the rick mice with those living in the surrounding farmlands. In the

summer, when few ricks are left standing, most of the mice are in sparse

colonies in and around the cereal crops. Tn autumn, the crops are

harvested and Èhe mice are either carried (in sheaves) to the ricks or

immigrate of their own accord" fn winter, only a few mice remain in

hedgerows, but large populations are rapidly breeding up in the ricks.

These rick populations are dispersed at Èhreshing time, most are ki]led

but a few survive to recolonise the fields next summer"

By observing the destruction of many ricks, Southern and Laurie (L946)

found that population densities ranged from 1 to L2" 63 active mice,/cu.

metre (or up to 15/cu.m" if babies were counted) " The proportion of ricks

ruith more than 50 active mice was more than 50% by February (winter) each

yäar" nick populations reached maximum numbers 8 to It months after estab-

lishment"

southwick (1958) also studied English ricks" He found a great

variation in population densities of ricks 8-fO months o1d (2-2O mice/cu"m",

or up to 16"18 weaned mice/cu"m")" wheat ricks contained more mice than

oat ricks and ricks near farm buildings had more mice than ricks further

out in the fields" There \¡7as a sma1l decline in fertility in the more

densely populated ricks: pregnancy rate declined from 50% Eo 43%; averaçfe

litter size fel-l from 6 "23 to 5"11; embryonic and foetal resorption increased

from 14% Eo 27% and the incidence of male mice with \¡Iounds increased (0"8%

Eo 2I"Ie") in high density ricks as compared with low density ricks" But

the reproductive performance of mice in overcrowded ricks was still better

than that of many other mouse populations.

Measurements of the movement of mice in and out of four ricks were

made by Rawe et a.L. (1963) - Their ricks were constructed in August and

the greatest influx of immigrants occurred in October, November and December,

although some immigration occurred at alf times. Emigration from the ricks
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began in December and increased steadity until May, when the ricks were

threshed" There were more males than females in the migrants in both

directions with a slight female surplus within ricks at threshing" Rowe

et aL. (1964) also examined the effects of crowding within ricks on repro-

duction" The proportion of mice capable of breeding and litter size were

higher in the less crowded ricks" They concluded that the rick populations

were only slightly regulated by lowered fecundity, reduced litter sLze,

embryonic resorption and emigration.

Newsome (1971) dealt with the population dynamics of mice in Èwo

kinds of haystacks in South Australia. Initially, he studied the numbers

of mice caught in large stacks, bui'It at chaff-mills, as the stacks aged"

By fitting curvilinear regressions to his data, he obtained equations for

the numbers of mice aÈ different times after the stacks \¡¡ere built in the

top, middle and bottom thirds of stacks made from oats, oats and wheat, or

wheat only. Unlike Southwick (1958), Ne\¡rsome found that oat stacks contained

more mice than wheat stacks, particularly in the top third" In all stacks

the top third contained the most mice and the middte third the least mice,

probably beÇause compression of the stack prevented ingress to the middle

regions. The bottom of a stack was colonised by mice burrowing in the

softened damp soil underneaÈh. In all stacks, the population density rose

rapidly for the first six months before peaking at 6 to I months and declin-

ing almost to zero in three years" Food shortages, due to the difficulties

that the mice faced when burrowing through the compacted. inner regions of

the stacks to findunexploitedgrain, caused the population declines- The

maximum density of mice was only 2"L/cu.m., much less than in English ricks,

but there were signs of social disruption due to overcrowding such as wounds,

disease and curtailment of breeding activities. The average density of

mice may seem small, but they were not randomly distributed, being concen-

trated in tunnels and, presumably, near food sources"
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Newsome (197-l-) also built a special small stack which he censused

part by part at three monthly intervals. The population size peaked at

six months and was reduced. to one mouse after 15 months" The maximum

density was 12"l/cu.m", when there was evidence of neglecÈ of young'

cannibalism and fighÈing" Hov/ever, this peak density was perhaps inflated

by inmigration from nearby fields that had been soaked by winter rains

or ploughed. The oat stems in this stack were more loosely packed than

in the large stacks, and this looseness probably permitted easier access

to more of the grain in this stack than in the compacted stacks- The

mouse population could grow more rapidly and support a greater total, but

when food shortage started, it was due to an absolute lack of food rather

than increasing difficulties associated with food gathering, and consequently,

the population declined rapidly" Water shortages in the summer also affected

the mice in this oat stack because they congregated in the moister regions"

6"2"4 Wi 1d and Domestic Mice Confined in Pens

The behaviour of wild mice in their natural state is difficult to

observe" Consequently, m9use behaviour and ecology have been studied on

mice that are confined in pens. But we must be careful when extrclpolating

from studies on confined mice (which cannot emigrate) to mice living in

the wild, where emigration from unfavourable localities is a normal and

cotnmon event (see above review), Some behaviour patterns observed in

confined mice may be quite abnormal, but \¡te do not know for certain

because comparable studies on unconfined mice have not been done' For

the present, conclusions drawn from studies on penned mice should be

regarded as provisional onIY"

lrlhen several mice are first introduced into a pen (which may be as

small as three ordinary mouse cages joined together (e.g. DeFries and

McClearn, 1970) or as large as a room (e.g" crowcroft and Rowe, 1963) )

there is a short period of exploratory behaviour in which each mouse

becomes accustomed to the new surroundings" Vlhen two strange mice meet
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for Èhe first time, both will usually retreat (Crowcroft and Rowe, 1963¡

Reimer and Petras, 1967). Subsequently, fighting breaks out beÈween

males until a dorninance hierarchy develops or a1l males but one are dead

(Brown, 1953; southwick, 1955a; Crowcroft,lg55i crowcroft and Rowe,

1963; Reimer and Petras, L96'7; Oakeshott, L974) " CrowcrofÈ and Rowe

(1963) suggested that the area of a pen controlled by a dominant male

depends upon the amount of cover present" Tf there is little or no

coverf a single male can be dominant over all other ma}es, even in a

6m. x 6m" room" But if the physical environment is sufficiently complex,

with cover for mice !o shelter in and obstacles to create natural bound-

aries within the pen, several males can estabtish exclusive territories

within which only one male is dominant" Each dominant male defends his

territory against incursions by other males and allows one or two females

to cohabit with hin (Crowcroft and Rowe, 1963; Crowcroft, 1955; Anderson

and Hi1l, 1965). Reimer and Petras (1967) built a complex pen and observed

that subordinate males sometimes shared the territory of a dominant male.

They also found that groups of females established territories (which were

defended against other females) and although male and female territories

$tere usually the same, sometimes female territories overlapped two or more

male territories" If a strange mouse is introduced into an established

mouse colony in a pen, it is attacked and often killed (Reimer and Petras,

1967¡ Oakeshott, Ig74), Males are normally more aggressive than females

and fight more often" Males rarely attack females (usually only accident-

ally) but pregnant fernales near parturition or lactating females can be

extremely aggressive tol¡Iards males in the vicinity of the nest (Brown'

1953; Crowcroft and Rowe, 1963). In col-onies established with only one

male no fighting occurs until the first litter matures. The young males

begin fighting wben two to three months old (Crowcroft and Rowe, 1963;

Brown, 1953) and one of these may eventually defeat the original male, to

become dominant (Brown, 1953; Reimer and Petras, l'967) '
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Confined mouse populations usually grol4t rapidly, but eventually

population growth slovts and stops. Many density-dependent factors have

been suggested to slow the growth of confined populations: reduced maternal

care because of frequent disturbance to lactating females causing infant

mortality (Brown, 1953; Southwick, 1955a,I955b; Reimer and Petras,L967¡

Lloyd and Christian, i-967¡ Christian, 1963); cannibalism (Southwick'1955a;

Lloyd and Christian, 1967); reduction in the proportion of adult females

becoming pregnanÈ (SouÈhwick, 1955a; Crowcroft and Rowe, 1958; Christian,

1963; Lloyd and Chrístian, L969); increased mortality of weaned mice

(Southwick, 1955a; Reimer and Petras, l-967) i reduced food intake (South-

wick, 1955a); increased proportion of anoestrous adult females (Crowcroft

and Rowe, \957,1958); decreased rate of implantation of embryos (Christian,

1963); and increased intrauterine mortality (foetal resorption) (Christian'

L963; Lloyd and Christian, 1969) "

Socially dominant mice remain in breeding condition for longer than

subordinates who either cease breeding or never start breeding when

population densities plateau, (Lloyd and Christian, 1969) " CrowcrofÈ

and Rowe (1958) showed experimentally that the high density of mice in

ä pen caused the cessation of breeding in mouse colonies which stopped

growing in number" On all three occasions when mice were allowed to

spread from small, overcrowded pens into much larger pens, successful

reproduct.ion occurred shortly after the reduction in density"

6"3 THE GENETICS OF VIILD POPULATIONS OF HOUSE MICE

6"3"I Amount of Genetic Variation

Followj-ng the demonstraÈion by LewonÈin and Hubby (1966) that 7 out

of 18 electrophoretically detectable loci showed genetically controlled

electrophoretic variation in DposophiLa pseudoobscuna, there have been
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marìy papers giving estimates of the proportion of polymorphic loci (as

detected by electrophoresis) in a range of organísms. Selander and Yang

(1969) and Seland.er et aL. (L969) caughÈ house mice from three subspecies

in a survey for electrophoretically polymorphic loci. In Californian

mice, L2 of 40 loci were polymorphic; in Northern Denmark, 15 of 4I loci

were polymorphic; and in Southern Denmark, 9 of 4L loci were polymorphic.

On average, in each mouse population sampled, individuals were hetero-

zygous at 8"5? of their loci (serander, et aL.,1969). Ruddre et a'L. (1969)

obtained similar results with mice from North Carolina' Vermont and Alberta:

5 of 17 loci were polymorphic" ln Ontario, Petras et AL. (1969) found

5 of 8 toci had electrophoretically detectable polymorphisms, but since

this survey \^ras of loci already identified as polymorphic on wild or

domestic stocks of mice, there \das a bias towards polymorphic roci in

this study" 
,

prior to the application of elecÈrophoretic techniques to the search

for polymorphisms, other genetically controlled polymorphisms were known

to be present in wild populations of mice. Tlne Agot'ttzl locus has two

1,'l +
all-eles , A- and A' (see Chapter 8), and many populations contain both

alleles (e"g. Dunn et aL.,Lg6Oi Petras et aL.r1969). Numerous ú-alle1es

(usualfy denoted tM , winete æ refers Èo the xth ú-allele extracted from

wild populations) at the Brachy g) focus have been recovered from wild

populations" Fresh ü-afteles from wild populations are detected by their

effects on tail length when heterozygous with the dominant 7 allele (a

mutant of laboratory origin known only in house mice, so ú-alleles cannot

be found in other species) " The taits of T/+ mice are shorter than

normal , T/t mice are tail-less , +/t and t/t (if viable) mice have normal

tails anð, T/T mice die ín utero" Different ú-alfeles are either recessive

Iethals or cause male (but not female) sterility when homozygous- The

ú-alleles are maintained in wild populations because the segregation ratio
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in heterozygous males is not Lt:I*, but is biassed heavily in favour of

the ú-al]ele" The proportion of Ú-alleles in the sperm of a heterozygous

male is usually "90 to .99, the exact frequency depending upon the part-

icular t-al1ele and the genetic background (Dunn et aL.r 1960¡ Johnston

and Brown, 1969) .

Brown (1965) observed a wild mouse colony containing homozygous

pink-eyed dilute mice (pp).

euantitative traits, in which part of the variation between indivi-

duals is due to genetic differences, have been studied in wild mice.

Bader and Lehmann (1965) measured the amounÈ of phenotypic variation in

the width of each of the three molar teeth of mice in different populations.

The least variation between mice within a population was found in F, hybrids

formed by crossing two inbred lines. The inbred lines r¡¡ere more variable

than their hybrids, sugçJesting that more heterozyçfous mice are better

buffered against environmental- variation than more homozygous mice

("developmental homeostasis", Lerner 1953). The most variable populations

were of witd mice, evidence for greater environmental and genetic variation

between wild mice than domestic mice.

Another class of variants that have been intensively studied in

mice are the discontinuous skeletal variants. Many skeletal characters

can occur in either of two states (e.g" a fusion of two bones may or may

not occur; a foramen may be present or absent) and each population has

a certain frequency of each state. These skeletal variants (called

epigenetic polymorphisms by Berry, 1963) were originally described in

domestic mice. but lVeber (1950) and Berry (1963,1964) showed that they

occurred in wild mice.

petras (1967e) surveyed mouse populations in I'lichigan for recessive

alleles at five loci affecting coat colour. 82 wild miee were crossed

to tester stocks that were homozygous for recessive alleles at these loci,

but none of the wild mice were heterozygous at any of these loci- In
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other crosses, a h¡ild mouse \^ras mated to a domestic mouse and then remated

to seven of the progeny to check for recessive alleles carried by the wild

parent. This series of crosses yielded one family with white spotting

on dorsal and ventral regions, suggesting that recessive genes affecting

coat colour are occasionally present in wild mouse populations.

6.3"2 Selection in Mouse Populations

The simplest case of selection in house mouse populations was the

selective predation of pinkeyed dilute (pp) míce observed by Brown (1965).

When this mouse population \¡Ias protected from cats, the frequency of pp

mice increased Lo 27/58 (46"6%) " After caÈs were given access to these

mice, the frequency of the pale and conspicuous pp m:.ce declined to zero

within three months, although many of the normal mice survived. The

recessive a1lete (p) was not eliminated because when the cats \¡lere excluded

after preying on the mice for nine months, more pp miee appeared in the

next generation of juveniles.

Van Valen (1965) observed natural selection acting on the width of

the first upper molar in wild mice from many populations in the British

fs1es" This character does not alter after a mouse has matured, conseq-

uently any changes in the mean and variance of the character in older age

classes is evidence for differential mortatity among mice with different

molar widÈhs" In most populatíons. Van Valen found that older mice have

larger mean molar r,iridths and are more variable than younger mice. Thus

naturar selection \^ias favouring mice with more extreme (and especialry

larger) phenotypes (i"e. "destabilising" or "divergent" selection).

Some research has been done on the relative fitnesses of the genotypes

at the t-locus. Dunn et aL" (1958) suggest that heterozygotes for recessive

Iethal ú-aLleles may be fitter than the normal homozygote. For male

sterile ú-alleles, Dunn and Bennett (1966) reporte<l tnat Pt#æ embryos

v¡ere Less viahle than their T/tüæ sibs and Johnston and Brown (1969)
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estimated that Èhe fitnesses of +/+ una P2/f2 *"t" l-.351 and O.9I

respectively, relative to */t u2

Selander (1970) observed that samples of mice from sma1l subpopulations

showed an excess of heterozygotes relative to the number expected from

Levenefs (1949) formula for small samples,at the Hbb and, Es-S Locí. This

excess of heterozygotes was regarded as evidence for selection (heterosis) '

but as was discussed in Chapter 3, this can al-so be explained by inbreeding

in small subpopulations.

Berry and Murphy (1970) found seasonal changes in the genotype fre-

quencies at two loci in the mice of Skokholm Island. At tlne Hbb locus,

there \¡¡as a highly significant excess of heterozygotes @bbdilbbs) in autumn

and only a slight excess in spring" At iulne Es-Z locus, there was a highly

significant excess of heterozygotes (gs-zaTs-2b) in males (very slight excess

in females) in spring and a barely significant excess in autumn. The same

genotype frequency changes occurred at both loci in two success.ive years.

Unfortunately, I have found both of these loci difficult to score relialrly

(Chapter 8): Es-Za*s-Zb n"r"rorygotes are often difficult to distinguish

from the homozygotes and environmental factors may alter the phenotypes,

.1 ,ê
and. Hbb*Hbb- Ls difficult to distinguish tromHbbdUbbd in haemolysates that

have been frozen and thawed (Selander, Young and Hunt, 1969¡ I¡Iheeler and

Selander, l,g72). Berry and Murphy do not provide adequate details of how

they scored the phenotypes at these loci, nor do they mention making crosses

to confirm the genotypes of mice with different phenotypes. Such deÈails

and genetic studies would make their evidence for selection more convincing.

The fact that none of the other major studies of these loci in wild mice

(petras, 7,967a; Selander, Yang and Hunt, 1969¡ Wheeler and SelandetrL972)

found similar evidence of selection (apart from the Hbb aata already

discussed above) might not be relevant because the mice on Skokholm are

living under very different conditions from the mice in the other studies.
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Berry and Murphy (1970) found evidence for directional selection

acting on the Pep-C locus when the frequency of the Pep-C2 alle1e declined

from92s" in spring, f968, Eo 66% in autumn, 1969, and the frequency of

Pep-C7 increased from 6% Eo 26%.

Good evidence for selection in house mouse populations comes from

studies of the hybrid zone between two subspecies of house mice (M.m.

domestì,cus and M"m. rftuseuLus) in Denmark, which show that: (I) the zone

has been stable for more than 20 years; Q) at only 4 of L7 pollzmorphic

loci are there simitar gene frequencies in both subspecies; (3) at 6 of

17 pollmorphic loci" different alleles are fixed (or nearly so) in the

two subspecies beyond the range of the hybrid zone¡ (4) the hybrid zone

is only about 20 Km wide in the narrowest region (Selander, Hunt and Yang,

1969¡ Hunt and Selander, Ig73). llhe facÈ that these two subspecies can

remain geneticalllz distinct despite contacts which are believed to have

lasted several thousand years, strongly supports the view thaÈ the genes

and gene combinations (within chromosomes) typical of each subspecies

have reduced fitness when combined (in hybrids and backcrosses) with

genes and chromosomes from the other subspecies" However, this type of

study does not discriminate between selection acting on individual loci

or on co-adapted gene complexes (Mayr, 1963).

6" 3" 3 Genet ic Evidence for Population Subdivision

Berry (1963) measured the frequency of skeletal variants (epigenetic

pollanorphisms) in subpopuLations of mice within three populations: 15

corn ricks on a farm in Hampshire; eleven localities in different parts

of the nritish Isles,' and nine other places throughout the world. He

found that the rick subpopulations differed. from each other and these

differences were probably mainly genetic in origin. VÍhilst selection

cannot be ignored as an explanation for the differences between rick

subpopulations, the small number of founders of each subpopulation
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suggests that random sampling drift is a likely explanation for these

differences. The differences between subpopulations wiÈhin the British

Is]es and over the world were highly significant, but were not as large

as Berry expected by extrapolation from the d,ifferences between ricks

on a farm and he thought that stabilising selection was acting upon the

epigenetic polymorphisms over wide areas.

Berry (L964) used epigeneÈic pollzmorphisms to show thaÈ mice on

two islands (Skokholm and May) were distinctively different from mice on

the nearby mainland. There was no evidence of convergent evolution of

the two island populations. Berry concluded that the peculiar features

of the island mice stemmed from characteristics that were present or

absent, by chance, in the founders of each population"

petras (1967a) used electrophoretic variants as a method for detecting

population subdivision in house mice" He used the methodology of Rasmussen

(1964), who had previously used a blood group polymorphism in deer mice

to show how a deficiency in heterozygotes relative to Hardy-Weinberg

frequencies was evidence for population subdivision (providing no recessive

nul1 alleles are present). A source of bias exists in Petras' study: if

there were seasonal or long term changes in gene frequency then pooling

data from different seasons and years (as he did) could lead to an over-

estimate of the amount of inbreeding due to popuration subdivision (serander'

1970) " fnbreeding coefficients ("rr) estimated from genotype frequencies

at three loci were consistent: 0"18, O"13 and 0.15 for i-he Es-2r4bb and

A loci, respectively (Petras, 1967a,I967c) " Petras compared these estimates

of FIT with theoretical values of trT for the "island" and "isolaÈion by

distance" models of population structure" The equations that he used were

for monoecious, not dioecious, populations (c.f. Chapter 3) ' but the error

due to this approximation is probably minor. By assuming that the average

immigration rate into a mouse subpopulation was between 0.02 and O.2O,
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Petras estimated that the effective size of the basic, panmictic sub-

population \¡ras between 6 and 80 mice" After a review of the ecological

literature, he decided that these estimates of the panmictic subpopulation

size in buildings and granaries were valid"

Selander (1970) summarised the research that he and his associates

had done on population structure in house mouse populations in Texas. In

his review of the literature on the ecology and behaviour of house mice

he concluded that the effective breeding size of the average panmictic sub-

population of house mice was probably less than ten" Selander giave gene-

tical evidence for population structuring within large barns and between

barns on the same farm" V'then large chicken barns were split into equally

sized sub-units, he found that gene frequencies were highly heterogeneous

between sub-units. Evidently, in these chicken barns, there is a stable

and dense (up to 7/sq," metre) mouse population that subdivides the habitat

by the establishment of defended territories which prevent gene flow through

each barn" Unfortunately, Selander does not substantiate his genetical

analysis of these populations with adequate ecological data on the extent

of individual territories. birth rates and mortality rates, dispersal rates

and dispersal distances.

Gene frequencies in neighboring barns were highly significantly

heterogeneous, suggesting that movement of mice between barns was not

sufficient to eliminate genetic differences between barns. Selander

interpreted this observation as evidence for fierce territoriality that

prevented. dispersing mice from entering densely inhabited areas- Because

he did not estimate effective population sizes within barns and immigration

rates between barns, it is not possible to refute the suggestion that the

genet-ic differences between barns are due Èo selection"

petras et aL. (1969) collected data on 6 polymorphic loci from eight

farms in Ontario. There were marked gene frequency differences between

farms.
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studies of the hybrid zone in Denmark (selander' Hunt and Yang'

1969¡ Hunt and. Selander, Ig73) suggest minimal amounÈs of gene flow

between mouse subpopulations in neighboring farms. But here the siÈuation

is complicated by the action of selection, and until the magnitudes of the

selective differences across the hybrid zone are known, it is not clear

if the steepness of the hybrid zone is due to strong selection, weak gene

flow or both strong selection and weak gene florry"

population subdivision has been proposed by Lewontin and Dunn (1960)

and Lewontin (Lg62,1968) as an explanation for the fact that observed'

frequencies of t-a1letes in wild mouse populations are much lower than

expected from simple mathematical models" The simplest maÈhematical

models of ú-allele in populations assume that all genotypes (except P/Pl

are equalty fit and that there is no population subdivision (Bruck, L957 ¡

Dunn and Levene, 1961). Under these circumstances, letha1 Ú-alleles

should have gene frequencies about .35-"40 and male sterile ú-alleles

should be about "70. However, surveys of wild mouse populations yield

much lower fÍgures: Dunn et aL. (1960) found I7"42 ú-aIleles in sub-

populations that contained Ú-alleles (and many did not); Anderson (1964)

found I2e" t-aIIeles in neighboring barns in Alberta; and Petras (1967b)

found L6z t-aLle1es in Michigan.

Recent data suggest thaÈ the relative fitnesses of E;¡e */+' +/P and

PÊ genotypes are not equal for male sterile ú-alleles (Dunn and Bennett,

L966¡ Johnston and Brown, Lg6g) and these fitness differences may explain

part (or all) of the discrepancy between simple theory and observation'

Lewontin (1968) modified the mathematical theory of viable ú-alleles to

include viability differences between genotypes" The relative viabilities

ot f /*) embryos observed by Dunn and Bennett (1966) were sufficienÈIy

Iow to halve the expected equilibrium gene frequencies (Lewontin,1968).

Johnston and Brown (1969) found that their estimates of the segregation

ratio in males and the relative viabilities of the three genotypes would
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not allo\^r a stable equilibrium gene frequency (the

eliminated). Previously, Dunn and Levene (1961) '

t'o aLIeLe would be

had studi ea tne f 2

allele in a confined colony of wild mice for seven years. The observed

equilibrium gene frequency of f2 was .37, approximately half the value

predicted by mathematical theory that ignored fitness differences- Tn

this case ¡:opulation subdivision could not be an explanation for the

discrepancy between theory and observation: the average fitness of the

P2 attele must have been less than the average fitness of the * allele

(ignoring the segregation ratio in males).

Levin et aL. (1969) simulated a set of semi-isolated, finite sub-

populations containing lethat ú-alteles with 95s" transmission from male

heterozygotes. Random sampling drift within subpopulations could

significantly reduce mean ú-allele frequencies only when the effective

su,bpopulation size was less than I when immigration rates were 1%, or less

than 4 when immigration rates \^rere 3%. Because effective subpopulation

si.zes and immigration rates in the wild are likely to exceed the values

at which equilibrium gene frequencies are reduced by population sub-

division, population subdivision is not an adequate explanation for the

Iow frequency of ú-alteles in witd populations.

The dispersal of P11 tntough the mouse population on Great Gull

Island (New york) after rel_ease at the eastern end in 1957 has been

quoted as evidence for population subdivision that prevented the free flow

of genes through a mouse population (Anderson et aL.,L964). However' the

data, as presented in a series of maps showing the genotypes and capture

Iocations of mice tested for f,-alleles in 1959, a96O' 1961 and L962, do

not support the assertion that the gene " " . " seems to be spreading slowly,

since in the western part only two heterozygotes were found in 1961 and

one other in 1962" (Anderson et aL. 
'1964) 

- !{hat this statement ignores

is the fact that on the eastern end of the island., there were only three

heterozygotes in 1961 and one in !962, that is, there \^¡ere no differences
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between the two ends of the istand in 196I and 1962. Furthermore' in
.ü11_

1961 the most westerly mouse caught \^Ias a ú--- hetexozygole, an obser-

vation that does not support the contention that the gene was spreading

slowly from the eastern end" Trapping was inadequate in 1959 and 1960

to do more than show that *11 *u= estabrished on the isrand.

Anderson (1964) and petras (f967b)have collected data on the frequency

of t-alleles within buildings on farms in Atberta and Michigan, respectively

Because of the difficulties involved in testing each mouse for ú-alle1es,

sample sizes are too small for X2-tests for heterogeneity between buildings

within farms" lvhen the data from the larger farms in Alberta (Anderson,

1964) are pooled within farms, there is heterogeneity between farms"

6.4 DTSCUSSTON

This review of the titerature on house mouse ecological genetics

sh.ows that the mouse is an excellent mammal with which to study subdivided

populations" The species is common, occupies a wide range of habitats,

has many genetic loci that are known to be porymorphic in wird popurations'

has had many aspects of its ecofogy investigated and many features of

mouse behavíour are known"

l"Iost genetical studíes of natural populations have shown that the

populations are subdivíded, but many aspects of population subdivision

are not fully understood" The efficiency with which the territoriality

observed in confined colonies can restricÈ gene flow in wild populaÈions

is unknown" Although much is known about the home ranges and daily ranges

of resident wild micen the distance moved by dispersing mice is unknown'

The ecologicat studies showed that mice have different ecological para-

meters (population density, reproductive rates, seasonal breeding, etc')

in different environments, but genetic studies have not looked at the

genetic conseguences of these different ecologies. Most of the genetic

studies have been "snap-shots" (each subpopulation studied once) rather
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than ',movies,' so there is a need for mark-release studies that regularly

census mouse populaÈions for several generations. Such studíes could

give valuable information on effective population sizes and immigration

rates. Genetic d,ifferences have been detected between neighboring sub-

populations! do these remain constant or do they vary as environmental

changes atter the mouse populaÈion densities and díspersal rates?
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CHAPTER 7

METHODS

7 "L STATISTTCAL I{ETHODS

Statistical methods were taken from Snedecor (1966). Yaters

correction I¡Ias applied in Chi-square tests, where appropriate. Computer

programs were written in FORTRAN and run on the University of Adelaide

CDC 6400 computer"

7 "2 CAPTURE AND MAÌNTENANCE OF MICE

lgild mice were caught by hand (when very numerous) or in live traps

("Longworth" or "Sherman"). Matings were made up in ordinary mouse

cages of tin or plastic, containing sawdust and shredded paper" The

mice were mainly fed on "Mouse Pellets" supplemented with a weekly ration

of birdseed" Female wild-caught mice rarely breed in captivity but most

wild-caught males bred when mated with females from domestic laboratory

stocks "

7 "3 COLLECTION OF BLOOD SAI\4PLES

Each mouse was first anaesthetised with ether and a blood sample

obtained either by cutting a jugutar vein and collecting the blood in

a heparinised tr:be or by puncturing the suborbital sinus with a needle

and withdrawing blood into a heparinised syringe. The whole blood was

spun in a centrifuge at 1-2,OO0g fot 20 minutes and the plasma pipetted

off, to be ftozen at -3OoC. The erythrocytes were washed three times

with 0,87% NaCl to remove all traces of plasma and the packed erythro-

cytes were frozen at -30oC" Later the erythrocytes were thawed, mixed

rn¡ith an equal volume of 0"001-0"OO5M CaCl, and shaken to complete lysis.

After centrifugation (at least 2,OOOg for 30 minutes) haemolysates \nrere

ready for electrophoresis"
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7 "4 ETECTROPHORESIS

Starch gel electrophoresís \¡/as carried out in ge1 trays that were

30 cm x 15.5 cm x 6mm with "Connaught" starch" Slot formers, Projecting

down from plastic lids that covered the gel trays, were used to make one

or two rows of sloÈs across each gel, with 8, !2r 16 or 24 stots in each

row. Thin slots (< 0.5 mm thick) I¡¡ere used for plasma samples and thicker

slots (1 mm thick) were used for haemolysates' Two electrophoresis buffer

systems r,rlere used: Gahne's (1966) Tris-citrate/Lithiun borate (pH 8"5) was

best for plasma, and Smithiesr (1959) Tris-EDTA-Borate (pH 8.6) for haemo-

Iysates.

The staining methods used for detecting enzymes v¡ere usually taken

from Shaw and Prasad (1970) " In particular, proteins were stained with

Amido Black (a Iz solution in 5:5:1 0f water: methanol: acetic acid,

respectively) and esterases \dere detected using a mixture of Ct and $-Naphthyl-

acetate in 0"05M Tris-Mafeate (pH 6"5) buffer with Fast Garnet GBC as dye-

coupler.

careful treatment was required to successfully score each of the three

loci detecÈed by electrophoresis of haemolysates. The Es-3 locus (see

Chapter 8) formed multiple subsidiary bands when too much heparin was

present (Templeton, 1969) and these extra bands made scoring of the

phenotypes very difficult. consequently, only small amounts of heparin

were used in btood samples" The additíon of cacL, Èo haemolysates and

to the esterase staining solution helped to overcome problems caused by

heparin and improved the staining of esterases" Another problem with

scoring f.or ES-S phenotypes occurred when plasma contaminated a haemolysate'

In such a case, the very strongly staining esterase band (ES-l-) in plasma

,l
showed up on starch gels in the region of the ES-3* allele and could be

confused v/ith it" To avoid this problem, erythrocytes !'/ere washed

thoroughly and any hrlood clots removed before lysing the cefls'
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The heterozygotes at the Hbb kocus @bbdnbbs) could not be reliably

disÈinguished from nøødUøød homozygotes until Dr. M. Petras suggested that

the haemolysates be treated with maleate before etecÈrophoresis' The

following procedure worked successfully: 40p1, of haemolysate were mixed

with 10u,0 of 1M Tris-Mareate (pH 6.5) buffer and teft overnight at soc

before electrophoresis" After this treaùment, Eine Hbbsilbbs samples had

a single slow protein band, nøød1øbd samples had a fasÈ band and a very

slow minor band, while Ubbdnbbs samples had both fast and slow bands and

often showed the very slow minor band, particularly in old samples'

,I:rre Erp-1 locus was best resolved after haemolysates were frozen

and thawed several times. Further details about the methods used to

score t]]ne Et'p^1 þhenotypes are given in Appendix 1'
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CHAPTER 8

THE INITERITAIiCE OF POLYMORPHISMS AT TEN LOCI FROM

NATURAL POPULATIONS OF THE HOUSE MOUSE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

8.1 TNTRODUCTION

Although allelic variation has been recorded at over 500 gene loci

in the house mouse (Sear]e, Ig74), not many of these loci are found to

be polymorphic in wild populations. only one morphological polymorphism

(involving the agouti locus) can readily be scored in South Australian

mice- rn order to score polymorphisms controlled by a number of

separate loci, the proteins and esterases of the plasma and of the

erythrocytic haemolysates \¡¡ere studied electrophoretically" AII but two

of the polymorphisms considered herein have been described previously

and analysed geneticalty. The new polymorphisms discovered in the

course of this study are an erythrocytic protein variant (8ry-1) and a

coatcolour variant (C,a) .

To compare the polymorphisms observed in South Australian mouse

populatíons with those found in mouse populations in other countries,

two checks must be made. Firstly, f.or each locus, the phenotypes must

be identified by comparison with the phenotypes of standard inbred

strains of mice. Secondly, the inheritance of the different phenotypes

(as published) must be confirmed in the South Australian mice'

To identify the genes controlling the different phenotypes at each

locus observed in wild mice, substrains of the following inbred lines

were obtained: BaLb/c, CBA, c3H, c57BI,, DBA and S!'lR'

The genetical basis of the polymorphisms in wild mice were studied

by mating wild mice to Genetics Department laboratory mice (usually

laboratory I " wild 3) and scoring the progeny. Subsequently, crosses

were made using Fl and later generations and there were also a few

successful matings of wild x wild mice"



Results of crosses involving white
.L -Lgrey (A'A') bellied mice.

(tü.) andTABLE 8.1

Progeny phenoÈYPesI x î Mating
numbers

2
x1

white belly grey bel1y

(1) da x P.
o, f.* oo

I
2

4

5

Total
2 matings

I
8

6

3

I
5

8

5

26

36

I8
0

1.11(1:1)

(2) ¿,+t+ *f .

.ü "+.+orA. xAA
28

30

62

63

89

TotaI

4 matings

12

13

1

5

2

6

6

4

6

2

33

52

24

0

1.12 (I:I)

(3) f . xAu. 4 matings 27 0

-LJ-.LL(4) A'A' x A'A' I matings o 98

0.00 (1: I)11L218¿+¿.+ t ,Po(s)

031L4nu¿u * P¿+(6)

(7) AUA* * A*A*

o, A*A* * Pf 3 matings 31 32 0. 00 (1: 1)

(8) AUA* * AüA* 2 matings 39 10 0.33 (3:1)
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8.2 RESULTS

8.2.L Aqouti Iocus (A) 
" Chromosome 2.

Many house mouse populations around the world are polymorphic for

white v. grey bel1y colour (Schwarz and Schwarz, L943¡ Petras et aL,1969\.

Although the two phenotypes vary considerably (especially in the amount of

yellow pigment present) in my experience they can usually be distinguished

from one another with little difficulty. lwo alleles at iJne agoutzi locus

are involved: white belly is d.ue to the pïesence of the /u allele while

homozygosity for ti¡e A* allele results in grey belly (Gruneberg, Lg52\ '

A third aIIeIe, d., non.-agouti, (AA mice are all of one colour, usually

all black if combined with B at the brown locus) was used in some crosses

because it is recessive to both ,4* arrd AU , h"rrc. mice that ^r" 
AüA* should

have white and grey bellied progeny when crossed to an AA mouse. In

some crosses, the albino (e) gene was segregating and as albino 1cc) mice

cannot be scored for agOUti and, c is on chromosome 7 so that c should

segregate independently of ,4, these atbino mice have been left out of

the data. Because the genotype of wild caught white bellied mice is not

known A prLOz.i, these mice are denoted Aü, ín Table 8.1, which presents

the relevant results of crosses involving white and grey betlied mice'

crosses (1) and, (2) demonstrated that some white bellied wild

caught mice were carrying |¡e A* gene and crosses (5) to (8) show that

AüA* ^ic" are white bellied, confirming that Aü is dominant to Af . The

seqregation of white and grey bellied mice in crosses (1) and (2) shov¡s

a deficiency of grey bellied mice. If the results of matings segregating

for grey belly in crosses (1) and (2) are pooled, ttre X2, for a 1:I ratio

is 2.55 (yates correction). It should be noted thaÈ the expectation of

a I:I ratio in matings segregating for grey belly is not exactly correct

because the sample of matings chosen for analysis is b-iassed since matings

involving AüA* ^i"" that do not yield grey progeny are ignored. Hence
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TABLE 8" 2 Results of crosses involving diffuse (Hbb

sharp (nbbs) haemoglobins.

) and

(a) V'Ihen only diffuse and sharp phenotypes could be
distinguished.

Cross Mating
numbers

Progeny phenotype

sharp diffuse
2

xrt x 4

d(r) Hbb x Hbb 5 matings

11

d
0

I
67

9

(2) Hbbd. * Hbbsnbbs 0

o

2

3

I
2I

2

15 4

ß) Hbbsnbbs x nbbsnbbs 2 matinss 36 0

@) Hbbsnbbd * nbbsnbbd 2 matinss 7 27 0. l-6 (3 :1)

þ) Hbbsnbbd x ubbsnbbs 25 5 4

(b) !{hen all three phenotypes could be distinguished after
treatment with tris-maleate buffer.

Progeny phenotypes*

dd ds ss

(6) HbbsUbbs * nbbsnbbs 2 matings O 0 36

(7) nøøduøød x Hbb
drøød

13 5 0 0

(s) Hbbdnbbd * nbbsubbs 3 0 1t 0

(9) nbbsnbbd * nbbsnbbd 2 matinss 3 5 3

(Lo)Hbbdnbb d * ubbsubbd 4 1 4 0

* dd phenotype ot nbbdubbd, elc.
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more grey bellied than white bel-lied progeny should be expected and the

real discrepancy between observaÈion and expectation is greater than

for Èhe approximate 1:1 expectation. However, the results of crosses

(7) and (8) suggest that the segregation of grey belly is normal and

that the earlier deficiency is due to chance.

8.2.2 Haemoq lobin beta chain (Hbb). Chromosome 7-

Electrophoretic variation in mouse haemoglobins was first described'

by Ranney and Glueckson-Waelsch (1955) using filter paper electrophoresis.

On starch gels, popp and St Armand (1960) found that the "diffuse" phenotype

\^ras dominant to the "single" phenotype. Shortly afterwards, Hutton et AL"

(1962) and popp (1962) showed that this variation was due to amino acid

differences in the haemoglobin beta chains, and the locus controlling

this variation was named ãbb. The diffuse phenotype \^Ias produced by

,l
the presence of the Hbb* al]ele, whilst the single or "sharp" phenotype

was found in homozygotes for the Hbbs a]-Le|¡e. A third atlele, Hbbp, has

been found in one inbred tine (Morton Lg62), but has not been recorded in

any wild populations.

LaÈer workers have found that if fresh haemolysates are used, the

Åê
Hbbu1bbo heterozygote can be distinguished electrophoreÈically from the

diffuse homozygote (Petras, L967vi Selander et AL, L969¡ Berry and

Murphy, I97O). Ho\¡¡ever, for a long time I was unable to emulate their

success" The buffer system of Petras and Martin (1969) did not discrím-

inate between heterozygous and homozygous diffuse samples with my material

and the biochemical method of Hutton (1969) was too complicated for

routine work. In the results presented in Tab1e 8.2, part (a), mice
.1

wiÈh the diffuse phenotype, but unknouln genotype, are denoted by Hbbl-
å

These results show that under the given conditions Hbb* is dominant to

Hbbs. After the above work was completed, Dr. M. Petras kindly suggested

that maleate should be added to haemolysates prior to electrophoresis



TABLE 8.3 Results of crosses involvi.ng Èhe Es-i locus.

Cross l4ating
Nuniberx d

(r) Es-lbgs-tb * g"-7bø"-1b 9 matings

(z) Es-1bøs-1b x Es-1a^s-1d

Progeny genotypes

n"-lbts-7b Es-1ans-1b Es-la*s-1a x:

99

156I

00

00

022(l) Es-1at"-lb * ns-lbt";-lb 89

G) Es-ia*s-7b * øs-1a*s-1b 4 matings 19 40 18 . 06 (1 z2 zl-)
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/l
and this simple procedure made it possible to classif.y Hbb*" mice as

heterozygotes or homozygotes" The results from treating some haemo-

Iysates with tris-maleate buffer as outlined in Chapter 7 ate given in

Table 8.2, ParE (b). The three genotypes are readily scored by this

method "

8.2.3 Esterase-I locus (Es-L). Chromosome 8-

Electrophoretic variation of the major plasma esterase in the

mouse T¡ras detected using starch-gel electrophoresis by Popp and Popp

(1962). Petras and Biddle (L967) showed that Es-f is closely linked

Eo Es-2 and Es-5. Selander, et aL (1969) reporÈed the existence of

t\^/o very rare alleles in wild populations , Es-ld (with a mobility

different from Es-1a o, Es-lb¡, attd. Es-Le which is a null a1lele. The

results of crosses involving the ES-f locus are given in table 8 .3,

confirming the simple inheritance of Es-la arta Es-lb.

8.2.4 Esterase-3 (Es-7). Chromosome 11.

Vthen serum-free mouse haemolysates are run on alkaline starch gels

one or more bands of esterase activity can be found ahead of the haemo-

globin zone" These bands are controlled by the ES-3 locus, which was

first described from kidney exÈracts by Ruddle and Roderick (1965) and

Iater in haemolysates by Petzer (1965) who. however, called the locus

Ee-Z. popp (1966) demonstrated that Es-S anð. Ee-2 were the same locus

and reported three alteles in a survey of 22 inbred lines . Es-34 is

a silent (or null) allele which when homozygous leads to an almost
L

complete absence of esterase activity, Es-7u produces an esterase band

of intermediate mobitity and Es-|c produces a slow moving band in

alkalíne gels. The heterozygotes , Es-|a\s-|b at a Es-|aTs-|c, have only

a single band of esterase activity while ns-ïbøs-ï" h"= two bands. A

fourth allele , Es-sd, which is often found in low frequencies in wild



TABLE 8.4 ResulÈs of crosses involving the Es-S locus-

Progeny genotyPes*
l4ating
number

Cross 2
xl

? x &

(z) Es-ïc*s-|e * g"-*ø"-s'

or gs-sbgs-|c * Es-3e*s-|c

@ Es-*ss-sb * ø"-sb*"-rb 11

(4) Es-|cns-sd * Es-|c*s-ïd

7 matings 4T 49 0

eb bb ed d¿

(r) Es-ïcTs-îc * Es-îe\s-ïe 4 matings 39 0 0 0 o

0

5 0

0

010

0 0

0 0

2

54(I:I)

13

I4

0 6

(s) gs-sdn"-3d * g"-sdg"-sd 0 0 0 20

* Progeny genotYPes i ee



TABLE 8.5 Results of crosses involving the Es-5 locus'

Cross

x 4

I4ating
number

Progeny phenotyPes

ts-sb. Es-|a*s-sa

2
x1

?

**
(L) Es-|b. * Es-|b 3

7 matings

11

0

6

72

12.3(3:1)

(z) Es-|b. * Es-|ans-|a

or Es-|a*s-|a * Es-ïb.

I

4

4

7

I6I4

3

2

I

I3
*

4.8(I:1)Tota1 28

2 matings 43 0

(z) us-;a*s-5a * u"-*ø"-sb 3 matings 24 2T .09 (1:I)

(+) Es-|b. * Es-|a\s-;b 25

15

0

I

9

5

(s) Es-|aqs-|a * Es-5aqs-54 1I 0 10

* Probability < 5%

Probability < 1%**
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mouse populations in North America (selander, et aL, 1969; MarÈin and

T

petras, 1971) , produces a faster band Unan EI-SD. Selander , et aL (1969)

claim to have found another nuII alleLe, Es-3e, in two wild mice but Èhey

do not mention how it differs from Es-34 (which has otherwise not been

found in wild mice) " They aLso mention the presence of. a Es-|f atlete

in Denmark, but Provide no details-
h a 

I ns-sdrn South Australia, alleles thought to be E8-3", Es-7" an'

have been observed in wild mice. OnLy Es-ï" hu." been definitety

identified by scoring the haemolysates of cBA, c3H and DBA mice.

comparison of my gels with published diagrams (selander , et aL, 1969¡

Martin and Petras, 1971) indicates thaÈ the other two alleles are

correctlY identified.

The results of crosses made to confirm the inheritance of the

Es-3 alleles are given in Table 8.4. The three alleles are codominant'

8-2"5 Esterase-S @s-5). Chromosome 8.

The Es-5 locus, first described by Petras and Èidd1e (1967) controls

the presence of a plasma esterase band on gels. There are two alleles,
L _ã.

Es-;b which produces a singte esterase band and Es-54 whibh is a recessive

nuII aIIeIe. Because of the variable presence or absence of other plasma

esterase bands in mice from different populations, it is sometimes difficult

Èo score this locus in wild mice. Plasma from C57BL mice was used as

A

a standard when scoring for the Es-|" esÈerase band'

The results of matings scored fot Es-| phenotypes are presented in
h

Table g.5, where mice expressing the Es-," band, but of unknown genotype'

h
are denoted by Es-|u.. The result of mating (3) in cross (t) is clearly

aberrant" The progeny suggest that the cross was actually Es-5aqs-54 x

.L-b
ES-|qES-;', which implies that one of the parents was mis-scored as És-Ð "

L
Also, in cross (2) , the ratio of Es-;þ. to Es-SaEs-;I in matings segre-

gating for both phenotypes suggests that some Es-5O hu orygotes were



TABLE 8.6 Results of crosses of. Pre phenotypes-

Cross Iilating
number

Progeny phenotype" 
2

x1

PneoPz,eo P'ea1 x a

(t) Pz,eoPreo * Pred 6 9 2L

2I

4.03(1:1)

0.74(1:1)5 matings 2A

(z) PreoPreo * PoeoPz'na 3 matings 28 15 3.35 (I:I)

a.(3) P?e x Py,e
a. 2 matings 0 31

(+) PteoPy,eo * PonoPono 2 matings 22 0

(s) PreoPy,ea * PoeoPrna 25 72

TABLE 8.7 Segregation of Pne phenotypes in males and females in

pooled data from crosses (I) and (2), excluding mating 6'

Phenotype 2

tSex X (1:1 ratio)
Pv,eoPreo

a,
Pre

*ìt
736

3
l-8.2

?

20

Total 56

2-
X-, for homogeneity = 15.9**

* Probability < 5%

*rr probability < 1%

29 t.3

36 4. O*



where the excess of Es-

LO7.

mis-score a as Es-|b Ho\¡¡ever, this loias is negligible in cross (3)

h
5". phenotypes is insignificant. The data from

cross (5) show full ascertainment of Es-5aús-54 phenotypes but the sample

size is rather small in this case. As a test eight mice were bled twice

and their Es-5 phenotype determined each time: 6 were clearly scored

a= Es-|b. both times, one was clearty Es-5d1s-54 both times and one was

L
clearly Es-|u. the first time, but was difficult to score the second time

and. would probably have been scored as Es-5a\s-54. It thus appears that

some Es-5o8"-5o mice can be mis-scored as gs-sb..

A.2"6 Pre-albumin (Pre)

Genetically controlled variation in the mouse plasma pre-albumin

region was described by Shreffler (L964) who found two alleles in a

survey of laboratory stocks. The Pz,ed allele controls the production of

a protein band in the pre-albumin region which is lacking in mice homozygous

for the aIIeIe py,eo. In his crosses between inbred lines Shreffler was

able to distingui sh PteaPz,eo anð, Pre1Pona mice by the intensity of protein

staining. Ho\^rever, in wild mice in South Australia, no clear-cuÈ

differentiation of Py,ed. phenotypes into two classes was possible and so

ayre was scoreq as dominant to Preo. Shreffler found that there \^¡as

a lower concentration of pre-albumin protein in females than in males and

this made scoring of phenotypes in females difficult. His data show

that a proportion of Py,eqPreO f." u1es were mis-scored, as Pv'eOPreO.

Ttris locus is very difficult to score as electrophoretic and staining

conditions must be nearly perfect before repeatable results can be obtained'

Some samples had to be re-run two or three times before they could be

scored confidentlY.

The resufts of crosses involving Lhe Pv'e locus are given in Table 8.6-

In cross (l-), the results of mating (6) are significantly different from



TABLE 8.8 Population samples classified f.or Pre

phenotype and sex.

Sample Sex PreoPreo Pz,e4
2-

Xt tor
homogeneity

lVardang Island

Price

South Kilkerran

Alford

Minlaton

Port Vincent

Turretfield, 1970

O'Halloran HiIl

Burretfield, all mice
July I97I Eo lttay L972

r
ô

I
4

?

t

I
&

?

4

I
6

?

ê

I
&

?

4

23

64

20

15

L7

1I

26

20

I5
7

12

T2

22

10

22

10

l_6

5

o.62

0. 09

0. 00

2.33

0. 10

1.31

0. 08

0. 00

10.19
Probability <1%

1t
46

13

11

27

31

150

113

I8
11

I1
2

I
6

13

II

111

r49
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those expected if the female were PreoPreo artd the male Pz'eaPreo. However,

mating (6) fits a 1:3 ratio (Xî = 0"18) suggesting that the femare was

actually PonqPoeo and had been mis-scored. Table 8.7 shows that the

observed segregation is normal in ma1es, but highly significantly deviant

in females, presumably because Pz,eaPyeo females are frequently misclassified

_o_oas Pv,e"Pre as in Schreffler (1964).

In view of the many diffeïences that can be detected between various

stocks of mice, it is reasonable to ask whether or not the sex difference

observed in mice that are partly of laboratory origin and living in

Iaboratory conditions is also found in wild mice. To check this point'

mice from many populations have been classified by sex and' Pre phenotypes

and the data then tested for homogeneity in 2x2 tables. The results are

given in Table 8.8. In the first eight populations no staÈistically

significant deviation from homogeneity was observed and in fact there is

a tendency to obtain more female PreA. phenotypes than expected, but in

the last sample a highly significant deficiency of female Pnea. phenotypes

was observed.

No satisfactory conclusion can be drawn from these resulÈs. The

data from laboratory crosses and the extensive field data from Turretfield

conflict with the data from eight other populations. No simple explanation

(such as variation in scoring teckfriques, differences in the ages of the

plasma samples or a bias on my part as I scored the gels) can account for

these differing results. Nevertheless, it is clear that phenotype

frequencies in females must be treated very cautiously as there is a great

risk of misclassification.

8^2.7 Transferrin (Trf). chromosome 9.
L

Tïo alleles are known at the mouse transferrin locus. Trf (Cohen

and s¡zhreffler, 1961) occurs in most inbred lines and in all wild mouse
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populations reported in the literature (e.g. Petras et aL, 1969¡ Berry

and Murphy, 1970) æd TTf is found only in the CBA inbred line. A

modified form of tn" ,rf homozygote was reporÈed by Ashton and Braden (1961)

which can be confused with the f"ff"f heterozygote. Shreffler (1963)

commented that young mice beÈween one and eight weeks of age often have

a prominenÈ subsid.iary Trf band thaÈ can cause rofrof mice to be

mistaken rcr frffrf. This can also occur during disease attacks or

other stresses.

Some wild caught South Australian mice had phenotlpes resembling

fz.ffz.f (the majority were clearly ft'f no ozygotes) , but when two

of them were bred in the laboratory, this phenotype did not appear in

their progeny:

(a) mating 6r: ? "ab" * îbb + L6bb

(b) mating 88: ? øø * {"ob" + lobb

where "qb" dertotes the supposed f"f f"f phenotype and' bb = fof fof '

consequently, it is assumed that many, if not aII, of the apparent

wfrrf heterozygotes found in wird mice are in fact nodifieð, T,f

homozygotes.

Berry and Murphy (1970) treaÈed the modified
hrrf" homozygote

phenotype, or one very similar to it, as though it were genetically

controlled, but in view of the negative results from the two matings

given above, this is not a justifiable procedure with wild caught mice

in South Australia.

8.2.8 Esterase-2 @s-2\. Chromosome 8.

petras (1963) denoted the locus controlling the staining intensity

of the most anodal plasma esterase band in alkaline starch gets by Es-Z'

He described a nu]l a]Iele (Es-24) and an allele associated with the

presence of this esterase band @s-Zb). These two atleles \¡lere codominant.



TABLE 8.9 Population samples scored for Es-Z phenotypes in plasma.

Phenotypes (and possible genotlpes)

Population SamPle no activitY
(Es-2*Es-2*)

;taining Heavy ¡tainfrng2*Es-2" @s-2-Es-Z")
za1s-zc )

Light
(Es-
Es-

2 Light staining
bands

tEs-2þEs-2c ¡

F IS after
pooting Es-Ze with Es-

.A
2"

+ **
L24 : .O72

-"107 1 .o:z
I- -tzs
II .ttt
f- -]-l-z
L! -:'aø
aI .oog
II .og1

Turretfield' I970

Price

South Kilkerran

Alford

Minlaton

Port Vincent

Port Lincoln

V'Iardang Island

orHalloran HilI

54

1I

36

I7

L7

15

10

83

45

a2

46

77

46

4L

45

18

40

12

4

0

1

0

o

0

0

0

1

0

1

12 -.TT4

-. 051

-.067

. r43

-.234

I

1

3

0
*

-.1732T

25
+

-.136 108

* ProbabilitY 1 5eo

SE after Rasmussen (L964)**
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Ruddle et aL (1969) described an eleetrophoretic mobility variant

(produced by a third allele, Es-2e) in which the esterase band moved

more slow1y in alkaline ge1s than the band produced Ay Es-Zb. All three

a1le1es have been found in wild mouse populations; Selander et aL (1969)

described an additional four electrophoretic mobility variants (produced

by another four aIIeIes, presumably) in wild mice.

Samples of wild mice from South Australia showed that the Es-24,

Us-Zb and Es-2c aIIeIes \¡¡ere present, although Es-Zt t.= ttt. (Tabte 8.9)"

scoring of the three genotlpes , Es-2a*s-2a, Es-2o8"-2b ana Es-Zbns-ZbHot¡¡ever,

was difficult because nearly perfect electrophoretic and staining condiÈions

weïe essential to obtain repeatable results. It was possible to distinguish

three phenotypes: (a) almost no esterase activity; (b) light staining;

(c) heavy staining of the plasma Es-Z esÈerase band. But there was

some overlap between these classes and for some plasma samples, the final

phenotypic designations were somewhaÈ arbitraiy" Nevertheless, population

samples usually fitted Hardy-weinberg frequencies (Table 8.9).

Crosses set up for genetical study of this system were shown to be

useless by two observations" Firstly, the inbred lines (Ba1,b/c, C5'7B.L,

CBA, DBA, SWR) used as standards had virtually no Es-Z esterase activity

detectable in their plasma, when all \¡¡ere supposed to have full nr-Zbt"-Zb

activity. Secondly, when three wild mice with intermediate activity and

one with intense staining were brought back to the laboratory, all lost

their Es-Z plasma esterase activity after living under laboratory

conditions for several months. AIso, other mice tiving in the laboratory

colony gave various phenotlpes when scored on different occasions'

These observations suggested that Et¡e ES-Z genotype \^/as not

correctly expressed as a phenotype in plasma samples from mice kept in

the laboratory colony. Some C57BL, CBA and SWR kidney extracts \dere

stained for esterases and strong ES-2 esterase activity was observed
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in each case. Ruddle et aL (1969) found that their mice had the same

phenotype in plasma and kidney, but this was not the case with mine.

as might have been expected. from Èhese observations, the crosses set

up Èo check the inheritance of Es-Z phenoÈypes resulted in progeny pheno-

t)pes that were incompatible with the parental phenotlpes according to

the model presented by Petras (1963) of two codominant alleles at one

locus and no environmentat modifications of the phenotype .

The factor (or factors) in the environment of my mouse colony

which caused. the instability of the Es-2 phenotypes in plasma has not

been identified. Sínce I used the same inbred lines as Petras (1963)

and Ruddle et a,L (1969) the differences in phenotypes is unlikely to be

due to genetic differences in the mice, but must presumably be environ-

mental and something unique to my colony. Ttre food, water and bedding

used in mouse cages are probably different in North America and South

Aus.tralia and it is possible that one or more of these items could play

a role in the expression of the ES-2 locus in plasma. Nothing is knov¡n

about the stability of E:he Es-2 phenotypes in wild mice in their normal

habitat because none \^rere bled twice whilst living under wild conditions.

a"2.9 Erythrocytic protein -l locus @t'P-l). Chromosome 8.

This locus which does not appear to have been described before,

controls electrophoretic variation in an erythrocytic protein. The

genetical data and analysis are presented in Appendix 1'

8. 2^Io Greying with age (Gd)

This is another genetic variant which, it seems' has not been

d.escribed previously. f]¡e GA gene causes mature mice to become grey

because of a progressive loss of pigmented hairs as they age. The

genetical data are given in Appendix 2.
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8.3 DISCUSSION

lltre genetical data collected for the 10 toci described above show

that Èhe A, Hbb, Es-L, Es-7 and, Erp-l loci have phenotlpes that are

reliabty produced by certain genoÈ1pes. But the Es-Z, Es-í, Pne, Tnf and

Ga Locí have phenot)pes that are affected by various environmental factors

so that the genotlpe is not always reliably expressed in the phenotlpe'

Consequently, the data collected from wild populations on the last five

Ioci cannot be used for any genetic analysis of the mouse populations of

South Australia, simply because the reliability of such data is question-

abte. Admittedly, for the Es-Z and P?e Loci, most of the evidence

concerning the unreliabitity of the phenotypes comes from laboratory

crosses rather than wild populations and so the phenotlpes at these loci

may not be altered by non-genetic factors in wild mice. But, if these

data were to be used, doubt would always remain about the validity of

any analyses based on them. For this reason, the extensive data collected

on the ES-2, ES-5 and Py,e Locí in particular, must be set aside and the

genetic analyses presented subsequently in this thesis will use only the

data on the .4, Hbb, Es-7, Es-3 anð, Ez'p-1 loci-
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CHAPTER 9

THE GENETIC STRUCTURE OF DIFFERENT MOUSE POPULATIONS

9"1 INTRODUCTTON

The genetical structure of a population is herein considered to be

the distribution of genes and genotypes over the geographical range of

the population (note, this differs from the definition of genetic

structure given by tlather, ]g73) " Expressed more abstractly, the

genetic structure is the way in which genetic variation is apportioned

within and between su.bpopulations of the total population. The two

extre¡ne types of genetic structure are firstly, the essentially panmictic

population without any recognisable subdivisions and secondly, the popul-

ation divicled into discrete subpopulations within which there is little

or no polymorphism but with different genes present (often fixed) in

separate subpopulatíons and consequently marked genetic differences

between subpopulations (as seen for example in old-world populations of

the snail Rumina d.ecoLLata; Selander and Kaufman, 1973) " In the first

case, genetic variation is uniformly distributed over the whole population

whitst in the second, there is negligible variation within subpopulations

but extensive variation between subpopulations"

The ecological structure of a population can similarly be defined

as the distribution of individuals, and the two extreme forms here are

a uniform distribuÈion of indivíduals across the range of the population

or the presence of individuals only in clumps or colonies with wide gaps

between inhabited localities" Both the genetic and ecological structures

may be affected by the nobility of individuals or gametes (e'g" polIen in

plants) and by the breeding system used by the population (e.g. dioecious,

monoeciouso selfing' asexual) "

In this section I will present data that relate to the importance

of changes in the ecological structure and the mobility of individuals
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in modifying the genetic structure of a population"

Ttre F-sÈatistics discussed in Chapters 2 to 5 will be used to analyse

the genetic structures of different mouse populations. From the literature

review (Chapter 2), two important predictions can be made about the gene-

ticaf structure of subdivided natural populations. FirsÈly, the amount

of genetic variation between subpopulations is inversely proportional Èo

the mean subpopulation size and immigration rate. This prediction is

most clearly seen in the island model, where (Equation (2.2I))

F I/ (1 + 4Nm)

and in the linear stepping-stone model (Equation (2.37) ), where

tr, = l/ (L + 4Nñ2k) "

AIso, in the isolation by distance model over an area population'

Equation (2.32),

f (o) r/G - 8n o?d/ to9(2k=k2) )

shows that differentiation of subpopulations (as measured by f(o)) is

inversely proportional to the population desniÈy (d) and the dispersal

abilities of individuals or gametes (o?).

This first prediction is very simple for in populations with

discrete subpopulations, Nm is the nurnber of migrants per generation and

it is intuitively obvious that more immigrants will reduce the genetic

differences between a subpopulation and the neighboring subpopulations

which supply the irunigrants.

There are very serious practical difficutties in estimating N and

m in natural populations (Lewontin, Lg67). In my attempt to test this

predicLion about the variation between subpopulations within populations'

only crude and relative estimates of Nm can be made. T will take four

populations in which house mice are living under different ecological
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conditions and on the basis of such ecological- data as are available'

these four populations wilt be ranked by the supposed relative values of

Nm within their subpopulations. Exact predictions of the mean Nm within

sr.rbpopulations of each population are noÈ feasible, but relative estimates

are possible, The ranking of the populations based on Nm estimates will

then be compared with genetic data on the genetical structure of the

populations"

The second important prediction about the genetical structure of

populations is that for neutral genes, the coefficient of kinship (or

correlation in gene frequencies) between two subpopulaÈions should decline

oçonentially with distance between subpopulations (EquaÈions (2.30),(2'35)'

(2.36)and(2"38)).Adeclineinthecorrelationingenefrequencies

beÈween subpopulations implies a corresponding increase in genetic differ-

entiation, which may be measured by a genetic distance statistic' As the

geographic distance between randomly chosen subpopulations increases' so

should the genetic distance between them. Because the decline in the

correlation is exponential (i"e- rapid at first and later more gradual'

see Kjmura and !{eiss, 1964), the genetic distance should rise rapidly and

flatten out as the geographic distance increases'

The regression of genetic on geographic distances for non-neutral

genes is liable to be variable" If there is uniform selection for an

optimum gene frequency over a wide geographic range' genetic distances

will be independent of geographic distances" But if gene frequencies

are changing clinatly with an environmental gradient, then genetic distances

may steadíly increase with geographic distance'

I will use the data collected from the four mouse populations studied

in South Australia and the published data of Petras el; aL' (f969) and

Selander, Yan,g and Hunt (1969) to test the prediction that genetic distances

should increase with geographic distances between subpopulations'



TABLE 9.1 Sr:mnary of rnouse population samples

Total
Number

Number
Bled

Number of
sites

Dates of collection
Sam¡l1e Proportion of

Population traPPed

1970 P

Turretf Id
Price
South Kilkerran
AIford
Minlaton
Port Vincent

Adelaide Ci
Adela Zoo
Pet shoP
lfaite Institute
UniversitY
Oaklands
l¡testbourne Park

State of South
Port Lincoln
Mount earnbier
orHalloran Hill
Wardang Island
Oraparinna

TPB6
CRK6
oF6

TPAT
TPBT
CRKT

oF7

,t)

negligible
negligible
negligible
negligible
negligible
negligible

tion t'cit

tion

ì

163
299
243
328
118
140

161
57
65
64
60
64

68
17
T6
4L

45
27

,{d¡,+,
f,þ, *.-.._._s1-

14 one 2-4/2/72
12 one 2-4/2/72
13 one 2-4/2/72
l-4 one 2-4/2/72

g-ao/4/7o ¡ 6-7 /5/7o ¡ 26-2e/7 /7o
3/6/7o
4/6/7o
4/6/7o
L/7/7o
2/7 /7o

26/L/7L-s/2/7r
27 / 4/7L-1/5/7 ).; r-3/ 6/7 r
28/4/7r-L/s/7r
L-LI/6/7 L; 2I-23/L2 /7 I
2O-2e/Lo/7r
23-28/9/72

1O-r2/9/7O
Septenber I L97O
22-2s/4/7r
2-6/s/7I
r4-Le/9/7r

4-7 /3/72
4-7 /3/72
4-7 /3/72
4-7 /3/72

two
one
one
one
one
one

Several
one
one
two
two
two

four
uncertain

two
Several
Serreral

one
one
one
one

Australia Popula tion ("CountrY")

moderate
almost aIl
rnoderate
almost all
almost all
moderate

negligible
small
negligible
negligible
moderate

almost all
almost aII
almost all
moderate

almost all
almost aII
almost all
rnoderate

7)-
20
17
4I
45
27

31
81
a4

154
32

30
76
82

l.44
32

lË*.,

12
14
T4

15
15
29
52

I4
15
29
51
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The sample siÈes are identífied as follows:

Pl = Sl = Turretfield Agricultural Research Centre'

P2 = Price

P3 = South Kilkerran

P4 = Alford

P5 = Minlaton

P6 = Port Vincent

cl = Adelaide Zoological Gardens

C2 = Pet Shop

C3 = Waite Agricultural Research fnstitute

C4 = Adelaide University Anima1 Yards

C5 = Oaklands

C6 = Westbourne Park

S2 = Port Lincoln

53 = Mount Gambier

54 = o'Halloran Hill

55 = Wardang Is1and

56 = Oraparinna

The Turretfielil 1972 siÈes are detailed on Map 10'1'
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9"2 DESCRÍPTION OF FOUR MOUSE POPULATTONS IN SOUTH AUSTRALÍA"

Ttris study!{as carried out on four mouse populations which are

different in geography, habitat, population density and other ecological

conditions. The populations (and the 22 subpopulations, each represented

by a sample) are given in Table 9.I, which includes some details about each

sample. The area covered by each population varies from the few hectares

of the TurretfieLd ;-]972 population (usually abbreviated to TUR, and described

in more detait in chapter 10) to a large part of the state of south Australia

in the ,,country" population" The TUR population is represented twice, by

t\^ro consecutive capture-mark-release censuses, to show how conditions can

changeinsmal].subpopulations.Thelocationsofthesubpopulations

sampled are shown on Maps 9-1 and 10'1 (for TUR)'

A description of the relevant ecological conditions in each population

follows "

9.2 "I The mouse of L97O tion

In the autumn and early winter (as late as July in some places) of

r97o there was a serious mouse plague in the grain growing areas north of

Adelaide and on Yorke Peninsula. This followed a smaller population

peak (witrr smalL mouse plagues in some places) in 1969, but without a

severe population crash intervening (Newsome, personal communication) "

Thus the samples from Èhis population were collected at the end of a period

when mouse population densities were very much higher than average" During

such periods of high densities of mice, many mice can be seen crossing roads

at night and trapping at Turretfield yields large numbers of "transient"

mice that appear to be entering and leaving the study areas each night

(personal observation, and Newsomer personal communication) ' These observ-

ations show that many mice are dispersing aeross the farmlands at such times'

althoughgeneflowneednotnecessarilybeverygreatbecausenothingis

known about the reproductive performance of these dispersing mice" Despite

this lack of precise knowledge, I am confident that relatively large amounts
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of gene fLow occurred in 1969 and I97O.

Thus Nm was very large for this population"

9.2"2 The CitY of Adelaide mouse PoPulation

SubpopulaÈion samples were relatively difficult to obtain in

Adelaide because large colonies of mice are not cotrunon in the ciÈy as

many potentially good habitats (e.9: grain and fodd,er stores, markets'

shops, etc. ) are patrolled by pest-control experts who are very efficient

at controlling rats and mice. But in the vicinity of animal cages

(especially aviaries), poisons are avoided because of the risk to the

capÈive animals" Because trapping is time-consuming and inefficient,

such places often maintain mouse colonies which thrive on the food and

shelter provided. These subpopulations fluctuate greatly in numbers

because when míce become so prevalent that Serious damage occurs to food

stocks, a mouse destruction campaign is usually carried out to attempt to

exterminate them" such control measures as are taken (trapping, poisoning,

flooding mouse burrows) usually effect a drasÈic reduction in mouse numbers'

occasionalty even leading to a temporary extinction, and the colony may

take many months (or even years) to reach high numbers again' Hence the

effective size of these subpopulations is rather small'

Movement between city subpopulations will be restricted by areas of

unsuitable habitat (roads, lawns, mouse-proof buildings) and a high density

of predators, especially cats and dogs" colonisation of new areas of

suitabte habitat and recolonisation of sites where a previous colony was

exterminated, will be by occasional dispersing mice that manage to evade

predators and cross the inhospitable surroundings and by mice that "hitch-

hike" their way Èo the site in hay bales and other food supplies"

ThepresenceofalownumberofvagranÈmiceinthecityisconfirmed

by three observations. Firstly, city householders sometimes find a mouse

or two raiding foodstuffs in the kitchen and causing a nuisance until
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caught or poùsoned" Secondly, domesÈic cats occasionally bring home dead

mice thaÈ they have caught, and thirdly, in three years I have caught five

wild mice in the lowest three floors of the R"A" Fisher Building which

most cerÈainly were not escapees from the mouse stocks kept on the sixth

floor" These mice are probably emígrants from successful mouse colonies

with a reproductive surplus or are dispersing from areas that have ceased

to be habitable and are searching for fresh food and shelter.

Newsome (1971) has documented the occurrence of mice in south

Australian haysÈacks, tlay-ba1es brought into the city for fodder and

bedding for animals are likely to contain mice from the country" OId

sacks and partly empty bags and cartons of food sometimes contain mice and

if these are moved around the city, then the mice will be carried along,

AII these observations show Èhat mice can move into and around the city,

but probably at a low rate.

Hence for the city, Nm will probably be small"

9"2.3 Country tion in South Australia

Five mouse subpopulations in widely separated country locations

were sampled to assess the amount of genetic variaÈion between different

parts of the State, The sample from Turretfield collected in the 1970

plague was added to these five to represent the mice from the wheatfiel-ds

north of Adelaide.

Movement of mÍce over long distances will usually occur inadvert-

antly in vehictes carlying food and fodder and may not be of common occur-

rence. Vtardang Island is the most isolated subpopulation that was sampled

for it is accessible only by boat (and recently, by plane) and although

inhabited by Europeans since the last century (a small mine was there, now

a small tourist resort), only relatively few mice are likely to have made

their way across in supplies for the inhabitants or to have escaped from

wrecks of grain ships on the ísland in the last century (ur. G. Price,
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personal conmunication) " For the other subpopulations sampled' isolation

bydistancewouldreducetheeffectiveamountofgeneflowbetweenthem.

Thus m is probably very small indeed for these country subpopulations and

Nm wiII be small regardless of the size of N"

9"2.4 The Turretfiel di ntensive studY, L972

This study will be dealt with in detail in Chapter 10' Here Ï

willdealwiththedataforcensuses6andTofthreemousecolonies

esÈablished around feedstations (denoÈed TPATTPB and CRK) and a fourth

subpopulationínafenced-offandovergro\^Tnstudyareaknownastheold

field (denoted oF) (see Map 10'I)' These four subpopulations are small

(although CRK and OF expanded between censuses 6 and 7), but genetic

evidence discussed in chapter 10 suggests that there is a high rate of

immigration into each of these subpopulations" Hence Nm is probably

smaller than ín the tr970 plague, but larger than in the city or country

populations "

g.2"5 DescriPtion of the samples

A few details of each subpopulation sample are presentecl in Table

g.I"Foreachsampleranattemptwasmadetoindicateroughlythe

proportionofthelocalsubpopulationthatwascollectedbecausethese

proportionsaÏeheterogeneousandthestatisticalmethodsusedtoanalyse

the data should differ according to the proportion of each subpopulation

incruded in the sampre. For alr of the prague sampres, onry a very smarl

fraction of the thousands of mice at each sample location were taken' but'

bycomparison,threeofthecitysampleswereobtainedbyÈrappingunÈil

no more mice could be caught and in the three feed-station subpopulations

at Turretfield most of the mice were caught on a trap-release stud'y'

Foreachsample,thenumberofdistinctsitesatwhichmicewere

obtained is indicated in Table 9"1" Each site \Áras a clearly defined area



TABLE 9"2 Genotype numbers at the Es-J locus'

ee be bb dd dc db rotal FrequencY

of Es-3e
SampIe

Turretfield
Price
South Kilkerran
AIford
Minlaton
Port Vincent

64
28
36
39
32
36

80
25
25
22
23
24

I 7
4
4
3
5
4

16r
57
65
64
60
64

.o+øl.ozs

.7tli. 041

. 746i. 038

. 78r:.036

.725:.o42

. 750:. 038

47L . 7101. 015
P1ague Total

Adelaide Zoo
Pet ShoP
Vüaite Institute
UniversitY
Oaklands
V'testbourne Park

City Total

Port Lincoln
Mt. Gambier
o'Halloran IIiII
Wardang Is1and
Oraparinna

TPAT
TPBT
CRKT
oF7

TOTT

235 199 37

6
3

3
16
18

0

46

I
L4
28
05
I

1

6
5
5
7

23

6
4

l3
29

52

24
I

11
L7
L7

7

38
0
2

8
10
I9

6 7

.zos!.o¿o

.atz!.oeø
- 53r1. 069
. se8l.058
. 589:. 057
. r¡sI. o¿¡

. ozsj. ors

0

68
T7
16
4t
45
26

30
57
82

t44
32

77 77 67 0 2l-3 .qß!.ozq

0
25
40
29
16

29
18
L2
10

5

0

2

2

2

1
3

0

3
0

L

. 033i.033
- 465:.O49
. sgel. o:z

I

.830;. 025

. 516:. 060

506
CountrY Total* 22O 190 9l

TPA6
TPB6
CRK6
oF6

TOT6 26

7

6
7

6

13
L2
13
L4

52

0
I
I
t

3

0
3

2
3

I

.øgz!.o¿s

L4
15
29
51

roe . zoz1. osr

. 7 3rl. o6e

.667;. 090

.654-'.O84

. 7141.083

.n+l.oøø

. 533;.088

.69Oi. 057

.755:.O42

I
I

t4
L9

* Includes Turretfield.

49
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whichappeareddistinctfromothersiteseitherbydistanceorbecause

micedidnotappeartogofromonesitetoanothereventhoughthe

distancewasonlylOto20metres.InsomecasesÈheexactnumberof

sites is unknown, but- is more than two or three: these cases are indicated

as "several sites" " vlhen possible, the genetic daÈa from different sites

werekeptseparatesothatthegenefrequenciescouldbetestedforhomo-

geneityacrosssites,Theonlycasewhereheterogeneitywasevidentwas

at the Adelaide Zoo, where mice under the bird cages (north to eastern

partoftheZoo)differedsignificantlyfrommicecaughtinseverallarge

animar cages (west to south part of the Zoo) at the Es-i Locu" (X] = 16' 5) "

It\4'asnotpossibletotestforhomogeneityatanyoftheotherlociscored

and all data were pooled to give a sample that is intended to represent the

Zoo mice as a whole"

ThemicecaughtintheStore-roomoftheCityPetShopappearedto

be fully wild and none had the coat-colour variants (white' black' brouln'

etc")typicalofthetamemicesoldinthePetshop"Whenthesemice

werecaught,IwasconfidentthaÈtheywerewildmiceandnotescapees

from the tame stocks kePt for sale"

9"3 RESULTS

9.3.1 Genot and Fhenot numbers

The genotype numbers for tline Es-î' Hbb' Erp-l and Es-l loci and

phenotype mlribers for the,4. locus are given in Tables 9'2 to 9'6 respect-

ively"

At the Es-3 locus (Table 9"21 , t}re Es-3e allele is usuallY most

is a rare allele that occurs spor-
frequent excePt in the citY" Es-

,]

adicallyandwasconmononlyinthesmallsamplefromthestore-roomof
Ã

the pet Shop" In this case, the high frequency of Es-7u might be explained

by founder effect. or random sampting drift in a small subpopulation' or



TABLE 9.3 Genotype numbers of the Hbb Loeus

Sample ùù sd dd d? rotar Frequency

of Hbbs

Turretfield
Price
South Kilkerran
AIford
Minlaton
Port Vincent

97 lez¡ *
41(39)'t
45
45
46
44

. 838j. o3r

. s361. 033
- 8751. O3O

.s44!.o2s

4L
l4
19
L7
13
20

I
I

I
1
0
0
0
0

3

I
I
2
I

3
I

(Lzø¡ t'
(5¿) *
65
64
60
64

ttftl;
52:

024
034

433* . 83st. ot3Plague Total 3 01* l-24

Adelaide Zoo
Pet Shop
Vüaite Institute
University
Oaklands
Westbourne Park

City Total

66
16

7
37
2T
2T

0
1
8
4
7

4

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
I
0
7
2

66
L7
16
4L
45
27

1.000
-slr!.o2s

- 6s8t.075
. osrl. oz:
.656;.054
-a52-.O57

10

1

34r68 212 . gz¡1. oro

Port Lincoln
Mt. Gambier
o'Halloran Hill-
lVardang Tsland
Oraparinna

30
52
36

l-44
26 (zz) *

30
76
82

L44
(21) t'

r.000+
_a22-.O32
.6s21. o3sI

0
2L
35

0
3

0
0
0
0
I

0
3

I
0
2

1.0
.87

00*+
o: - 056

CounÈry Total** 366* I00 L9 485* . esel. orr

TPA6
TPB6
CRK6
oF6

TOT6

5
IO

5
7

0
0
0
o

I
2

7

7

0
0
I
0

I

13
T2
13
l4

52

.6s2!.067

.sr.!.os+

.654:.o84
- 7501.067

27 24 .tso!.oaz

TPAT
TPBT
CRKT
oF7

TOTT

10
L2
15
25

62

4
2

L4
23

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
3

3

I4
T4
29
51

I

. 857;. 060
-929:.O47
.tsg!.oaø
.tto! "oaz

43 108 .ttz!.ozg

* Corrected for number of d? animals-

Includes Turretfield.**



TABLE 9.4 Genotype numbers at the Enp-L locus

SampIe qq ab bb TotaI Frequency

ot Ez,p-14

Turretfield
Price
South Kilkerran
AIford
Minlaton
Port Vincent

Plague Total

113
37
4I
46
50
33

320

2

0
4
I
I
2

o
0
0
0
0
0

0

115
37
45
47
51
35

. ggrl. ooo
1.000

10 330 . ses1. oos

Adelaide Zoo
Pet Shop
Waite Institute
University
Oaklands
I¡lestbourne Park

City Total

36
16
t0
40
44
27

173

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
2

0
0
0

2

36
16
T2
40
44
27

I.000
1. 000

I

.9r7:.o54
1.000
1. 000
r.000

175 .ss4!.oo4

Port Lincoln
Mt. Gambier
O'HaIloran Hill
Wardang Island
Oraparinna

CounÈry Total*

1.000
1.000

I

-975: -OL4r
.971:.OL3

r.00013

0
0
0
0
013

30
52
58
61

327

0
0
3
3

0

I

30
52
61
64

33s .988j.006

TPA6
TPB6
CRK6
oF6

TOT6

I4
L2
13
L4

I4
T2
13
I4

1.000
1.000
I. 000
1.000

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

o53 53 1.000

TPAT
TPBT
CRKT

oF7

TOTT

13
T4
29
46

L4
L4
29
51

o
0
0
0

o

I
0
0
5

6

+
.964- -034

1. 000
1.000+.95L-.O2I

* Includes Turretfield

LO2 ros .gtz!.ott



TABLE 9.5 Genotype nruribers at the Es-f locus'

bb db Frequency

ot Es-lb
aa TotalSampIe

lurretfield
Price
South Kilkerran
Alford
Minlaton
Port Vincent

Plague Tota1

I27
55
61
57
57
64

42L

0
0
I
I
0
0

2

10
2
3
6
2
0

23

137
57
65
64
59
64 r.000

446 . gzol. ooo

. e641. orr

.oezl.or.z

.e62;.o2o

.938;. 023

. 983:. 012

Adelaide Zoo
Pet Shop
Waite Instítute
University
Oaklands
Westbourne Park

City Total

63
L7
L6
39
45
26

206

0
0
0
0
0

l
1

0
0
0
0
0

3
0

63
I7
T6
39
45
27

1.000
1. OO0

1.000
1.000
1.0o0_

. 9811. Or8

207 . ggal. ooz

Port Lincoln
Mt. Gambier
OrHalloran Hill
Wardang Is1and
Oraparinna

Country total*

. oa:]. orz

. 968;. 016

.994i.006

. 996i. OO4

.s38:.O29

28
58
82

118
28

44r

I
4
1
I
4

0
0
o
0
o

o

29
62
83

119
32

2l 462 . szz!. oos

TPA6
TPB6
CRK6
oF6

TOT6

I
9

10
L2

39

0
0
0
0

013

6
3

2

2

I4
L2
L2
L4

. 7861. 066

.87sl.063

.srl:.o54
-929!.O47

52 .ets!.ozz

TPAT
TPBT
CRKT
oF7

TOTT

11
12
20
46

3

3
9
5

. Be3+. o5s
- 9ool. o52
. s451. 043
. 951:. 021

0
0
0

:
0

T4
15
29
5I

* Includes Turretfield

89 20 r09 .9081. o2o



TABLE 9.6 Phenotype numbers at the Agouti locus'

Sample A* A
+*A Total

-L

frequencY.4' alte1e

F=0. O F=.0986 F=-.071 F=-' I99

Turretfield
Price
South Kilkerran
AIford
Minlaton
Port Vincent

I49
288
257
315
111
L28

163
299
243
328
r18
L40

.293r

.1918

.303r

.199r

.2436

.2928

.2588t4
1I
26
13

7
t2

.2216

. 3280

.2285

.27LO

.3181

Plague Total 1248 83 1331 .245

Adelaide Zoo
Pet Shop
V'raite Institute
University
Oaklands
!{estbourne Park

City Total 107 LLA 22r .669

4
2

L4
27
40
20

67
18

3

T4
5
7

7L
20
I7
4L
45
27

.97L4

.9487

.420r

.5843

.3333

.5092

.9699

.5632

.3006

.4844

.9505

.4405

Port Lincoln
Mt" Gambier
o'Halloran HilI
V'Iardang fsland
Oraparinna

I
0

68
14r

20

23
81
16
13
L2

3I
81
84

l-54
32

.8614
1.0000

.4364

.2905
"6L24

.8542
r.0000

.4082

.2562

.5926

country Total* 386 159 545 .462

TPA6
TPB6
CRK6
oF6

TOT6 56

0
6
0
1

7

16
6

I4
13

49

I6
L2
T4
L4

. 0000

.707J.

. o000

.2673

.2L8

.1662

.734L

.l-662

.3409

TPAT
TPBT
CRKT

oF7

TOTT

I5
IO
27
51

103

0
5
2

I
I

l5
I5
29
52

. 0000

.5774

.2626

. 1387

"L662
.6168
.3369
.2346

* Includes Turretfield-

r11 .212



TABLE 9.7 Sample fixaÈion fndices (U-r)

Sample Hbb Es-3 Es-7 Et p-1

Turretfield
Price
South Kilkerran
Alford
Minlaton
Port Vincent

Adelaide Zoo
Pet Shop
!{aite Institute
University
Oaklands
lrlestbourne Park

Port Lincoln
Mt. Gambier
O'Halloran HilI
Wardang Island
Oraparinna

TPA6
TPB6
CRK6
oF6

TPAT
TPBT
CRKT

oF7

- "o72*
-.o27*
-.O79

.o32

.0r0
-. r85

-. 030
-.L64
-. o51

.L64

.413

-. 086
-. 066
-"015
-. 006

.039

.000

+.o93 -.+
.O29ï=+

-.380 r-t-
.138 -+
-220 -+

-.156 -

-. 038
-. 018

.376

.200
-. 017

-.0r8
-. 033
-. 006
-. 004
-.067

-.273
-. 143
-. 091
-.o77

009 006+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
i
+

"o79
.L28
.103
.131
.L32
. 041

.030

.229

.026

. r51

.242

J
+
+
T
+

i

.o77

.r28

.r23

.L24

.131

.L25

+
+
;
T

t

.oL2

.0r3

.284

.2IT

.oL2

.018

.0r7

.006

.004

. 033

.107

.o82

.064

.054

.069

.064

.060

.o23

-.o47
-.011
-.010
-.o29

.o23

.011

.010

.o2L

I
i
+
+
+

.l-26

.243

.230

.156

.r47

.058

+

1.00
.119

-. 065t
.287

-.064+

.000

.r32

.110

.101

.L76

.L29

.275

.257

.260

+
- -o25 -+
-.o24 -

.064

.015

.0I4

-.09t -

-.01e t .ors

!

-o54 l+.059 -
.r22
.111

.sogt! .247

+
;
+
i
i
+
+
+

t

+
+
T

i

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
;

+
+
+

i

- .444
-. 091
-. 190
-.333

+
-.L67 -+
--o77 -+
--318 -+
-.108 -

.141

. 064

.257

.119

-. 368
-.L25
-. 190
-. 050

.o82

.054

.081

.131

-. 400
-.o7L
-.r24
-. 007

" 130
.257
.L74
.139

-.r20
-. 1II
-. 184
-. o52

+
+
;
T

f

-.037 : 037

+
-.o52 - "o23

*

t
Corrected for numbe, of Hbbd?

with Es-3d pooled witn Es-ïb.

animals.
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perhaps there was an escapee from the tame mice in the shop. As nothing

is known about the frequency of ns-sd in tame mice, there is no evidence

for or against the third possibility'

tne Hbbs1bbd h"t"tozygotes could not be scored reliably until

Dr, petras, suggestion (Chapter?), but by this time some haemolysates

,l
already scored as Hbba" had become exhausted and it was impossible to

rescore them. In ttrree samples, the number of nbbsnbbs i"ait'iduals was

reduced to compensate for the proporÈion of Hbbd. animals that could not

be rescored for their exact genotype. This meant discarding some data'

but this procedure should eriminate the bias in genotype frequencies that

woul-d, otherwise occur"

Hbbs is the common allele and appears to be fixed in three of the

subpoputations sampled (Table 9'3) "

ïnsomesamplesrfewermicearescoredfortheEvp-landEs-lloci

because the techniques for scoring these loci were not developed until

lateintheprojectandsomehaemolysateandserumsampleshadbecome

exhausted, The Ev'p-l Iocus (Tab1e 9"4) is monomorphic in several samples

and Enp_lb 
'" " 

rare gene, occurring with a frequency'about r% over all

samples. ES-1A is also a rare- gene, particutarly in the city samples,

with a frequency less than 3% in most samples except the Turretfield'

1972 samples (Table 9-5)"

At the .4 locus there is a wide range of phenotype frequencies, from

an P" in TpA to all A*A* ut Mount Gambier. The estimated frequency

of the recessive.4* allele is given in Table 9.6, twice for each sample

correspoìtding to two of four values for the fixation index (Fs) applicable

to Lhe sampte. The estimation of these fixation ind'ices is given in the

next section"

9.3"2 Sample Fixation Indices

For each locus with codominant alleles Table 9"7 gives the estimated'
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fixation index (trr) and standard error (from Rasmussen, 1964; and

Bror¡m, 1970) " $lhere one allele is fixed in a sample, no estirnate of

F is possible and Èhis event is indicated by a dash. At the Es-srs Ã l',
Iocus, the rare Es-|d aIIeIe was treated as though it were Es-SL, Lo

simplify the analysis. Because the data on Et'p-l- and Es-l are incomplete

and the rarity of the less co¡wnon allele at each locus might bias estimates

of FtS because only one hornozygote occurs, I decided to deal only with the

data on Hbb anð' Es-7 ín a detailed analysis"

F__ varies considerably between different samples and two questions
IS

can be asked about this variation:

(1) is there any difference it Urc values between Es-7 anð' Hbb?

(2) can we classify the samples in any meaingful way which will throw

liqht on the cause of some, at least, of this variation?

In a preliminary atÈempt to answer question (I), the .correlation

between fra(Es-3) .rd tIS(Hbb\ was calculated over |L}jIe 22 samples in

which valid estj:nates of FIS were obtained for both loci. The correlation

was "37, which is not significantly different from no correlation at all.

The theory relating FfS Èo the number of distinct subpopulations

included in a conglomerate subpopulation (Chapter 3.11) is useful in

answering both questions" The theory predicts that a single subpopulation

should have a negative tr, "rd 
that with an increasing mlnber of distinct

subpopulations included in a conglomerate subpopulation, Frc will become

more positive"

The samples collected from one site may represent single subpopulations

and the samples from several sites may represent conglomerate subpopulations'

Hence the samples can be split into two classes: those from one site and

those from two or more sites" The samples from one site can be further

subdivided into those where the existence of one subpopulation is known

from other data (Turretfield, 1972 populations, Chapter 10)and those where



TABLE 9.8 SUMMÀRY OF ANALYSTS OF DTFFERENCES BETWEEN LOCI AT{D BETVÍEEN FOUR CLASSES

OF SAMPI,ES FOR F IS

Loci

Es-3

Hbb

È-test for difference
Frs (E's-5) -Frs@bb)

F-- after pooling
IS

both loci

t-test of pairwise
comparisons

Pooling TUR6 + TURT

Plague + City

î=7

*

CLASSES
One Site

TUR6

n=4
TURT

n=4

Tlvo or more
sites

n=9

**

-0"067 + 0"060

-0.078 1 o.os¿

-0"181 1 o.ooo -o.r5o 1 o.oes 0.064 t o.oog

94 -o.rs¿*j 0.056 0.165 t o.oz:

+0.16 +1.16 +0.33 -r.02

-0.071 t o.o¡s -0.232
*rt+

0.050 -o.ro¿*t o.049 0.099 t o.o¿g

*+: 0.0732-o

*o.97 2"72
**r

-0.199 -: O. O¡S

**

* Probability
ProbabiliÈy

<5u
1 L"-"**

2-68 1.56 4.L8 3. 30
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no data are available on the actual number of mouse subpopulations sampled-

Because censuses 6 and 7 at Turretfield are consecutive censusesr there

may be correlations betvre.r FIS values from the same site and hence the

analysis of these two censuses will be kept separate untiL the end.

The calculations of the mean Fr, (aenoted îrr) for a set of samples

and its standard error is complicated because each sampl. tr,. is weighted
a

bv ç1.(t-q.) where F_- and q. are the sample fixation index and gene freq-
=i '- 'i' rs , *i

uency, respectively" Denoting the weighting for the ith sample by \^ri, then

nn

Jr-*, 
trrrrjr-t. for n subpopulation samples. The variance (s2)

values is
l_

F

n
(Iw
i--1

IS

ofF IS

FFs' IIS

n
(Xw
i=1

)
2

i
2

s)

n
(Iw.

L
l-=l-

¡flz./ L w.)
l-' - l-

l-=I

n
Iw
Ia=

(e r)
t I

= A/8, say"

The standard error of Ê IS
TS

SE = /;'/"

The number of degrees of freedom for s2 can be found from

dof = n(r - i, *?t1 Ë r.)2)
i=l r i=I a

which is usually only slightly less than (n-1) ' Two

ârrt "rd Êrrr) with variances s2r= tr/ø., and' sl = P.r/ø

geneous may be compared by a t-test by calculating

F values (denoted
TS

^ that are not hetero-
2

2-
S

T2
(eI + A)/(BL+

"z)

and t (dof +do
1

where dof. and n. are the degrees of freedom and sample sizes of the ith îIS'
TI

Table g"g lists the Ê_, t se estimates for four classes of samples:

three classes of samples from one site (plague + city' TUR6 and TURT) and

one class for the samples from two or more sites. For all classes, the

tr) rsl Êrrr) / (r rr(r/nr+ r/nr) )(Ê
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differences betweer ôra (Es-i) ana Êr, @bb) are not significant by t-tests

and so the data were pooled over loci within each class to obtain an overall

FTS t SE. Pairwise comparisons between the four classes reveal that

Turretfield 6 and 7 are not different, the "plague + city" class is different

from Turretfield 6 but not 7 and that F* from two or more sites is signif-

icantly different from any of the Êr, values from one site.

These results agree with the theory of Fts discussed above because

Ê-^ t o in the samples from two or more sites ana âr, << o in the samples
IS-J-O^

knov¡n to be from single subpopulations. The significant variation it t*

values between classes shows Èhat îr, / O in general, so that when gene

frequencies are estimated at the d'gouti locus each sample shourd be given

the Frc value appropriate Èo the class of sample to which it belongs. since

the Turretfield samples did not differ between the censuses, the data were

pooled over censuses 6 and 7 to yield Êr, = -"199 + .035 as the esÈimated

fixation index in those samP1es"

Tkris analysis de-rnonstrates an imporÈant fact: namely, that the

estimate .f FIS in a sample can be strongly affected by the way in which

the sample is collected.

9" 3" 3 Genetic structure: analvsis by F-statistics

9"3"3"1 Methods

,n" .nr."lãrstics (wright, 1965) Frs, Fsr .td F* can be

used to analyse the genetic structure of a population"

There are two sources of heterogeneity that make it impossible to

have a completely rigorous estimation procedure for the F-statistics in

all popuraÈions, Firstry, there is the heterogeneity of Êr, values due

to variation in the number of sites contributing to each sample- Secondly

there ís variation in the efficiency with which each subpopulation was

sampled; some samples fulfil the conditions of binomial sampling with

replacement, others represent almost a complete enumeration of a sub-
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population without sampling errori and other samples are intermediate.

There is little that can be done about the first problem except to

note that since F* should be negative within single subpopulatíons of

house-mice, if Èhe estimaÈe of FIS for a mouse population is positive, then

most samples have presumably come from conglomerate subpopulations. t*

should not be greatly affected by sampling from conglomerate subpopulations;

consequently, because of the fixed relations between FIT, FST .td trr, FST

between single subpopulations will be underestimated if t* is positive in

samples.

To partially overcome the second problem, all the data were analysed

in two ways by making different assumptions about the sampling proced.ures.

Firstly, "sample" F-statistics were calculated assuming Èhat each sub-

population in the population was completely censused and there was no

sampling error in estimating F* and Frr. This could lead to an under-

estimate of F-- because binomial sampling reduces F-^ (Equation @.2O)) ¡fS IS

and probably an underestimate of F* because no Gaussian correction (n/(n-I))

was made in estimating Èhe gene frequency variance between samples. Second1y,

"population" F-statistics were calculated assuming that only a small prop-

ortion of each of a small proporËion of all possible subpopulations was

sampled (i"e" binomial sampling). Thus each sampl" t* uras converted to

a population estimate using Equation (4.24) on the assumption of binomial

sampling" The estimate of FST rot only had a Gaussian correction applied

but also had the mean sampling variance subtracted (Nei and Imaizumi,t966).

Also, whereas in the "sample" F-statistics, each sample was given equal

weighting, in the "population" F-statistics each sample was weighted by

sample size.

The methods of calculation are as fo1lows, assuming the ith of n

samples to be of size N. with gene frequency q. and heterozygote frequency,

H."
l_
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F
IS

a

nxq.
Ia=l-

n
X (çr

i=I

I - n/2q(L-q)

These three F-statistics obey the relation (l-FIT) = (1-F

(b) Population F-statistics:

(a) "Sample" F-statistics:

F
IS

I - Ht/2s. (I-si)
t

R
x ø,(1-e. ) t*

1 - H./2q, (1-q.)
l_" -I -l_l-

IS

IS
n
s|
IJ N.q, (l-qr)F* q (1-q

i=1
/ 9, s,, (1-q. )

i=ltr

t
n

2q

ST

q

S

F

H

I
n

I
n

2slI

ãr

F

"; 
tttr-
n
T H.

]-.a=I

n/xNF

nn
X l¡.q.,/ X u.

a-l' - l-j =,L l-=l-

2-õlII

n
v

i-I-
o

IT

)

((2N.-1)F. + 1)/(2Ni + r. - 1) (from Equation (4"24)')

) (r-F
TS ST

F

F
l_

i=1 i i=l l_ l-

To calculate the variance between samples, Èaking account of the

Gaussian correction and subtracting the mean sampling variance, it is

convenient to use the method of calculating Èhe between samples component

of variance from an analysis of variance. The mean effective sample

nu¡nber of genes (2N_) ís

1
(e 2l

(e 3)

. (e4l

(e 5)

n_ x(
I-l=

The weighted observed variance between samples is

2N
n(X2l¡

i=1
2N

T

/2uon

1n
)'/ t' 2N.) / (n-I)

I
l-=I

o I

and q

2s= 2N ct.-t-
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and the weighted mean s¿Lmpling error i-s

o2 = I n(x2N q (f-q ) /2N (2N. -1) )
l_

(e 6)

. (e7)

s i=1 I I 1 o
l-=l

The esti:nate of the between samples component of variation is

2s=

o2 = Ê
S í=l-

" "!t(n-l) - 02

er(l-U. ),/n (2N-1)

q

and as before,

V,fright (1943b) points out that this method of estimating the variance

between populations can be biassed, especially when s2 is large and one

alte1e is rare, and he provides a correction- His equations deal with

the simpter case of aII Ni=N, and hence

F "fizrtr-ãlST

2

o
S

and

Vüright's equation for estimating =2 i=

"å =(nso/(n-r+solã(l-s))) -n: -(e-8)

Assuming this eguation was valid when s2 and 02 were calculated from

samples weighted ¡y Ni, s2 \a" also calculated by this equation to test

whether or not Vlright's correction makes a significant difference to the

estimates of t* obtained in this way.

"Population" 'Fil was calculated from the relation tIT = tr**urr(l-FST)

where FST .td FIS t.t. obtained as above"

A third estimate of t-, for each population \^las obtained by pooling

al1 the genotype data for that population and calculating the fixation

index: this was called the "pooled sample" estimate of Frr" (FIS standard

errors from Equation (9" f ) "td 
tr* (pooled sample) standard errors from

Equation (4" 25) . ).



TABLE g.g F-Statistics for 5 mouse populations: Es-3 locus

Plague TUR6 TURT City Country

F (sample)

(population
estimate)

- "o25I:. otg
-. 181rl. oeo

-.033I!.ozz

. o09

.009

.009

o26
o46

-. 016

-.o24

-. 141
I! -oøl

-. 150
Il. oss

.o32

-. 083rl- ozt

-. 00r
fl-ogs

084
085

.L23

.l"46
-r42

.L2T

.2t8

-o44+
- -o94

.040
I!.ogz

.239

190

.186Il-o¿s

.273

.229

IS

F IS +

t97F
ST

F (sample)

(population
estimate)

ST

T

(a)
(b)

.005

-.026
-.026

-.L74+
-.r25

-.L75

-. 170

.0r9

.0r9

+IF (pooled
sample)

(sample)

(population
estimate)

-_.o74
!.ogz

-. 113

-.0,62

.187Il. oog

TT
F

F IT

(a)

(b)

s

s

2
q
2

q

estimated from ordinary between samples component of variation.

with Wright's correction applied.



TABLE 9.10 F-Statistics for 5 mouse populations: Hbb Locus

Plagrue TUR6 TURT City Country

F (sample)
TS

-. o55
+
-. o32

.294

.073
;- r84
i-. oso

++
.o79
.103

.106+
-.o92

.119

-r52
. I48

155
055

.2l-4

. r89

F (population
estimate)

--o53 --26L -.r57 .139 .O42+++++:.030 -.073 :.062 -.090 -.067TS

ST
F (sanple)

(population
estimate)

(pooled
sample)

(sanple)

IT
(Population

estimate)

-. 057
Il"o¿s

- -23LLl. too

.003

-. 003
-. 003

o54

o4L
o40

-.224

-.2IO

.046

.031

.030

-. 131

-.r21

.L48

.209

.20L

.279

.o92

.2I4

.319

ST
F

F

(a)
(b)

+tÏT -. 135
+
-"081

1T
F

F

-. 053

-.056

2(a) S estimated from ordinary between samples component of variation.
q

2(b) s with Inlright's correction applied.
q



TABLE 9.11 F-Statistics for 5 mouse populations: Hbb+Es-î pooled.

PIague TUR6 TURT City Country

+El
IS

(sample)

(population
estimate)

-.037 =.232j. ore 1. oso
-.t64I!.osg

o26
Ij. o6o

-. rol
l. os:

. r36+
-. 013

.067

.063

.o4rIl. ost

.r79

.060

+F
IS

-. 040
fl. otz

,.006l. oog

-. 035
+
-.019

--040Il-oto

. 196

.05r

.030I!.ozs

.200

.o25

. 116

.045
+

ST
F (sample)

F
ST

(population
estimate)

.008Ij. o:¿

;.041 ¡.2o2:- o3t -.08o

,.039l. ooz 1

.003+
-.006

.o25rl-ooo +
.L78
.o32

.175r! -ozz

.L7LT

--ogs
F

F (sample)
IT

(pooled
sample)

(population
estimate)

-.105 . .232
1. oor 1. osz

"r22
.009

.168
I!.osl

.244
fl. o¡o

IT

+ +

F IT
-. 190 -.o92 .269r! -ozo

Il. ogo
Ij. ost I .209

.o20



TABLE 9.14 Analysis of Variance of /tsg, with the Es-T anð. Hbb tocL

treated as replicates within each population.

Source of
Variation

Sums of
Squares

Degrees of
freedom

I'lean
Square 'n,u

Bet\tteen

Ifithin

Total

.16956

.02550

.19506

.04239

" 00510 8.31 P < 5U

4

5

9

TABLE 9.13 Anatysis of variance of "population" estimates of F*

with the Es-7 anð' Hbb 1ocí treated as replicates

within each population" Z-Èransform used for each

F value.IT

Source of
Variation

Sums of
Squares

Degrees of
freedom

Mean
Square '4 ,u

4

5

9

Between

Vlithin

Total

.32663

.00994

.33657

. 0817

.0020

4L P<1%
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9 "3.3 "2 Results

tn. u-=a.ã of the five populations for the Es-. and Hbb

lociaregiveninTablesg"gandg.lo.Wherepossible,standarderrors

aregiven"Thenegativevaluesofthe"population"FrrintheTUR6(Es-3)

and plagu e (Hbb) populations occurred because the sanpling variance exceeded

the observed variance. As there were no significant differences between

the same F-statisÈics at the Es-s and Hbb loci where t-tests \¡¡ere possible'

the two estimates of each F-statistic were either pooled (trr) or averaged

(r* and Frr) and these joint estimates are given in Table 9'11' VÍright's

correction did not make a great deal of difference to the FST estimates

and the estjmates based on wright's correction have not been included in

Table 9"11-. Because Table 9"11 summarises the results of the previous

two tables, this alone will be discussed'

The mean estimates ot t* and' Fr- in Table 9'11 are based on only

twolocilconsequentlytheconfidencelimitsforeachmeanarewideand

it is not obvious that there is significant heterogeneity across the five

populations" To ilemonstrate heterogeneity across populations' a one-\¡Iay

analysis of variance can be carried out by treating the two loci (Es-s and

Hbb) as replicates within each population. There are two replicaÈes for

five populations (treatments). Lewontin and Krakauer (1973) suggest that

u* i= distributed as a Xz-variate and t* i" a correlation" Hence'

analyses of variance \¡Iere carried out on transformed values of F,, and

FIT a" well as on ra\¡J values" The square-root of t* and Fishets z-

transformationofurrwereused'Asummaryoftwoanalysesofvariance

are pïesented in Tables 9"1-2 ("sample" Fr* values) and 9'13 ("population"

F values), vrhere it is clear that the five populations are heterogeneous"
rT

Analysis of variance tests based on raw data also showed significant

heterogeneity between populations "

ThetwomethodsofcalculatingF-statisticssometimesgivesimilar

estimates (e.g. ,r, fot country) but they may also yield widely divergent
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values(e"g"Frrforcity)"Themostappropriatemethodvariesbetween

populations" For plague and country populations, the "population" F-

statistics witl certainly be most appropriate because the conditions of

binomial sampling are usually met in these populaÈions. For the TurreÈ-

field populations the "sample" F-statistics may be preferred because most

of the population was enumerated, although perhaps a Gaussian correcÈion of

(nz (n-1) ) should be apptied to the F* values" The three F* estimates

are very similar in the populations with roughly equal sample sizes (plague

and Turretfield 6 and 7) but are less consistent when sample sizes are very

heterogeneous (city and country) "

lurning to a comparison between populations, it is not surprising

ah"a,urs is negative in the plague and Turretfield 6 and 7 poputations since

these samples are almosÈ all from single sites" t* i= positive for the

city and country poputations because these contain samples from two or more

sites "

The relative values of Fa* are much as predicted earlier on the basis

of observations of the ecological attributes of the populations' The

plague population has the smallest Frrr the Turretfield populations are

slightly larger and FST is very large in the city and country populations"

IargeFlTvaluesforcítyandcountrypopulationsareevidence

for high l-evels of inbreeding due to population subdivision in these popul-

ations, but the negative values in the plague and Turretfield 6 and 7

populations are unexPected"

9.3"3" 3 Variation between subpopulations at the Aqouti locus

Because the two alleles aÈ the ,4 l0cus are dominanÈ and recessive,

fulI genotype data are not available and only FsT ."t be estimated' However'

the probtem of gene freguency estimation must be overcome first' If the

fixation index in a sample is zeÏjo, the frequency of the recessive allele

[when the recessive homozygaEe occurs with freguencv r') is simply estimated

f rorn
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qi = 4 '(e'e)

But if Èhe fixation index in the sample is F., then the maximum likelihood

estimate becomes

qi = çE. !,ñ-fZ(Ï--i;.) /2(L-E.) . (e-10)

and the estimated sampling variance of q. is

r. (1-r. ) Ai (ti * zei (1-F. ) ) 2o?
a

(9 11)

From the earlier results or FIS in different classes of samples, it

is clear that the maximum likelihood formula should be used with -'he Êr,

esÈimate appropriate to the relevant class of sample" However, the method

is open to objection when ri=O, because q. = (-F.!F.) /2(l--F|,) and if F. is

negative, this yields,

qi 2F /2 (l-E ) or zero
I I

and I will Èake the solution"

si = 28. /2 (1-F. ) " (9 'L2)

This solution will be satisfactory when q. is being estimated over

a nurnber of samples and only the mean and variance of qi are of interest"

unless the method given above is used, when F, is negative qi will be

consistently underesÈimated and the overall mean and variance will be

biassed" But the method can be very unsatisfactory because it will infer

that these are (or shoulil be) recessive genes in some samples that do not

contain any recessive genes in heterozygotes.

To show how the gene frequency estimates change as F. is assumed to

be zero or not, sample gene frequencies were estimated both ways. The

results are shown in Table 9"6" As might be expected from the above

equation for q,, the greatest change in estimated gene frequencies occurs

when F, is large negative ah¿ r. is zero" Vi¡ith two estimates of q' for
I



TABLE 9.14 Estimates of F f.or A locus.
ST

Plague TUR6 TURT City Country

SampIe, assuming
F. = 0.0

l_

Samp1e,
F, / 0"0

011

.008

.453

.236

.275

.255

.246

.l-32

.103

099

-262

.274

.397

.37L

.304

" 330

.393

.368

Population (a) .007

(b) .007



each sample, two estimates of t* can be made for each populatíon, and this

\^ras d.one for the "sample" Fr* method of calculation" For the "population"

FST estimate the maximum liketihood estimate of q. with F' f 0 was used and

all the resufts are in Table 9"13. In calculating the "population" F*

estimates, the following formulae \^Iere used for N^, s2 and 02'o'qs

N
o

n n

i=1

n2fl
X N. -,/ X u. ) / (n-r)

i -l- ..r
l-=l- l-=l-

131.

q

n([x

n
X w. (

aa=l-

N'O?)
l- l-

n
x

i=1

X u. q.,/ I N.
i=l r -t' i--1 t

22s
o

-q)ct.-a /n

n
,/N ( x N.-1)'or

l-=.L

(e"16)

where o? was obtained from Equation (9"11) 
"

I

From Table 9"1-4 can be seen that assuming F.=0 leads to enlarged Fr*

values in the Turretfield populations, but does not make much difference in

the other populations, probably because F. is smaller' on average. Vüith

the exception of the plague population, the F,, estimates for the,4 locus

are larger than for the Hbb anð, Es-S Loci. Application of Lewontin and

Krakauer's (1973) test for homogeneity of F* estimates to each population

(Table 9"15), shows significant heterogeneity in the plague and TUR6 popul-

ations only" One problem with the Lewontin-Krakauer test is that the

theoretical variance depends oPon Fr, (the mean Frr) and if Fr, t= small'

then relatively trivial changes in F", due to different methods of calcul-

ating FsT .il seriously change the results of the test. For Èhe plague

population, if the test is applied to "samplt" u* estimates' F* i=

increased, "fi 
i" reduced and the test Chi-square reduces t" X1= 1.16'

ence the significa", X7 obtained for the plague population may be an

artifact of the method of calculaÈin9 Frr"

o 2

S



TABLE 9.I5 Lewontin and Krakauer's test of homogeneitV of Frt

estimates applied to "Population" F* esÈimates for

Hbb, Es-î and /. loci.

Plague TUR6 TURT CitY CountrY

Hbb

Es-3

A

n

2
2F / (n-L)

ST

-.003

.009

.007

.0043

" 0000413

" 0000074
**

TT.2

.041

-.026

.275

4

.0967

"02497

" 00623

*
8. 01

.031

.019

.103

4

.051

.00203

.00173

2.3L

.209

-146

.397

6

.25r

.017I

.0252

1.35

.L52

.L97

393

-247

.oL64

.0244

1.34

66

2

F
ST
2tu
2

oF

2
x2 <s2¡olt

* Probability < 5%

ProbabilitY < 1å**
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The Turretfield populations offer an interesting contrast because

2
Lhe X; test is significant for TUR6 but not rUR7, suggesting that the

)
significa"E X; is the result of temporary heterogeneity.

The inclusion of Fr, (,4 locus) in the mean (Frr) values for each

population (fa¡te 9"15) inflates the FST values relative to Table 9"11"

The difference between the plague population and the Èwo Turretfield

populations is accentuated and the city and cogntry populations now

appear more highty inbred with Fr, * ZSz.

9"3"4 Genetic distance and geoqraphic distance between
subpoprrlations

Many genetic distance statisÈics have been proposed to measure the

difference between two samples" Probably the most recent is that of

Latter (1973a), denoted 0T-, which has the advantages of being simple to
rJ

compute and of providing a measure of divergence related to the coefficient

of kinship (Latter, 1973b) " For these reasons it wilt be used in this

section to measure genetic distances between samples in the five mouse

populations. 0i, *"" calculated with the formula:

xLrL
Or_:= =,u:tr,nru-e¡¡)') 

/(t - 
ulrniunir)

where ei,. i= the frequency of the kth of 1, alleles in the ith sample.

*
ö.. was ealculated between each pair of sarnples within each population
'r-l

for the five loci: Es-T, Hbb, A, Es-1 and. Erp-l; and the five

estimates were averaged to yield an overall measure of genetic divergence"

For the ,4 loeus, gene frequencies were estimated by the simple method:

*it = Æ;

Åiz = t-ai1

The geographic distance between each pair of samples within a

population \¡ras measured in straight lines overland, except for !{ardang

Island where the distances were measured to the nearest point on the
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mainland. Because the geographic distance between subpopulations varies

from 70 metres to 940 km, it is difficult to represent the regression of

*
0]. o' geographic distance with an arithmetic scale for km. Hence a
'rl

logarithm scafe for km is used in figure (9"1) which presents the results

for the four South Australian populations"

Three commenÈs can be made about the results shown in Figure (9.I):

(a) the plague population is very different from the other populations

in that the val-ues ot 01. are sma1l wiÈh a low variance;'r-l

(b) in none of the populations is there a significant increase in genetic

distance with increasing geographic distance although significance is

approached in the country populaÈion" The regression coefficients are:

plagnre: b=+-OOOO1, t13= '43 P>'50

country: b = +"OOO18 , t13 -- 2"L1 p>'05

city: b = +" OO2 , tl_3 = '34 P> " 50

Turretfield 6+7 b = -.13 Èto = 1"56 p>'10

The points involving I,rlardang Island are indicated in figure 9.1

and there is no marked difference between the genetic distances involving

ïÍardang Island and those fcr mainland samples only'

(c) For the Turretfield, city and country poputations overall there

is only a slight tendency for genetic disÈance to increase with geographic

distance.

To find out whether oï not the lack of regression between Ôl-.i ""aal

distance in lcn was unique to South Australian mouse populations, data

from Ontario (Petras et aL, tl-g6g) and Texas (Selander' Yang and HunÈ'

1969) were arso use¿l to calculate 0T. " Geographic distances courd'r-l

be estimated in each case from maps that were provided to show the

.locatjon of each sampling site" From petras et aL. (1969) gene frequency

daÈa on six foci (A, Es-2, Es-î, Es-S, Hbb and Lfu',) from six farms (farms

B,c"DrFrG and H provided adequate sample sizes) were used. From selander'

yang and Hunt (1969), the gene frequenc]¡ data given in Tables 4 'and 5 on
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Etle Es-Z, Es-7, Es-5 and Hbb Locí were taken from 15 regional locations

where more than 80 mice were scored. Vüithin each region, between 2

and 15 different sites were sampled. The mean ÔT. orr"t all loci was'al

calculated for each pair of subpopulations sampled within each population

and plotted against loSr'km in Figure (g.2). The regression of ó1. on' r-l

km is significant for Texas, but not for Ontario- For Texas'

0 " 0708 + " 0000606km; (t103= 2.4L, p<5¿)rl

Inspection of figures (9.1) and (9.2) shows that the Ontario population

is similar to the city population and thaÈ the Texas population is similar

to the South Australian country population, both in values of Qi-. and of
Ll

km. The conclusion which can be drawn from this analysis of the relation-

ship between genetic and geographic distances in house-mouse populations,

is simply that geographic distance has no detectable effect on genetic

distances until a distance of about 120 km is exceeded- Under that

distance (in the TUR, cityo Ontario and plague populations) the magnitude

tr
of 0.', depend.s upon gene flow and population structure (compare city and'rl 

*
plague) and also sample sizes (smalI samples will inflate þ..; this fact

may explain the rather large values of OT-.. in the TUR6 and TURT populations).
' r-l

In populations where geographic distances exceed 120 km (country and Texas) '

qenetic distance does increase with geographic disÈance'

9"4 DISCUSSION

This study of the genetic structure of four different mouse populations

has shown that the genetic structure of a population will change when the

ecological conditions affecting population density and dispersal rates

are altered" The differences between the 1970 plagr-re and the 1972

Turretfield populations show that even in the same area, population

sÈructure changes v¡ith time (this is better illustrated in Chapter 10).

The great differences in F-statistics between the plague and the city

populations emphasise the role that ecological conditions play in determi-

*
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ning the genetical structure of populations. fn the first case there

is a population tiving in apparently optimal conditions over hundreds

of square lcn of countryside for two or more grenerations while in the

second case there is a population that ekes out an existance in a

predominantty adverse environmenÈ"

These results show that it is probably invalid to make predictions

about the genetical structure of other mouse populations without carrying

out intensive ecological studies. Extrapolation from one mouse population

to another should only be done wiÈh great care. Discussions of mouse

ecolõgical genetics which utilise data collected from different populations

(including data from confined laboratory colonies) but which do not take

adequate account of the ecological and genetical differences between

populations, run the risk of drastically oversimplifying the real con-

diÈions" Attempts to describe a "Èypical" mouse population (e.g- DeFries

and McClearn, a972¡ Selander, 1970) could wetl lead to incorrect conclusions.

Each mouse population should be studied as a separate entity in its own

right and out of many such studies there may gro\.r an appreciation of the

potential that mice have to rnodify their behaviour, ecology and population

genetics to suit the prevailing circumstances"

The demonstration that. FIS is greatly affected by the num-ber of

panmicÈÍc subpopulations (or in practical terms, sites) sampled is a

validation of the mathematical theory in chapter 3. Also, it shor¡¡s

that the estimated t-, ir a population will depend upon the care with

which samples are collected from subpopulaÈions. The negative F-, values

seen in the Turretfield 1972 populations and the positive values in the

city and country populations exemplify this point'

on Èhe basis of ecologicat evidence, the predicÈion was made that

Nm was larqe in the plague population, very small in the city and country

populations and intermediate in the Turretfield populations. The mean
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estimates ot tST in Table 9"15 are satisfactorily in inverse proportion

to the estimates of Nm, tST i" negligible in the plague population'

intermediate in the Turretfield populations and very large in the city

and country populations. This result is in accord with theoretical

predictions" The effective size of subpopulations and the amount of

gene flow between subpopulations play an important part in determining

the amount of variation between subpopulations within a population'

But I should emphasise that in the absence of precise data about N and

m in the populations that I have studied, f cannot ignore the possibility

the selection also played a part in determining the amount of variation

between subPoPulations"

The most surprising result was the failure of the prediction about

the relationship between genetic and geographic distances" Theory

predicts that the genetic distance should rise rapidly with increasing

geographic distance and flatten out at greater distances' The observed

relationship was almost the opposite: genetic distance appeared to be

independent of geographic distance until about 120 km' and only then

did genetic distances increase with geographic distances'

This observation implies that the island model of population structure

may be quite adequate to analyse the genetical structure of mouse populations

covering a region lOO km or so across. The other models of population

structure predict a relationship between genetic distance and geographic

distance that is not observed"

Providinganexplanationforthediscrepancybetweenobservation

and theory is not easy in this case. Had the results from ontario and

Texas not supported the conclusion drawn from the south Australian

population,Imayhavesuggestedthatthediscrepancyl/Íasanartefact

due to Èhe rnray in which the samples vrere collected differently in the

fourpopulations,justastheFrrvaluesdifferedbetweenpopulations"
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But the similarity with the results from Ontario and Texas' where different

loci, populations and sampling techniques were used, is proof that the

observed relationshíp is real and not an artefact"

A more likety explanation is that differentiation of mouse subpopulations

is prevented by large amounts of "long range" gene flow" As was pointed

out in Chapter 6, nothing is known about the J-ong distance movements of

dispersing mice" Active movement by walking probably does not exceed

a one or two lcn usually, but long distance movements of up to hundreds of

kn by passive transport (in the sense of Dobzhansky, L973) in trucks,

trains and boats carrying hay-bales, gtaj-n, etc" are possible. The

numbers of mice transported passively and their reproductive success on

arrival at a destination can only be guessed at present. The territorial

behaviour of mice observed in captivity might well prevent emigrants from

entering dense mouse populations, but an emigrant might be able to find

a vacant niche where it can become established and find a mate if popul-

ation densities are low, A rough calculation can show the number of

irnmigrants needed to maintain the FST values observed. For city and

country populations, FST = 25% and tt tr, = 1/(1+4Nm) is a reasonable

approximation to the real situation. Nm need only be a little less than

unity to explain the observed FST values" The frequency of effective

long range migration between geogïaphically distant subpopulations need

only be equivalent to lrlN, i'e" one reproductively successful migrant

per qeneration per subpopulation" If Èhe generation time for the average

mouse population is about six months (see Chapter 10 for evidence of this

at Turretfield), then two successful immigrants per year will be enough

Èo give the observed variation between subpopulations, For city sub-

populations such as the Zoo, the university, Èhe lvaite InsÈitute and

the Pet shop, where hay, grain and other foodstuffs are used continuously

and imported from the country and city warehouses, it is certainly conceiv-
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a-b]e that a couple of new mice could be imported in each subpopulation

each year"

Stabilising selection acting over an area within which the environ-

ment was fairly rrniform, might provide another explanation. The work

of Hunt and Selander (1973) provided evidence of a stable hybrid zone

between the two subspecies of house-mice in Denmark" Their interpre-

tation of this situation was that each subspecies had a coadapted gene

complex which broke down when hybridisation occurred. The introgression

of genes across the hybrid zone may be prevented by the relative weakness

of hybrids" This observaÈion suggests that some, at least, of the gene

frequencies in a mouse population are subject to selection favouring an

optimum combination of genotypes and that marked changes in gene frequency

will be opposed by selection" Gene frequencies could be sÈabilised around.

certain values (Vfright's selective peaks t e.g. Wright, I97O) by selection

over wide geographic areas although differentiation of gene frequencies

could occur locally by random sampling drift"

The selection hypothesis might also explain why genetic disÈances

began to increase after greater geographic distances. Presumably the

external environment (e.g" temperature, humidity, daylength, food sources)

is gradually changing across the landscape and there may be a similar

change in gene frequency optíma" Hence at longer geographic distances,

genetic distances may increase because of the graduat change in optimum

gene freguencies due to gradual environmental changes"

I am not satisfied that an adequate explanation can be put forward

for the observed relationship between genetic and geographic distances.

More data from natural populations and more work on mathematical models

of population structure' gene ftow and selection are needed'
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CHAPTER IO

A STUDY OF NEIGHBOURING MOUSE SI]BPOPULATIONS AT TURRETFIELD

10"1 INTRODUCTION

In the summer of I97L, very few mice could be caught in the farmlands

north of Adelaide or on Yorke Peninsula . After Èhe mouse plagnre of

the previous hlinÈer (1970) the mouse poputations appeared to crash

severely. At Turretfield in April 1971 only five mice were caught ín

262 trap-nights in the study areas used by Dr. A.E. Newsome (Newsome 1969a,

1969b). However, thriving mouse colonies were found under the feedstations

established by Dr. A.E. Newsome. Each feedstation consisted of a tray

covered by half a 44 gaLLon drum (Newsome, 1970) and grain (wheat or

barley) was added to the trays at regular intervals to maintain a

continuous food supply. When the present study began the mice had

already dug numerous burrows under each feedstation, within which they

found shelter.

The feedstations were in two habitats. (See trlap I0.1 for locations

of study areas). Six in Sal-t Creek (abbreviated to CRK) have been

described in Newsome (1970). Another six were set in a paddock (top

paddock or Tp) 600 metres S.W. of CRK and were arranged in two groups of

three, 68 metres apart. In both TP and CRK the distance between neigh-

bouring feedstations was about 10 metres (range 7.3 to 14)'

Because there were few mice in the surrounding fields the feed-

stations contained relatively isolated mouse colonies whích were suitable

for a study of population subdivision into smalt subpopulations' The

t\4to groups of feedstations in TP were found to be separate colonies of

mice (denoted TPA and TPB) and CRK was a single colony. It was feasible

to obtain virtually all of the mice in a colony by trapping inside the

feedstations. As surplus food and permanent shelter eliminated two
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of the major envirorunental varial¡les affecting mouse population dynamics

(Newsome, l:969a, Ig6gb, I97O) it was expected that a stable population

structure might be established.

The intention of this project was to collect ecological and gene-

tical data which could lead to independent estimates of the effective

population size and migration rates for these mouse colonies.

LO.2 ECOLOGICAL STUDIES

LO.2.1 Methods

The initiat plan was to make a census every six weeks. But in

s1¡nmer when the populations appeared ready to increase numerically, the

time between censuses was shortened to four or five weeks and at other

times adverse weather (very hot or cold and wet weather led to deaths in

traps) made trapping unwise and the interval lengthened to seven, eight

or ten weeks. In each feedstation, depending upon the number of mice

thought to be present, four to six Long'worth traps were set on the wire

mesh protecting the grain in the tray and one to three traps were set

outside within one metre of the cover. Very rarely were a1l traps at

a feedstation entered in a single nighÈ so it \¡tas assumed that all mice

had access to traps every night. In the CRK area additional traps were

set between the feedstations and alongside six posts on the western bank

of this study area (Newsome, 1970) to check for movements between feed-

stations and for mice living independently of the feedstations' In

the TP area, 30 posts were arranged in a grid pattern that surrounded the

t\^¡o groups of feedstations and extended, over part of the field disÈant

from the feedstations. These h¡ere used as trapsites to check for mice

living in the field or recently evicted from the feedstations' Except

when weather was wet and the ground flooded, 15 to 29 traps were set in

this area.
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For control populations, two other areas were trapped: Newsomers

creek study area (CSA) (Newsome 1969b, 1970) and a 1.13 hectare area

in the paddock near TP that was the site of Newsome's earlier work

(Newsome, I969a). This site, which was fenced off and has remained

undisturbed since L967, resembles an old-field habitat and so became

known as the o1d-field (OF) site. These two sites \Alere usually lightly

trapped (10 to 2I traps).

Trapping normally extended over four nights for each census'

although adverse weather caused termination after three nights in

September, !97L, Febnrary and ilu1y I 19'72.

Foltowing Newsome (r969a), the length of a stretched out mouse

from the tip of the nose to the base of the tail (HB length) was used

as an index of age. The reproductive condition of every mouse caught

\^ras assessed. Males were classified by the location of the testes

(abdominal, scrotal or uncertain) (De Long 196'7, Newsome 1969a,1969b)

and females \¡Iere examined to see whether or not the vagina was opent the

nipples were prominent and hairless (indicating lactation) or the belly

swollen as in pregnancy.

Each mouse trapped for the first time was lightly anaesthetised

with ether, bled from the sub-orbital sinus of the right eye, checked

for sexual condition, measured for HB length on a millimetre ruler and

toe-clipped for future identification. when recaught, each mouse

was checked for breeding condition and measured again'

In March, Lg72, an intensive study of the oF site was carried out

to assess the population density and degree of subdivision of the

colony into family units. Traps v¡ere arranged in a L2xL2 grid wiÈh a

spacing of 8.22m in the N.Vü.-S.8. axis and 9.14m in the S.W.-N-E. axis.

Thestudylasted50weeksfromJulylgTltoJulyL9T2.
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FTGURE 10.2
Grov¡th of ¡nale nice at Turretfield
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LO.2.2 Growth and. aqe of mice.

The accuracy of a single HB length measurement can be assessed

from HB measurements made on mice caught on successive days during a

single census. Assuning that growth is negligible, these measurements

represent estimates of the same length with variation around the mean

due to errors of measuremenÈ. On 34 occasions a mouse was measured

on four consecutive days and an analysis of variance on these data gave

an eïror mean square of 1.89mm, so the 95% confidence limits for a

single measurement are I z"z:**.

The HB lengths for all mice caught on t\^/o or more censuses are

presented in Figures 10.1 and 10.2 for females and males respectively'

Growth of small mice is rapid,, but in older mice growth al-most stops

and measurement errors lead to fluctuations in HB length.

If l, represents the HB length of a mouse at census in the *th
x

week of the study period -rd [**r, is the length at the next census'

then the change in length (41,x) is ([**r, - [*) and the time interval

(ox epoch) over which the change is measured is n weeks. lr7hen Al,*

is plotted against [*, an approximately linear regression is obtained

and this can be used. to obtain a growth equation as follows. Let

the regression be À'Q'* = a-b'0x where a and b ate fitted constants and

measurements have been made over epochs of n weeks. Then the differ-

ence esuation .Q, = a+(1-b)1, can be solved by standard methods (e'g'
-x+nx

Maynard-Smith, 1968) to yield a general solution
t[a=o+B(I-b)

where l. is the tength of a mouse at a time t epochs after an initial
t

tencth I For the situations of biological interest, 0<b<1 and
o

hence Í,a tends to 1 as ú tends Èo infinity. Growth stops (4.Q, =0) when
x

9" =a,/b and thís is the value that will be taken by A- V'fe may take

as the smallest size at which mice become easily trappable, which
x

9"
o
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is about 60mm. This is approximately the length of a three week o1d

mouse (from Newsome's (1969a) growth curve and personal observation) '

Hence .1,, = a/b + (60 - arzb) (f-b)È is th" growth curve'
t

This equation is based on the time interval over which the

measurements were made" Data for the regression can be obtained by

repeatedly measuring individual mice with a constant time interval,

or by measuring a nunber of mice of different sizes over a single time

interval or by a combination of these two methods, as in my study.

UnfortunaËely, my data may not fu]fill the basic assumptions of constant

growth conditions and constant time interval because growth rates may

vary with the seasons (De Long, L967) and the time interval between

measurements was not kept constant. Visual examination of the regression

data suggests that growth rates were similar within each sex at all Èimes

except for females in the epoch May to JuIy, L972'

when growth data \¡rere collected over an epoch different from six

weeks, the obserwed A.[,* values were corrected to a six week epoch by

(
multiplying by l, where y vras the actual epoch in weeks. This will bias

v

the estimate of al,* ue or do\^7n depending on whether y is less than or

greater than six, respectivety. An estimate of the magnitude of this

bias was obtained from the regression for females over the May to JuIy

L972 perlod, when the epoch was IO weeks. The growth curve was calculated

for À.Q, values based on a 10 week epoch and repeated after they were
x

eorrected to a six week epoch. At an extrapolated age of 23 weeks, the

two growth curves differed by less Lhan 2\%' which suggests that the

bias is relatively unimporÈant compared with the measurement erTor'

Because the growth curves are of use only for smaller mice and

older mice grow irregularly, data on mice longer than 90mm were igrrored

in cal-culating regressions.
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Regression of AL on L for female rnice
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TTGURE 10,4

Regression of 4'L on L for male mice
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The following regressions of A'Q'* on l* were calculated (see

Figures 10"3 and 10"4):

(i) Fema1es,

Al,x

41,

excluding the May to JuIy 1972 period

= 66. 335 - O " 709 .0x

27.2L4 - 0.294 9"
x

(ii) Females for the May to July, l9't2, period

x

(íii) Males

^1, 
= 68 " 581 - O. 789 .0

XX

All of the regression coefficients were highly significant and

the two female regression coefficients were significantly different'

The slope of the regression line for males did not di'ffer significantly

from that for the female (i), but Èhere was a highly significant

difference in ø values"

The growEh curves derived from the above regressions (with t=0

Laken as three weeks of age) are given in Figure 10.5 alongside the

growth curves from Newsome (1969a). The growth rate of female mice

in winÈer 1972 is very similar to that of Newsome's penned mice but

for most of the year mice maintained under the feedstations grow faster

than mice in crowded pens. De Long (L967) observed that growth rates

of feral mice declined in the autumn-winter period but this was less

pronounced when he alleviated the food shortage that normally occurs

at this time.

one distinctive feature of the mice in feedstations is the smaller

síze of males. fn Newsome's mice and laboratory-reared mice with

wild-caught ancestors the males are usually as large or larger than

the females. But Berry (1970) found that in many wild mouse populatíons

in Britain, females were larger than males'
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Es tima t,e d ¡opulati on síze in TP and CRK
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LA"2"3 The number of tr mice in each colouY

Trapping all of the mice in an area is difficult. crowcroft (1966)

describes how wild mice act towards Longworth traps: some enter quickly

but others investigate the outside of a trap at great length and rarely

enter. vtith births, deaths, emigration and immigration going on, it

is difficult to accurately estimate the size of a population although

estimators are available (Jolly, 1965, Seber, L973). As variability in

trap response occurs in mouse populations (Crowcroft, 1966), âDY population

estimate based on trapping may be biased so there is littte virtue in

extensive calculations and only a simple Lincoln index (Linco1n, 1930)

was used to estimate the total number of trappable mice. If m mice

are marked and released alive and subsequently a sample of Z mice is

collected of which T ay:e marked, the Lincoln index estimate of the size

of the trapPable PoPulation is

N = mn/r

The Lincoln index was calculated from the results of the last

night of trapping at each census in TP and CRK. The total number of

mice trapped in four nights and thought to be sÈilI alive was 17% Iess

than N on average. Known mortality (due to over-anaesthetisationrdeath

in hot or wet traps and some deaths for no apparent reason) averaged

9% per census"

Top Paddock (TP) These six feedstations are really two colonies buÈ

as they were ecologically id,entical they have been pooled. The total

number of mice trapped at feedstations, that number minus the known

deaths and the Lincoln ind.ex for the last night of trapping are given

in Figure 10.6. The population declined for the census of 30.8'7I -

2"g"7L because the drums protecting the food trays had been pushed

off four of the feedstations by sheep grazing in the field and the trays

were flooded by rain" After this the feedstation tops were firmly
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anchored with bricks at the end of each census. AIso. there was

heavy rain in late August and this probabty flooded some burrows.

Under one food Èray there was a litter of eight dead mice. The

poputation quickly recovered and stabilised at nearly 30 trappable

mice until March, Lg72. There \¡/as no evidence of mice colonising the

surrounding field during this period as only three mice were caught

away from the feed-stations in November, December and February. However,

in March, 10 mice were caught in the field suggesting that conditions

there rdere more favourable for survival. But in early May only three

mice were caught in the field although many mouse holes \^/ere prominent

in cracks in the soil in the vicinity of the feedstations. There was

little food or cover apparent in the field at this time as sheep had

grazed. down to the soil in most parts of the field. It is possible that

some mice were Iiving in the field and feeding at the feedstations. By

the last census the population had increased markedly and mouse holes

were visible in cracks all over the field. Out of nine mice caught in

the field at least three seemed to be resident there as they were

recaught at least once at the same trapsite. This census was abandoned

because of rain" A fortnight later I counted the number of mouse holes

within three meÈres of each feedstation. The average number of mouse

hol-es per feedstation was ten. Atthough no counts were made, it is

believed that for most of the study period the number of holes would

have been only one or two per feedstation. The fact that the total

population did not expand until numerous holes were dug around the

feedstations, is evidence that the increase in mouse numbers was due to

an increase in living space in the form of addiÈional burrows dug after

the soil cracked in the autumn (cf. Newsome, 1969a, 1969b) ' From

October 1971 to March L972 :¡he Lincoln ind,ex remained stable at 30 to
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to 36 mice, an average of five to six per feedstation" since there

\¡ras a surplus of food, but only a restricted amount of shelter in the

burrows under each feedstation, this suggests that social factors

interacted wiÈh the density of mice in a small area (i'e' under a

feedstation) to regulate the population size. (Lidicker 1962,

Anderson Ig7O, Neïlsome 1969a, 1969b, Berry, l-970')

creek (cRK) The data on the number of mice trapped, survivors and

Lincoln index estimates are given in Figure 10.6. The population was

smaller than that of Tp initially and was reduced further by heavy rains

in late August 1971 which led to severe flooding. In two feedstations

the food trays were flood,ed and under the others, varying amounts of

mud were carried in by froodwaters. one feedstation no ronger supported

any mice and Èwo had only one mouse each. At the next census Èhe pop-

ulation had recovered but 11 out of 25 mice were caughÈ only on the

west bank which was evidently a good site for burrows' as reported by

Newsome (1970). However. five weeks later the population had crashed

again, with the west bank and two of the feedstations tacking any mice'

A brown coloured snake (probably genus PSeUdOnAia) was found under one

feedstation and a young rat was trapped under another. In the absence

of any signs of epidemic diseases as noted by De Long (1967) or of

further flooding, it is surmised that this population decline was due

to predation. In December L97L, the colony consisted of one female

under one feedstation and six juvenile mice under another. By

February, Ig72, the colony was recovering and one or more mice were

caught under each feed,station. fn March and May L972 L]rle numbers

reached the levels of TP in summer and since few mice were trapped

outside the feedstaÈions (five in March, t\^lo in May) it appears that

this colony was also stabilising at 3O-35 trappabte mice' Finally' in

Juty 1972, the population declined again, due to the activiÈies of rats
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FIGURE 10.Ba
Proportion of nales with scrotal testes
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that usurped the mice and dug large burrows under three feedstations

One ratr was caught and identified as a Black ralL Rattus z'attus.,L.

old Field ( OF) and Creek Study Area (CSA) Because the number of traps

set and the grid pattern varied during the course of this study it is

not reasonable to compare the numbers of mice trapped or estimated. on

these sites at different times. Instead, the trap rate (mice caught

per trap per night) is used as an index of population density (e.g'

Brown 1953). The results are given in Figure 10.7 with bars to indicate
+the range of I Z S.e. The OF colony was smaLl in autumn 1971 when it

probably had still not recovered from the crash after the enormous plague

of l-970. It gradually increased in the next spring and early summer and

then in late summer there was a sharp rise and fall. The intensive

trapping study in late March 1972 estimated the population density as

200 per hectare" The CSA colony had a low density Èhrough the srrlnmer

with an increase in the autumn and winter similar to the population

fluctuations observed previously. (Newsome 1969b, 1970. )

IO "2 "4 Reproductive State

I'fale míce with scrotal testes are usually fertile whilst those with

abdominal testes are not (De Long L967, Newsome 1969a), although in

some males the testes readily move between the two locations (Strecker

and Em]en, 1953; P"R. Pennycuik, personal communicaÈion) and so this

is not always a reliable index of fertility. The frequencies of mice

in Tp and CRK with testes scrotal or abdominal for size classes pooled

in pairs are given in Figure 10.8a. There is a linear relationship

between the freguency of scrotal testes and HB length in the interval

74mm to 88mm suggesting that the average male developed scrotal testes

when about 83mm long or 12 weeks old (Figure 10.5)'

Female mice with closed vaginae are usually immature or anoestrous
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and hence not fecund, whilsÈ those with an open vagina will be estrous

(De Long !967, Ne\l\rsome 1969a). The frequencies of non-fecund,, of

fecund buÈ not breeding, and of pregnant or lactating females in TP and

CRK for age classes pooled. in pairs are presented in Figure l-O'8b' The

linear decline in the proportion of non-fecund mice suggests that the

average female becomes fecund at 85mm or 10 weeks old. These estimates

of the average size (or age) at puberty will be taken as the cutoff points

for classifying mice as juvenile or mature. Males less than 83mm and

females less than 85mm long will be classed as juvenile and all others

as mature.

similar calculations with the less extensive data on mice from the

CSA and OF colonies showed Èhat both sexes reached puberty when about

80nun long. The reason for the difference between the feedstation and

control colonies is open to speculation. Possibly the higher effective

density of mice in the feedstations inhibits sexual maÈuration, or perhaps

the control mice grow more slowly (Iess well fed) and mature at a smaller

sIze, although the same age as TP and CRK mice'

LO"2"5 Sex ratio

Anderson (1970) has stated that in stable mouse colonies there will

be a surplus of females among Èhe mature mice. In the feedstation

populations the sex ratio has been analysed separately for juvenile and

mature mice. Since there was no difference in sex ratio between the

Tp and CRK colonies at any census, these data were pooled. There was

significant heterogeneity between the sex ratios of adult and juvenile

mice on only one occasion, November Ig7L. But when the sex ratio in

both age cl-asses is plotted against the time of census (Figure 10'9),

there is clearly a cyclical change in sex ratio. The sex ratio changes

consistently in juvenile mice before it changes in adults, suggesting that
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regulation of sex ratio occurs during or before the juvenile stage (pre-

weaning or foetal).

In the progeny of witd mice bred in the laboratory' there v/as a

slight excess of females aÈ \n/eaning (93?: AO¿rt) but no difference was

found between winter and sunmer.

LO"2" 6 Effective number of mature mice

when the sex ratio deviates from 1:1, then the variance or inbreeding

effective poputation size will be less than the actual population size of

maÈure mice. To provide an estimate of the inbreeding effective number

(N ) of mature mice in TP and CRK at each census, taking into account the
e

variation in sex ratio, I have used, the formula (lvright, 1931)

4NN
m f

e N+N
m f

where N and N- are the nr:rnbers of the mature males and females respect-
mt

ively.

The results are sho\^¡n in Figure 10. 10. In TP, N" is small in

srnnmer (L7+" of. trappable population) and large in winter (52% to 53% of

trappable population in July I L97:- and 1972). The harmonic mean effective

population size (the appropriate average when ínbreeding effective sizes

fluctuate) for the year is 10.4. The cRK colony \'\tas never very large and

was extinct for over one month. Ignoring the two censuses when CRK appeared

to lack a pair of mature adults, the harmonic mean effecÈive number was 7'7'

Since the Lincoln index data suggest that only 83% of mice are caught each

census, these population sizes can be.increased' by 25>" to compensate for

this" Thus the average effective size of TP is t3 and of cRK is 9.6 per

census, which is about two mice per feedstation'

ro -2"7 Size Structure of TP colonY"

N

If the age-structure of this colony had remained approximately
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TÄBLE 10.1

Census

30.8. 71

18. 10. 71

22.l'I.7),

20.L2.71

2.2.72

4.3.72

29.4.72

7.7.72

Mean

* Sample size

Mean Age of Mature Mice in TP colonY

1 "9. in weeks I age in weeks

15. 06

19.15

2L.30

22.30

30.00

30. 67

18. 14

23.93

(16) *

(13)

(10)

(6)

(3)

(6)

(7)

(15)

r7.75

27.OO

22.30

43.00

28. 00

16. 33

20.78

20.35

(4) *

(A',)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(6)

(e)

(17)

21.01 (76) 21.30 (47)
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eonstant through the year, it would have been valid to derive life tables

from which the reproductive value (Fisher, 1958), generation time and

effective population size could be calculated. Ho\ntever, the size

distribution at each census in TP (Figures IO"llr andl0'11f) is clearly

dependent upon seasonal factors, being unimodal in winter and bimodal in

sulnmer.

LO .2.8 Generation time of TP colonY

The generation time (or length) of a population with overlapping

generations is given by a weighted mean age of reproducing individuals:

each age class is weighted by its proportional conÈribution to the amount

of reproduction in the population. If it can be assumed that aII mature

individuals contribute equally (i.e. there are no significant effects of

age on reproduction once maturity is achieved), then the average age of

mature individuats is the same as the generation length- The relation-

ship between age and reproduct.ive success is unknown for the mice in this

study, so the mean age of mature mice will be taken as an approximation to

the generation length. For mice in the TP cotony, the age at first

capture can be estimated from the growth curve in Figure -10"5, providing

they are younçJer than 16 weeks, otherwise they can be compared with mice

of a similar size and same sex that have been tagedt at an earlier census'

The JuIy I97I census contained many mice that could not be aged properly

so this census was ignored. The mean estimated ages for males and females

are given in Table 10.1. Although the mean age in both sexes is 21 weeks,

there is some seasonal variation. Since mice are conceived three weeks

before birth, this must be added on to the mean ages to given an estimate

of 24 weeks for the generation time i.e. lhere are t\^ro generations per year.

LA"2"9 Recapture rates f or different aqe classes in TP.

The mice r^¡ere grouped into three age classes (3-9 weeks, 9-15 weeks,



TABLE TO .2

Sex

Recapture Rates for Three Age-classes in the

TP Population

Age Classes

3-9 weeks 9-15 weeks Þ 15 weeks

-37 ! .06 .76 ! .O9 .56 I .O7

.19 r .05 .25 t .11 .64 ! .09

?

4



TABLE 10.3 Recapture in same census in TP'

Feedstation of
last capture

FEMALES

MALES

Feedstation of recaPture
(each recapture scored separately)

1 2 3 4 5 6

31

2

3

4

5

6

30

231

2L4

55 I

133

I

2

3

4

5

6

15 2

16

1

2L

4

I

L4 1

118

12

1

1

I
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over 15 vteeks) and Èhe recapture rate (i.e. proportion recaught at a

subsequent census) calculated for each age class in each sex (Table LO.2).

The.two sexes are sígnificantly different only in the 9-I5 hleeks age

class. Each sex is significantly heterogeneous over the three age

classes. Males have a lower recapture rate (implying a lower survival

rate) than females until after puberty" These recapture rates cannot

validly be used as estimates of survival rates because the intervals bet\¡/een

censuses differ and survival rates appear to vary with the seasons. As

an exercise, the recapture rates \^rere used Èo estimate average survival

rates per six weeks epoch and a life table was calculated on the assumption

that the population of trappable mice was 36. However, the results did

not resenble Tp in generation timersex ratio or age structure and merely

served to confirm that the approach was invalid.

LO"2"10 MovemenÈ of mice

The movement of mice between captures can be examined at two levels,

within each census and between censuses. The data on the site of

recapture of a mouse already caught one or more times during a census in

TP and cRK shows that 93.121! 1-5%) of femate recaptures and 86'72(! 2'7e")

of male recaptures \¡¡ere made at the same feedstation as Èhat where they

\^rere last caught" The difference between the two sexes is statistically

significant" (2.5%<p<5%.) (The data for TP are given in Tabte 10.3.)

If the recapture of mice that were always or were predominantly

caught under a particular feedstation during a census is studied, it is

found that at the next census when those mice are caught, the proportion

that are always recaught in the same feedstation as before is 8I+4% for

females and 56 .5+7e" for males. (Probability for difference <I%' ) AII

l-3 of the males and five of the eight females which changed feedstations

within a census were mature mice. These data suggest that female mice

are more restricted in their movements than male mice. An explanation



TABLE IO.4

Site of First
Capture

TPA

TPB

CRK

Site of Recapture of Female Mice in aII Censuses

After First Capture.

Site of subseguent recapture

TPA TPB CRK

T4

16

L7

t7

OF

1I

I

OF 9

o

9

observed
immigration

I
18

1I
15
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for the greater mobi]-ity of males is that their density is often less

than one per feedstation and as each feedstation should receive the

attention of at least one male, two or more feedstations may be included

in the home range of a mature ma1e. Home ranges are not necessarily

exclusive as it was not unconrmon to trap two maÈure males under the same

feedstation on the same night.

l{igration between colonies can be estimated by comparing the nuriber

of mice recaught at a different colony from the one in which they were

initially trapped, with the number of mice recaught in the same colony'

In this section, TP will be split into two colonies, TPA and TPB, both

with three feedstations. None of the 37 males which were recaught at

least once changed colonies whilst three of 50 females did sor on€ going

from TPA to TPB, one going the other way and one going from TPA to cRK i

Table 10.4" No mouse was observed to go to or from oF or csA, but as

sample sizes were small in these two colonies, this is not surprising'

The known female immigration rate into TPA and TPB is 2/32='0625 and

into CRK is 1/18=.055" These are minimum estimates of the actual

irnmigration rates because it is unlikely that all mice were marked before

they were old enough to disperse and not all mouse colonies in the vicinity

(especiatly along salt creek) hTere trapped. The immigration rate into

CRK after the early sunmer crash would have been large as not enough

mice remained to re-establish it on their own. The females that migrated

were young mice, tvro were only recently weaned (HB=64mm) and one \Aras near

puberty (84mm) when first caught and they had changed colonies by the

next census.

predominantty young mice were caught at traps set some distance from

the feedstations in TP and CRK" In TP, IO out of I0 females and 14 out

of 19 males caught away from the feedstations were juvenile whilst in

cRK, 10 of 13 females and six of 10 males were juvenile. some of the



TABLE 10" 5

Sex

Iulaximum Distance between Capture Sites for mice
in the Oldfie1d in March, 1972-

Distance in metres

o 8.22 9"I4 12.30 l-6.43 18.3-20.1 >20.t

0

2

0

5I

3

I

3

3I

I

&

I4 2

10
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mature mice in cRK were from the october l97f census, which was the only

occasion when mice were observed breeding outside of the feedstations in

Tp or CRK. The immaturity of these mice suggests that juvenile mice

are driven ouÈ of the established colonies living under feed'stations and

they either die, help to found new colonies or manage to re-establish

themselves in one of the old colonies'

10.2.11 oF Intensive studY.

93 females and 87 males were caught in this study. Known mortality

was 9.4% and the Lincoln index calculated from the results of the last

night gave an estimate of. 227 as the populaÈion size i.e. a density of

200/ hectare" For the mice recaught at least once, the maximum distance

between capture sites is given in Table 10 .5. There is little long

distance movement but recaptured males sometj:nes move further than females'
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10. 3 GENETICAL RESI]LTS

10.3. 1 Introduction

Each mouse caught ú/as scoïed for tlne Agoutzl locus and if a blood

sample could be taken it was also scored for Es-1, Es-î, Hbb artdEz'p-1.

Sample sizes for the electrophoretically detectable locí are usually

smaller than for the Agouti locus because some mice died before being

bled and sometimes a blood sample \,ras Ëoo small for ít. to be scored for

all 1oci. Statistical analyses (such as Ëhose involvíng X2¡ which are

based on the assumptíon thaË samples have been drawn from large populaËíons

are not appropriate to these data (Smith, L969; Neel and trIard, 1972).

From each colony, about 8O7" of Ëhe Ërappable míce have been scored and

hence Èhe sampling variances are much less Ëhan they would be if the

sauples came from very large populatíons. Thus Ëhe genetic dífferences

beÈween colonies wíll be sËudíed by F-staËistics again, instead of X2.

Gene frequencies wíll be calculaÈed from all the míce caught in a

census of a colony without makíng a correctíon for known deaths. These

frequency estimates are Ëhus of the genes present ín a colony at the

start of each census. Sometimes, mice which were not caughÈ on a

parËicular census, I^tere caught on previous and subsequent censuses' This

suggests that they 1^lere in fact present ín the colony, but \^7ere not

caught. I,rlhílst iË is common practíce Ëo ínclude such mice in the census

ín r,¡lrich Èhey were missed (e.g. Tamarin and Krebs, L97L; Gaínes and

Krebs, lgTI), I did noË do thís because this procedure introduces an

additional source of error ínto gene frequency esËÍmates. The increase

ín sampling variance is dífficult to predict, and Ëhís is a drawback

thaË outweíghs the srnall increase in sample síze obtained by íncluding

such absent míce.

very often, juvenile mice ín a colony could be ídenti-fied as

members of the same litter on Èhe críËeria of símílar sLze, símilar



TABLE l-0.6 Phenotype numbers at the Agouti locus

+

Sample Ali " A+A*

Estimated frequencY of ,4

F=-.I2TotaI F=0

TPAl
TPBI
CRKl
TOTl

2T
I

25
54

o
I3

2

15

2I
2L
27
69

0.000
.787
.272
.466

,ro7
"799
.316

TPA2
TPB2
CRK2

TOT2

15
1I
t0
36

"LO]
" 809
.357

15
4
9

28

0
7

I
I

0. 000
.798
.316
.47r

TPA3
TPB3
CRK3
TOT3

0
7

6
13

I4
6

18
38

L4
13
24
5I

0"000
.734
.500
.505

.LO7

"749
"529

TPA4
TPB4
CRK4
TOT4

T2
7

6
25

L2
18

6
36

0
11

0
11

0.000
.782

0. 000
. s53

. r07
"794
.107

TPA5
TPB5
CRK5
TOT5

15
7

7

29

0
7

0
7

15
T4

7

36

0. 000
.707

0. o00
.44r

" 107
.724
. r07

TOT6
TOTT

6
7

36
52

42
59

.378

.344

TPAS
TPBS
CRKS

TOTS

19
T7
30
66

I
I
2

11

20
25
32
77

"224
.566
.250
.378

.272

.591

.296

TPA9
TPB9
CRK9
TOT9

32
21
19
72

0
9
0
9

32
30
19
81

0.000
" 548

0. 000
.333

.107

.57 4

.107



TABLE 10.7 Genotype nunÍbers at the Es-f locus

b
Sample bb ab da, ToÈaI (N) Frequency of Es-l

TPAl
TPBl
CRK]-

TOT]-

19
15
20
54

0
3
4
7

0
0
0
0

19
18
24
61

1" 000
.9I7 ! .O44¿'
.9IZ t .038
.943 ! .021**

TPA2
TPB2
CRK2
TOT2

t_3

10
I

31

0
1
2

3

0
0
0
0

13
11
10
34

1. 000
.955 I
.900 t
.956 I

.043

.063

. o25

TPA3
TPB3
CRK3
TOT3

I4
11
2L
46

0
1
2

3

0
0
0
0

L4
L2
23
49

1.000
.958 t
.957 !
.969 t

.040

.o29

.017

TPA4
TPB4
CRK4
TOT4

11
15

6
32

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0

11
16

6
33

1.000
.969 !

1. 000
.985 t

.030

.015

TPA5
TPB5
CRK5
TOT5

L2
12

3
27

3
I
4
I

0
0
0
0

15
13

7

35

"900 !
.962 !
"7L4 !
.886 t

.o52

.o37

.094

.038

TOT6
TOTT

27
43

11
15

0
O

38
68

.855 !

.871 t
.040
.031

TPAS
TPBS

CRKS

TOTS

16
19
23
58

20
25
32
77

4
6
I

18

0
0
I
I

.900 t

.880 t

.844 !

.870 t

"o45
.043
.o47
.o27

TPA9
TPB9
CRK9
TOT9

26
22
15
63

0
0
0
0

4
7

3

I4

3o
29
18
77

.933 t .031

.879 ! "040

.9r7 ! "O44

.909 ! .O23

S,E. = S(I-q) (I+F)/2N

S "8. = q(I-q) /2N**



TABLE 10.8 Genotype numbers at Èhe Es-3 locus

Sample L^ bb Total (N) Fresuency or. Es-ïc

TPAl
TPBI
CRKl
TOTI

I9
5

15
39

I
13

9
23

20
18
24
62

.975 !

.639 t

.813 r

.815 I

0
0
0
0

.o24*

.053

.o49

.035**

TPA2
TPB2
CRK2
TOT2

13
4
7

24

0
2

0
2

0
5

3

I

13
11
t0
34

1.000
.591 +

.850 r

.824 !

.108
"072
.046

TPA3
TPB3
CRK3
TOT3

L4
5

19
38

0
6
3

9

0
1
I
2

I4
L2
23
49

1. 000
.667 t
.891 r
.867 !

.090
" 053
.034

TPA4
TPB4
CRK4
TOT4

2

6
2

10

9
8
4

2L

0
2

0
2

1t
16

6
33

.909 t

.688 I

.833 r

.788 I

.058
" 087
.096
.050

TPA5
TP85
CRK5
TOT5

I
I
3

L9

7
6
1

I4

0
0
3
3

15
L4

7

36

.733 r

.7r4 !
"357 !
.653 r

.064

.066

.r32

.056

TOT6
TOTT

16
23

20
30

2
5

38
58

.6a4 !

.655 t
. 053
.o44

TPAS
TPBS

CRKS

TOTS

.700 t

.720 t

.688 t

.695 r

.055

.057

.o57
" 037

I
12
15
35

0
1
3
4

L2
T2
74
38

20
25
32
77

TPA9
TPB9
CRK9
TOT9

10
L4

5
29

18
10
11
39

2

5

2
9

30
29
18
77

"633 t
.655 r
.583 1
.630 t

.o52

.069

.071
" 037

* S"E. = 9(l-q¡ (1+F),/2N

S.E. = q (1-q),/2N**



TABLE lO. 9 Genotype nuribers at the Hbb Locus

Sample ùè d¿sd Total (N) Fresuency of Hbbs

TPAl
TPBl
CRKl
TOTl

L7
I7
11
45

20
I8
24

3

+
I

L2

0
0
5

5 62

.925 ! .040*

.972 ! .O27

.625 L .O79

.823 ! .034**

TPA2
TPB2
CRK2
TOT2

.923 t

.955 t
"600 t
.838 +

.050

.043

.138

.045

I1
10

5

26

2

t-
2
5

0
0
3

3

13
11
10
34

TPA3
TPB3
CRK3
TOT3

l4
11
10
35

0
0
6
6

0
1
3
4

L4
L2
19
45

1. 000
.958 t
"605 t
.822 !

.040

.t 02

.040

TPA4
TPB4
CRK4
TOT4

11
16

2

29

11
16

6
33

.L40

.o32

0
0
3

3

0
0
1
1

r.000
1.000

.583 I

.924 !

TPA5
TPB5
CRK5
TOT5

6
13

7
26

9
1
0

10

0
0
0
0

15
L4

7

36

"700 t
"964 !

1.000
.861 t

" 063
.034

.04r

TOT6
TOTT

20
3'7

T7
20

1
0

38
57

.750 J

.825 !
" 050
.036

TPAS
TPBS
CFKS
TOTS

4
10

9
23

16
L4
22
52

20
25
32
77

0
1
I
2

.900 I

.760 !
"828 !
.825 !

.045
" 057

"o47
.031

TPA9
TPB9
CRK9
TOT9

22
20

6
48

8
9

1t
2A

0
0
0
0

30
29
L7
76

.867 !

.845 t

.677 !

.816 t

.040

.043

.058

.031

* S.E" = q(1-S) (I+F)/2N

S.E. = q(1-q)/2N**



TABLE 10.10 Genotype numbers at the Erp-1 locus

Sample ab bbaa, Total (N) Freguency of. EtP-lq

TPAl
TPBl
CRKl
TOTl

19
18
23
60

0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0

19
I8
24
6t

1.000
t_.000

.979 !

.992 !
.020*
.008**

TPA2
TPB2
CRK2
TOT2

I3
11
10
34

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

13
t1
10
34

1"000
1.000
r. 000
1.000

TPA3
TPB3
CRK3
TOT3

t4
12
18
44

0
0
o
0

0
0
0
0

T4
t2
18
44

1" 000
l_. 000
1. 000
1.000

TPA4
TPB4
CRK4
TOT4

0
0
0
0

l1
I6

6
33

0
0
0
o

11
16

6
33

1"000
I" 000
1. 000
I. 000

TPA5
TPB5
CRK5
TOT5

15
13

7

35

I5
13

7

35

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1.000
1. 000
1.000
1. 000

TOT6
TOTT

0
I

0
0

39
56

39
57

r" 000

" 991 t .009

TPAS
TPBS
CRKS

TOTS

15
24
29
68

5
I
3
9

0
0
0
0

20
25
32
77

.875 t
"980 t
.953 t
.942 !

.048

. o20

.026

.019

TPA9
TPB9
CRK9
TOT9

25
28
L7
70

5
1
0
6

0
0
0
0

30
29
I7
76

"9r7 !
.983 t

1.000
.961 !

.034

.017

.016

* S"E. = q(I-q) (l+F)/2N

S"E" = q(I-q),/2N*¡t
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genotypes and capture under the same feedstation.

10.3.2 PhenotYpe and sene frequencies at each census

In this secËíon the genetic hisÈory of each colony wíl1 be

presented in Ëerms of Èhe frequency of codorninant genes and the

frequency of recessive phenotypes. Full data on genotypes and pheno-

types present aË each census in TPA, TPB and CRK are given in Tables 10.6

to 10.10 exeept for the 6th and 7th censuses (February and March, L972),

for which Èhe data can be obtained from Tables 9.2 to 9.6. Because the

OF data are not used in this chapter (too few mice were obtained on mosË

censuses) but are used in ChapËer 9, Ëhe ËoËals for censuses 6 and 7

("T0T6" and "TOT7") íncluding only Ëhe TPA, TPB and cRK data are also

gíven in Tables 10.6 to 10.10. The standard eïrors for gene frequencies

of codominant genes were calculated usíng Equation (3.168) for single

colonies and EquaÈíon (2.1) for census toÈals because thgse equations

were thought approPriate.

10.3.2.1 ,4 lócus

The change in the frequency of the grey-belly

(l+¿+) phenoËype in each coJ-ony and in Ëhe Ëotal of the three colonies

for the period lgTo-2 ís presented in Figure 10.13 (see Table 10.6).

Three features of this figure should be noted. Firstly Ëhe frequency

of Èhe grey-belly phenoÈype ís low on average and ín indivídual colonies

the phenotype is ofËen míssíng (e.g. TPA). In CRK iÈ was lost duríng

the populatj-on crash (censuses 4, 5 and 6), reappeared after recolon-

isaËion and was absenÈ again in the last census. Secondly, the adjacent

colonies, TPA and TPB, have very different frequencíes of this phenotyPe'

Grey-bel1íed míce were always co1¡trnon ín TPB, but only one rlrlas ever caught

in TPA. Thirdly, ín July Lg7l, the mean frequency of grey-bellíed míce

rnras about three tímes larger Ëhan in 1970 (Table 9.6), but as the sËudy

progressed until JuLy 1972, the frequency declined to the earlíer va1ue,

mainly because of the steady change in TPB'
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I0.3.2.2 Es-Í locus

The frequency of tlne Es-7b allele in all three

colonies and in the total is depícted ín Figure 10.14 (see also Table

10.7). From Ëhe figure íÈ can be seen thís allele was fíxed (ffA) or

alrnost fíxed (TPB and CRK) ín the coloníes untíl censuses 5 and 6. The

fluctuatíons in frequency in CRK beËween censuses 4, 5, 6 and 7 can be

ascribed Ëo the effects of small population size durÍng the population

crash ín this c lony.

The decrease in frequency of Es-1b in TPA in censuses 5 and 6

appears to be due to a Íteterozygous ma1e, because three of ten juveniles

in census 5 and six of eíght juveniles in census 6 in feedstaÈions 1 and

2 in TPA were heterozygous Es-la Es-1b. Since all adult mice caught in

TPA ín censuses 1 to 6 were Es-1b U"-lb, the most likely explanatíon for

the sudden appearance of so many Es-7d gs-7b juveniles in two feedstaÈíons

is that an Es-1a ns-7b male ínrnigrated and became domínant under feed-

sËatíons L and 2. Further geneÈic evidence abouÈ this mouse will be

given below. Heterozygous (Es-1a ns-f ) juveniles Inrere not caught under

the thírd feedstatíon in censuses 5, 6 and 7, suggesting that a differenÈ

male was dominant ín this feedstation.

10.3.2.3 Es-S locus

From Figure 10.15 (see also Table 10.8) it can be

seen that in JuIy 1g7L, the frequencies of the Es-|c gene hrere very

dífferent in the three colonies, buÈ by the end of Ëhe study períod

(July L972), frequencies were very similar. Also, the mean gene

frequency in July L972, is símilar Ëo that of the 1970 pl-ague. The gene

frequency in TPB oscíl-lated about the 1970 value r^rhÍl-e Ëhe frequency in

TPA converged to ít rnídway through the sÈudy period. CRK underwent

drastic fluctuatíons in gene frequency between censuses 4, 5 and 6, again

because of the smal1 numbers pïesenË in the colony during Ëhat period.
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Genetical evidence from the Es-T Loeus suggests that Ëhe TPA

colony received at least two inrnigrant males. In census 1, the only

heterozygous fns-* rc-3c) mouse died and no more fteterozygotes I^rere

observed untíl census 4 when two male heËerozygotes (one mature and one

juvenile) \^rere caught in feedsËation 3. It is líke1y thaË these Ërnlo

were immigïants. One of these, or anoËher heterozygous male, presumably

became established under feedstatíon 3 since the only adult female caught

under this feedsËation from census 3 to census 7 was Es-3c Es-ïc and yet

9 of 15 juveníles in censuses 5, 61 7 anð.8 were g"-P Es-ïc lteterozygotes.

This observation is evídence for there being at least one reproducËively

successful írnnigrant in feedstation 3.

Under feedstations 1 arrd 2 ín TPA, many of the juvenile míce in

censuses 5, 6 and 7 were also heËerozygous @s-* ns-se). These juveniles

were also often Es-7a øs-lb, showíng Ëhat they were the progeny of the

Es-1a ns-lb male ímmigranË discussed in 10 ,3.2.2. All five mature females

caught ín feedsÈations I and 2 in censuses 4, 5, 6 and 7 were Es-Tc Es-3e,

h
so Ëhe Es-{ gene had to come from an immigrant male. Thus there is good

evídence thaË there l^Iere at leasË two male immígrants: one went to

feedstation 3 and the other to feedstaÈions L ar'd 2-

IO.3.2.4 Hbb Loctts

The frequency of Hbbs is shown in Figure 10.16

(see Table 10.9) rwhere íË can be seen that Èhe average frequency remained

remarkably sirnílar throughouË this sÈudy to Ëhe frequency observed in

L970. CRK agaín shows dramaÈíc gene frequency changes during its

populaÈion crash. fhe apparenË fíxation of. Hbbs in TPB in census 4 is

probably a sampling error: a matur e Hbbs Ebbd f" rle caughÈ in feedstation

6 in censuses 3, 5, 7, 8 and 9 was probably also present in census 4 but I

failed to catch her. This hete îozygo1¡s femate (Hbbs Uøød) was possíbly

responsíble for paït oï all of Ëhe decline in the frequency of Hbbs in

the TpB colony because there were 10 Ubbs Ubbd míce out of 22 juveníles
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caughË in feedstation 6 ín censuses 6, 7, 8 and 9. No mouse carrying
.l

t:ne Hbbq allele \^ras observed in feedstaÈions 4 and 5 untíl census 8.

orl
These Hbb' Hbbu míce in feedstatíons 4 and 5 could have been the

descendants of the above meritioned female and need not be inrnígranËs from

ouÈside TPB.

In TPA, there \¡ras a dramaËic change in the frequency of Hbbs

between censuses 4 and 5 because all of the juveniles caught ín feed-

staËions 1 and 2 in censuses 5, 6 and 7 wereUbbd nbbs. Since all Èhese

juveniles were also segregating at the Es-L and Es-î 1.oci, the same male

was also the father of all the progeny discussed in Èhe sections on Eg-1

and, Es-7. I have now assembled evídence from three loci to show that a

single male was dominant under feedstaËions 1 and 2 in TPA and that his

genorype was Es-1d ns-lb , ø"-* Es-;c , Hbbd Hbbd. Because of hís

dístínctive genotype, all of his presr:med progeny (at least 21 were

caught) can be ídentified. Also, because he carríed three genes that

r¡rere rare or absenË from the colony before he appeared, he is

eertainly an ínmigranË. In addítion, iË ís very unlíkely that there

\,rere t\¡Io ímmígrant males of similar genotype because all the juveniles

^,1
were Hbbo Hbb"L, and all lítters \,rere segregating aË the Es-1- and Es-S

1oci.

By estímating the age of his progeny, it is possible to extrapolaËe

back to find Ëheír approxímate conception dates. From these dates I

deduce that, he was active during censuses 3, 4 and 5, and perhaps even

census 6 (judgíng by a small 1ítter of three in feedstation 1 in census

S). BuË no mouse of hís genotype \^Ias ever caught., demonstratíng that

the trappíng prograrn failed to catch all of the mature mice in the TPA

colony.

Only two of the 21 defínite progeny of thís presumed irmnigrant

male caught ín censuses 5, 6 and 7 were ever recaught at a later census'

It should be noted that they were raised during a períod when most
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juvenile mice were beíng elíminated from the colony before uraturity.

If these progeny had been born later (in the autunm) they would have

been parË of the cohort that formed the oven^rinteríng population. In

Ëhis case, the effects of ËhaË particular male on gene frequencies in

Ëhe TPA colony would have been even more pronounced.

10.3.2.5 Erp-l- locus

For much of the study period most colonies showed

h
no variation at tlne Erp-1 locus (Figure 10.14, Table 10.10). As Ezp-l"

is a rare gene, it is expected to be absent from most sma1l colonies of

mice, but ín some coloníes it. may, by chance, reach moderaËe frequencies.

Thís drift Ëo moderaËe frequencies is shown in TPA in censuses 8 and 9

1^

when Ëhe frequency of Erp-1" reached 10 per cent.

One juveníle heterozygote was caught in feedstation 2 (TPA) in census

7 and the same one plus four more were caughË ín census 8. From the sizes

of these heterozygoÈes iË ís not clear if there r¡rere one or tr,rro litters '
so Ëhe heterozygous parent (probably an inmigrant) could have been male

or female. If there rnrere t\,ro liËters of sirnilar ages, the heËerozygous

parent would have to be a rnale because ít is very unlikely thaË two

heterozygous females could have been breeding aË the same Ëime when none

had been seen before in that colony.

In census 8, a heterozygote a1-so appeared in TPB (feedstation 5)

and judging by íts phenotype at the A, Es-7 an.d Es-S 1ocí and iËs size,

it could have come from the litter(s) ín feedstation 3 (TPA). tr'lhatever

íts origin, thís mouse \^ras an írnmigrant inËo TPB.

10. 3. 3 Genotype frequencies

The estímated sample fixaËion indices (frr) for Ëhe EvP-7, Es-1-'

Es-ï and Ilbb Locí in all censuses are presented in Table 10.11 (see also

Table 9,7) . The fíxaËion indíces for Ëhe genotype daËa pooled over all

three colonies (denoted "TOT1", etc.) are also given: these represerit

estirnaËes of Ftt in the populat.ion made up by the three colonies. The



TABLE l-0.11- Sample Fixation indices (trr)

Hbb tt^ 2uÐ-uSample Es-1 Enp-1

TPAl
TPBl
CRKl
TOTl

-"081 t
- "o29 !

"289 !
.337 t

.o47

.o29

.200

.151

-.026 !
-.565 t
- "231 !
- "228 L

"026
"r29
.075
.046

-.091 I
-.091 I
-"061 t

.052

.045

.o23
-"02I I
-"008 I

.o2r

.008

TPA2
TPB2
CRK2
TOT2

-"083 t
-.048 t

"583 I
"458 t

. o59

" 048
.262
.206

.060 1

-.L77 !
"191 !

"302
" 100
.200

-.048 t
-. I11 t
-.046 !

.048

.078

.o27

TPA3
TPB3
CRK3
TOT3

44
69
96

0
6
6

t
t
t

" 043
.Lt5
.L42

-.r25 ;
.327 !
.202 !

.275

.299
" 183

-.o44 !
-.046 !
- "o32 !

.o43

.o32

.0r8

TPA4
TPB4
CRK4
TOT4

- "o29 !
.351 !

"407
.292

-,100 t
"L27 !

-.200 !
"093 I

.070

.256
" 139
.187

-.o32 ! .O32

-.015 t .015

TPA5
TPB5
CRK5
TOT5

-"429 !
-"037 I

.l-29
" o37

-" 364 t
-.400 t

.067 !
-"164 t

.l-20

.130
,381
.L57

-" 111 I
-"040 t
-.400 I
-.L29 !

.064

.040

. r83

.045-"161 t .050

TOT6
TOTT

-.193 t
- "2r3 !

- "218 I
-"145 t

- "\69 !
-.l.49 !

.050

.038
.l'28
"046

"L42
.r25 -.009 t "009

TPAS
TPBS
CRKS

TOTS

-"111 I
-"o97 L

.oI2 !
-" 033 I

" 055

"L82
.180
" 108

-.429 !
-" 191 t
-.018 I
-.178 t

.111

.170

.r76

.101

-. rll- I
-"136 !

.o52 !
-.034 t

.055

.055
" t9r
.103

-.143 J
-.020 !
-.049 t
-.062 +

.063

.o20

.o28

.o2L

TPA9
TPB9
CRK9
TOT9

-.154 I
-" 184 t
- "478 !
- "226 !

" 054
.060
"427
" o42

- "292 !
"237 t

- "257 !
-.086 I

"L62
" 187

"223
.LIz

-.071 t
-"137 t
-.091 !
-"r00 !

.036

.051
"o52
.o27

-.091 I
-.018 I

.040

.018

-.041 + "017



TABI,E 10.12

Mean F for 3 loci, averaged over 3 mouse colonies
IS

Loci

Census Hbb

. I85

.373

.566

-.029

-.373

-.280

-.225

-.063

-.315

Es-3

-. 408

-.o22

.013

-.o20

-.2t9

-.222

-. 190

-.2r2

-. 109

Es-1

-.091

-.091

-.045

-.o32

--282

-.r94

-.r44

-.053

-.106

-. 143

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

Grand mean -.046 -.166



TABITE 10.13

l{ean F for 3 colonies' a\¡eragred over 3 loci
IS

Colonies

Census

Grand neart

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

TPA

-.067

-.083

-.l-00

-.353

-.368

-.269

-.282

-.2L9

-.284

TPB

-.413

.032

-.103

.107

-. 306

-.L23

-.081

-.]-44

-o32

CRK

.056

.235

.503

-.091

-.153

-.L76

-.208

.003

-.20L

110 -.016
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standard errors for each FIS tt. from Rasmussen (1964), buË each sample

represents a sígnificanË proporËíon of Ëhe colony from whích it was

collected, so the inÈerpretatíon of these sËandard errors (which were

derived assuming sampling with replacement) is not simple. The sÈandard

errors are provided so as to give a relaËive estímaËe of the precísion of

each estimate of Frr.

As before, ín chapter 9, there ís a wíde range of Fts values. The

analysis of Ëhese daÈa are complicated by Èwo factors; firstly, the fact

thaË each sample is a 1-arge proPorËíon of each colony and secondly, the

data from successíve censuses are not índependenË of each other. Because

of these two factors I will noË attempt Ëo carry out statisËícal Ëests on

Ëhese daËa, buË inst,ead will calculate mean F* values in Ëwo different

r^rays to bring out some points of interest. Frorn equation 3.11, the mean

fixation index ín a seË of n samples (ígnoring sample sizes because

interesË centres upon the mean fixation index peï sample, regardless of

its síze) is obtained from

Fts
n

= Iq ,( l-er)F*
1ÍL

/ ,!r"(l-q')I- 1 l_

Table LO.lz presents the mean fíxation index for each locus for each

census and the grand mean over all censuses. The F* value f.ox Xlne Hbb

locus is positive for censuses 1, 2 and 3 and reference to Table 10.11

shows thaË Èhis ís due to the positive values in CRK duríng Ëhese

censuses. All other mean estimates of Fr, (except Es-î ín census 3)

aïe negatíve, as are the grand means. The grand mean for Hbb is 1-.ess

negatíve than for Es-î or Es-L, but this ís clearly due to Èhe positíve

values in the first three censuses. Tabl-e 10.13 gives the mean fíxatíon

index within each colony for each census and the grand mean over all

censuses. The large positive Fß values for Hbb tn cRK for the first
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three censuses are responsible for the posiËive mean F* values in CRK

for that períod. Most other means are negative.

The effect of the migrant male in the TPA colony who was heterozygous

at the Es-L a¡ð, Es-3 Loci and homozygous Hbbd ean be clearly seen in

censuses 5 and 6 when the rnean F* becomes very negatíve due to the number

of heterozygous juveníles in the trappable populatíon. The effects of

this male are probably responsíble for the more negatíve grand mean F*

ín TPA than Ëhe other coloníes.

Some dramatic changes in mean FIS values took place. For example,

in colony TPB between censuses 1 and 2, and beËween censuses 4 and 5.

10.3.4 App roxirnate estimate of effecËíve subpopulatiqn size

The ecological and geneËical data presented ín this study indicaËe

that all three colonies are distincÈ subpopulaLíons. The negative F*

values observed in Table 10.13 are evídence for Ëhe coloníes being random

mating demes (wíth irnrnígratíon) símilar to Ëhe maËhematical random maËing

demes dealt with in Chapters 3 and 4. The important conclusion drawn

from Chapters 3 and 4, thaÈ the expected value of FtS in a random mating

deme receiving írnmigrants ís approximately -(1-m)/Ne, can be used here to

esÈimate N-. Providíng that the mathematical theory ís a reasonable
e

approxírnation to the siÈuation in these three mouse col-onies, and if Ëhe

20% or thereabouts, of each colony Ëhat were missed at each censuslas

well as the effects of ímmigration on FISì"t. ígnored, then the observed

mean F,, will yield a rough estimeËe of the average effective sub-

population size ín these colonies. The mean I'r, over all censuses for

trre Es-L, Es-3 arrð. Hbb loci ís -0.L2. Equating this t" - tN., yields

N_ + 8.3. Because there are no sËandard errors aËÈached to the rnean F6
e

and I do not know how the mathemaËícal approximatíons that have been made

wíll bias this estimaËe of Ne, little can be said about Lhe confidence

intervals surroundíng thís estímate.

However, this genetical estimate of N. ís remarkably close to the



TABLE IO.I4 Populatiot FsT estimates, assuming sampling

with rePlacement.

Es-LCensus Hbb Es-3 Erp-1

2

1. (a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

3. (a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

I

e" (a)
(b)

.234

.2L3

"2L3
.L92

" 320

"28L

" 563

"465

"222
.203

.077
"o74

" 036
.035

.011
" 011

"o44
" 043

.159

. r50

.271

.243

.r76

.163

. o48

.045

.1,L7

.110

- "o24
-.o24

.015

.014

019
019

.019

.018

-.01r
-. 011

-.o22
-.o22

.o92

.087

.005
" 005

-.014
-"014

-.oL2
-.oL2

-.005
-. 005

. ot7

.016

.o29

.o2e,

" 034
.033

4

5

6

7

)

)

a
b

-"015
-"015

-"014
-. 014

-.007
-.007

(a)

(b)

".2 
f=o* ordinary between samples component of variance"

q

s2 with üIright's correction applied.
q



TABLE IO.15 Populatiot tST estimates, assuming 8Oz of each

subpopulation samPled.

Es-J-Census Hbb Es-3 Etp-1

2

3

4

5

1" (a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

6" (a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

8" (a)
(b)

9 (a)
(b)

"354
.315

a
b

a
b

"254
"233

.2s4

.233

" 588

" 489

"24L
-222

" 099

" 096

" 053

"o52

.026
"026

" 170
.161

.300

.27r

.200

.187

.088

.085

" 140

.oo2

.001

. 033
-o32

-.oo2
-.002

" 001
.001

.051

.050

. 037

.037

.014

.013

.016

.016

.014

.014

.038

.038

.043

.o43

o49
048

134

" 031
.031

.005
" 005

.004

.004

. r18

.113

.007

.007

7

" 055

" 054

(a)

(b)

=2 from ordinary between samples component of variance.
q

s2 with vlright's correction applied'
q
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ecological estírnate obËaíned in 10.2.6, where the total effective

populatíon in TPA plus TPB hTas estínated as 13 (i"e. abouË 7'4 ÍrrL each)

and the effectíve number in CRK was 9.6. Thus, ít appears thaË genetical

and ecological data can yield estimates of N. thaË are very similar.

10. 3. 5 Genetíc variatÍon between colonies

The gene frequency data at the /, Es-7 and Iíbb locí Ín particular,

show Ëhat the coloníes differed markedly at the starË of this study ín

Ju1-y 1971, but they were more alike a year later. This observation can

be quantífíed by estimatínB FSf over Ëhe three colonies for each locus'

I wíll use the "population" method raËher than the "sample" method of

Chapter 9 because the latter method appeared to yield Latgex values

(i.e. may be an overestinrate). There are t\¡lo facËors to be Èaken inËo

account when calculating FST it thís case. Firstly, should sampling

with replacemerit (i.e. binomíal sanpling) or sampling without replacement

(assuming 80% of each subpopul-at,íon Ëaken at census) be assumed? The

former assumpËion will subtract a Latget sampling variance from the

observed variance and ís an attempÈ to esËínaa. tS, in the "popuJ-ation[

from which the three colonies vleïe dra¡¡n as samples. The latter

assumption will be an attempt to esËimaa. IS, as iË acËually is in the

population ïepresented by the three colonies.

secondly, Èhe correctíon suggested by lIríght (1943b) may or may noË

be applied (equation 9.8). There are Ëhus four ways of esÈimating Frr.

The methods of calculation \¡rere the same as in Chapter 9 except that Ëhe

weighted mean sampling erroï üIas different when it rlilas assumed that 80%

of each colony had been sampled. The iËh term ín o! in equation 9.6

was mulripl-ied by (1-0.8)(2Ni)/(2N.-0.8) which is the appropriate

correcÈion for hypergeometríc sampling when 8O7" of. a populatíon is

sampled wi-thouË rePlacement.

Tables 10.14 and 10.15 provide the four differenË estimates of FsT

for the Ez,p-1, Es-7, Es-T arrd IIbb loci. For the Agouti locus, equation

9.!2 was used Ëo estímate sample gene frequencíes assuming Fi = -0'I2 "



TABLE 10.16

Populatiot 
"ST 

estimates f.or Agouti locus

' Census
Assuning random
sanpling with replacenent

(a) þ)

.467 .399

.529 .44L

.335 .296

.763 .602

.608 .500

.s65 .472

.193 .L77

.100 .o94

.376 .331

A.ssuning 80? of each
colony sanpled

_t 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

4

t¡

(,

(a)

.483

.553

.357

.776

.622

.575

.220

.L25

.384

(b)

.41s

.465

.318

.615

.514

.482

.204

.120

.340

(a) 52 from ord.inary between sanq>les comPonent of variance-
q

(b) 32- with Wright's correction applieil.q



TÄBLE 10.17

Mean estimate of F over Èhe A, Es-l, Es-í anð' IIbb loci.
ST

Census
Assuning random
sanpling with replacenent

(a) (b)

.220X.09Arc . 195!.079

.258r.105 .224!.O87

.205t.080 .182t.071

.338r.193 .273!.L54

.260r.119 .225!.O95

.156r.138 .132i.115

.0581.046 .0531.043

.o2L!.027 .0201.025

.100r.093 .0881.082

Assuming 80? of each
colony sarpled

(a) (b)

.236t.093 .2I2!.O79

-299r.103 .255!.085

.231t.081 .208!.O72

.367t.186 . 3011.150

.2801.117 .246!.O92

.I77!.I34 .1531.112

.078t.048 .073t.045

.038r.030 .o37!-028

.rr2!.o92 .1011.081

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(a) S from ordinary between sarqrles corrç)enent of variance-

(b) s witå Wright's correction appJ-ied.

* Standard error of mean.

2
q

2
q
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(see Table 10.6). This procedure markedly reduced the values of Fil

obtaíned in comparison wiËh those obtaíned when F. = 0 ín these

calculations. The correcËion used for calculati"g a] (equations 9.11

and 9.16) for samplíng without replacemenÈ was (1-0.8)(Ni)/(N.-0.8).

The esÈimaËes of F* for the Agouti locus are given ín Table 10.16. For

each censr", FST is much larger aÈ the Agouti locus than any of the oËhers

because of the marked difference in phenotype frequencies ín TPA and TPB.

The mean estimates of tS, for all loci excePt EYp-1- (which was

usually monomorphic) are given ín Table 10.17. FS, was large in the

winter and spríng of 1971, rose even hígher at Ëhe Ëime of the population

crash in CRK, and descended rapidly in Ëhe surmnet of L972. There was

virtually no signifícanË dífferentiation of gene frequencies by auturnn

1972 (censuses 7 and 8).

The inírially high levels of Fst can be explained by posÈulating

that only very few míce survived the populaËion crash following the mouse

plague in 1970 (the crash took place about a year before thís study began).

These few were the founders of the colonies and at Ëhe time I began this

study, the "founder effect", followed by perhaps thTo generations of

ínbreeding, had 1ed to marked genetíc dífferenËiation of the colonies.

But considerable amounts of gene flow ínËo the colonies during the year

of my study then eliminated the genetic tlifferentíation that had buí1Ë up.

There is consíderable evidence for gene flow into the three coloníes.

The mark-recapture experiments showed that. three mice made movements

between col-onies. The genetic daËa from the TPA colony showed that at

least two ímmigranÈs entered that colony. After Ëhe population crach

ín the CRK colony, Ëhere were insuffícient mice lefË to re-establish Ëhís

colony on their own, so there musË have been much irnmigration into this
A

colony. The enËry of. Enp-l" all-eLes inËo all coloníes late in the study

shows Ëhat consíderabl-e movemenÈ of mice ínto the colonies must have been

taking p1ace.
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I had hoped to be able to use the regression of Aq on q (Tamarín

and Krebs , 1969, 1973) to make quantítative esËírnates of the amount of

gene flow inËo each colony. However, as sholnTn ín Appendíx 3, this

procedure is too biassed to be of any use in this case.

10.3.6 Old Fíe1d sÈudy

The aím of Ëhis study \¡ras to find genetical evídence of population

subdivisíon wíthín Èhe OF area. The genotype of each mouse l^ras plotted

on a map aË the siÈe where it was fírst caught. Vísual inspectíon of

the data showed no evídence of geneËíc heterogeneity between different

parts of the old field: the genoËypes appeared to be distributed

randomly. The area T^Ias divíded into four quarËers and Èhe gene

frequencies T¡rere Ëested for homogeneíty at the Es-7 and IIbb 1'oci. The

X2 values rnrere not significant (X' = 0.604 Lor Es-3, X2 = 5.94 for Itbb).,.3 - --o----------'¡ ','3

The numbers hTere too smal1 at the A, Es-L and, Etp-1 loci for X2 tests to

be made, but as mentíoned before, Ëhere \^tas no evídence for clusËeríng

of símí1ar genoÈypes.

This populatíon had only recently expanded and so Ëhere were

probably many irnnigrants from other areas as well as juveníles born on

the OF area all intermingled. The movemenË of míce trying to find

fresh cracks in the soil- and dig burrows would tend to prevent population

subdivision within the o1d fíeld.

The results of Selander (1970) r,shere he found genetic evídence of

subdivisions wiËhin chicken barns are not confirmed. Probably the fact

that OF is a transient popul-ation (reduced to very l-ow numbers or

ext.incËion each winter) prevents the development of subdivísion by

territoriality and parent-offspríng ínterbreedíng. The high immígration

rates observed in the other Èhree colonies would also prevent populatíon

subdívísíon occurríng ín the o1d fíeld.
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10.4 DISCUSSlON

The ecologícal data collecËed in. this study show Ëhat even in the

presence of a food surplus, the síze of a mouse populaËion is severely

liniËed by the amounÈ of usable 1íving space (in this case' burrows).

Duríng the spring and surûner months there ís an export of juvenile mice

from established mouse coloníes. By Ëhe auturnn' most of the older

míce who have been breedíng since spring have died and in the auËumn a

cohort of juveniles remaíns in the colony and over the nexË wínter

(Anderson, L97O).

The nuuiber of adult míce under each feedsËation \^tas renarkably

small (usually t\^ro or Èhree) , and Ëhis rníght be Ëaken as evidence for

terriÈoriality. The limited mobilíty of mice beËween feedsËaÈions

ruould also support the ËerriËoriality hypothesis. However, the

hypothesis that míce defend Ëerrítories agaínst foreigners and actively

d.rive out intruders is at variance with the observed gene flow into

these colonies. The daÈa support the view that juveniles are driven

ouÈ (or wander off of their o\¡rïÌ accord) but do not support the hypoËhesis

that gene flow between mouse subpopulations is prevented by aggressíon

against strangers. How else could the Es-la, gs-* ana Hbbd al1e1es
L

have goÈ ínt.o the TPA colony, or the Eop-1" alleles ínËo all colonies,

if sËrange mice \,Iere not accepted? Experiments with confined mice

(e.g. Oakeshott, lg74) suggest that female irmigrants are more readily

accepted inËo confined coloníes than ma1es. But. the observatíon that

juveníles of distínctive genotypes were produced under Èrt7o feedstatíons

simultaneously shows Ëhat at leasË one male was able to enËer TPA and

become reproductively dominanË ín two of the three feedsËatíons' These

are the first field observations of gene flow ínto mouse subpopulaËions'

They show that for this population, at leasË, ÈerríËoríality is probably

not a great híndrance Ëo gene f1ow.
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The small effective populatíon sLze of mouse subpopulaËíons appears

to be confírmed by Èhís study. But, it should be noted that the size of

each colony r¡ras lirníted by the amounË of food and shelter avaílable.

The complete destruction of the CRK colony in early sumner L971, and

its partial destrucËion by fl-oodíng in September 197I, and by rats in July

1972, serves Èo show hor^r vulnerable ís a mouse colony. Predators,

clímaËíc disasters, food shortages, eËc. can terminate the "lifett of a

colony, killing the mice or sending them in search of new habitable places.

The mean gene or phenotype frequencies at all locí had returned by

JuLy 1972, to Ëhe values estírnated ín the height of the mouse plague two

years earlier. This observatíon does not suPport the hypoËhesis that

different opÈimum gene frequencies are selected in mouse populations of

different densíties (e.g. Tamarín and Krebs, L969). The mean gene

frequencies could be the same in 1970 and 1972 because of similar

selection pressures or (if the genes were neutral) símp1y Ëhe lack of

random sanpling drift in the total- population of all mice living in hay-

stacks, barns, houses, field, etc. wíthin many kílometres of Turretfield'

Random sampling drift would occur in small colonies left after the plague'

but when numbers increased in I97l-72 and, gene flow eliminated the

isolation of these colonies, Ëhe whole population would sÈíl1 have almost

Ëhe same gene frequencies as before.
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSIONS

The Èheory of inbreeding in subdivided poputaÈions has been well

studied in terms of FIT, uSr, E and fo' But the mathematical theory

of Fts has been neglected until now- Chapters 3 and 4, where many

formulae useful in the study of populations with non-overlapping

generations have been derived, represent a start on the theory of Frr.

The apparent gap beÈween the F-statistics and the probability of

identity methods was bridged in Chapter 5 after a suitable definition

of tS, at a multi-atlelic locus was obtained' The recent work of

Cockerham (1973) has improved understanding of F-statistics (although

Cockerham prefers to use a different terminology) and paid more attention

to the problems of esti¡nating the different F-statistics (unfortunately,

this paper became avaitable too late for cockerham's methods to be used

in this thesis) " The F-statistics provide a useful tool in the analysis

of data from subdivided populations in nature or domesÈication. The only

previous atÈempt to use F-statistics in a complete analysis was Neel and

ward (Lg72), but they unfortunately used Nei's (1965) definition of the

mean F* and they were confused by their results'

The theoretical work reviewed in CtrapÈer 2 suggested thaÈ population

subdivision would not have much effect on the evolutionary behaviour

of neutral alleles unless the nurnber of migrants per subpopulation was

less than one. Tihe observed geneÈic differentiation of mouse subpop-

ulations in the city of Adelaide and the state of south Australia is

sufficiently targe {f'r, * ZSA) that the numbers of neutral alleles per

Iocus and the rates of change of frequency of neutral alleles would be

markedly affected by population subdivision"
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In the theoretical review, it was al-so suggested that the causes of

genetic differences between subpopulations would be difficulÈ to identify

with precision" The comparison of ecological and genetical data on

four mouse populations revealed that Èhe amount of genetic differentiation

was inversely proportional to the estimated number of irunigrants per sub-

populatio¡ (Nm) " This demonstrated the sizes of subpopulations (N) and

amounts of immigration into subpopulations (m) are imporÈanÈ factors in

controlling the differentiation of subpopulations. But no evidence could

be obtained about the role that selection played in increasing or decreasing

the genetic variation between subpopulations-

When the regression between genetic and geographic distances between

subpopulations within each of six populations was sÈudied, the results did

not agree with any existing theory. Geographic distance did not appear

to have much influence on genetic distances until the geographic distances

exceeded about 120 km" Mathematical theory based on neutral alleles

suggests that genetic distances should increase with geographic distances

initially but should be effectively independenÈ of qeographic distances

at greater distances. This prediction is the opposite of observation,

and is clearly $rrong, No wholly suiÈable explanation has been proposed

for the difference between theory and observation. Long range gene fiow

or selection for genetic equilibria that gradually alter across a landscape

have been suggested, but there are no rigorous mathematical analyses of

alternative models to help decide which, if either, explanation is adequate"

The trap-recapture study is the first of its nature. It was intended

that estimates of effective subpopulation sizes and immigration rates would

be obtained from ecological and genetical data. The first objective was

achieved: both ecological and genetical data suggest that the average

effective breeding size of the colonies was a little less than ten" The

esÈimation of immmigration rates was only partially successful" From
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capture-release-recapture data, it was clear that female mice could travel

bet\¡¡een colonies, and at a rate perhaps exceeding 5%. The genetical

data revealed that many genes were entering each colony, and in one

fortunate case, genetic data showed that a foreign male had entered a

colony and become reproductively dominant over 2/3rds of it. Observed

Ievels of inbreeding due to population subdivision plununeted during the

study period, providing evidence of high rates of irunigration following

a period when small colony sizes and negligible inunigration rates had

allowed the colonies to undergo marked random sampling ctrift. The

population crash following the mouse plague of the previous year vtas

thought to be the cause of the low nurnbers and limited dispersal before

the study began"

Mouse populations living in different envirorunents have different

ecological and geneticat structures" For this reason it is impossible

to generalise about the significance of population subdivision in the

evolution of mouse populations. In the grain-growing areas north of

Adelaide, Ievels of population subdivision are low (probably higher

than in the 1970 plague and more like the situation at Turretfield in

7912) "

In the City of Adelaide and (by comparison with the data of Petras

et aL., Lg6g) in Ontariotpopulation subdivision probably is important

in the evolution of these populations"

Until more studies of poputation subdivision are carried out in

a variety of species of organisms, little can be written confidently

about the importance of population subdivision generally. The work

done in this thesis shows that the theory of population subdivision is

poorly developed and that there is a lack of detailed studies on natural

populations. Much research remains to be done in this fietd of ecological

genetics "
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The genet,ics of an el-ectrophoreËíc varÍant of an
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erythrocytíc proËeÍn in the house mouse (I4t'rc rm'æcuLt*s)

Runníng tÍtle: Erythrocytic proÈein variation in mouse
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Surnmary

An electrophoreËic rnobíliÈy varíant of a proteín band anodal

to haemoglobin in alkaline starch gels was found in wí1d house mouse

popr:latÍons ín SouÈh AusËralía. Most wild nice and all Ínbred l-l-nes

examined are homozygous for the Erp-lo allel-e at the locus conËrol1íng

thÍs vari-aÈion. The rare allel-e , nrp-7b, whích has a frequency of

about 17" in SouËh Australia, produces a proËeín band of slower mobílity

Ín alkalÍne ge1s. Iloutozygotes show one proÈein band whilst the

heËerozygote has Ëhree bands. The Erp-l protein does not apPear to

be haemogl-obin or carbonic anhydrase. 'Itre Erp-L l-ocus is closely

llnked to Es-L on chromosome 8 wíth a recombination fractíon of

6.04 ! t.327".
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Introduction

ElectrophoretÍc variation at several loci can be ldentified ín

house mouse (14tæ rruscuLtæ) haenolysates by gel- elecÈrophoresís. The

producË of most of these locí ca¡r only be deËecËed on a ge1 by using

speeifíc staÍning techniques that util-íse the enzymatfc functions of

these proteins. Only ËI,Io systems showing genetícal-l-y conËro11ed

varíation have been reported in which sufficient proËeín exísts in

haemolysates for it to be deËect,able with a general proËein sËaÍn such

as Amido BJ'ack¿ Hbb (haernoglobin ß-chain) and Car-1 (was Pro'l (Blddle

and Petras, L967) but name was changed because it was a carbonic anhydrase

(Biddl-e and Krasny, L97O; Bidd1e, L974)). This note records the díscovery

of a thírd such system.

llhen mouse haemol-ysates are el-ectrophoresed ín alkal-ine ge1-s a

proËein band 1s normal-ly fotnd anodal to the haenogi-obfn zone (ff

there ís any serum conËaninatíon of the haemolysate, then r¡nder these

conditions this band wll-l be cathodal to the albu¡nín band). An

electrophoretic nobll-Íty variant of this protein was for¡nd ín wíld

mouse populations Ín South Australia and Ëwo mlce carryíng the varíant

were mated to l-aboratory stocks to enable its Ínheritance to be studÍed.

UnËÍl the f1¡lction of the proteín can be elucidated, the locus deterniníng

the observed variation will be denoted by Ezp-1, fot erythrocytic protein'

MaËerial-s and methods

Bl-ood samples from the suborbital sinus were col-lected in a heparlnised

syrínge, cent,rifuged and the erythrocytes washed Ëhree times ín 0.87% NaCl.

After the final- wash the packed erythrocytes rnrere frozen at -30oC for at

least several days, thawed, míxed wiËh an equal volume of dlstilled water

and refrozen. Before electrophoresÍs the samples I^rere thawed and

centrifuged at 1,5009 for 30 minutes.

Iniríally, Snithies (1959b) gel buffer (0.045M Tris, 0.0008M NaTEDTAT
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0.025M Ii3BO3, pH 8.6) was used, buË wíËh thÍs buffer the Proteín band of

the varfant homozygote was overlaid by haenoglobín and could not be seen.

In order to slow the haenogl-obÍn relative to the varianË Erp-l proteín so

that they became separated on a gel, the buffer was modífíed by addíng

sufficient Boric acfd to Lower the pH to about 7.5. Electrolyte buffer

üras a one-third dilution of ge1 buffer. SËarch gels (13% Connaught

starch) r,rere run horízontally in a refrigerator wiËh 10-15 vol-ts/cm for

up to 2re houxs. Protej-ns were detect,ed on gels by staíníng wiÈh Anido

Black. [\uo nethods of detecting peroxidase acËÍvity l^lere used, the

o-dianisidíne method (Owen and Snith, 1961) and the benzídíne meËhod

(SníËhíes , L959a). Carbonic anhydrase !ìras stained for by the brornothynol

blue-CO, method (P1har, 1968; Bíddle' Pers. cormr.), whilst esterases and

phosphatases hrere detected usíng both the naphËhyl salts and the 4-nethyl-

umbell-iferyl salts of aceËaÈe and phosphate respectively (cf. Ilopkinson

et aL. , I973t.

Resul-ts

All- inbred lines studied (Ba1-b/c, CBA, C3II, C5781, DBA' SIÙR) and

nost w1ld níce had a single proteín band anodal to the haemoglobín when

Snithiest buffer was used. A few wild míce had two protein bands;

one with the same urobility as the comronly occurring band (al-though now

faÍnter than usual-) and the other nearer the haemoglobin zorÌe. The

cormon phenotype was desÍgnated Erp-14 and the variant Erp-148. t{hen

two Erp-lAB animaLs \¡Iere mated together, about one-quarter of the progeny

(denoted Erp-18) did not appear to have any proteín bands anodal to Ëhe

haemoglobín when run on Smithiesr buffer. trltren the modified pH 7'5

buffer was used ít was for:nd that the Erp-lAB míce actual-ly had three

proteín bands and the Erp-18 nlce had a síngle protein band of the same

rnobílity as Ëhe sl-owest (most cathodal) band ín the Erp-lAB nice (see

Fig. 1).



Table 1

1he lnheritance of Erp-l- phenotypes. Th" X2 Ëests are of the

hypothesis that there are thTo codonfnant alleles at one locus.

Cross

9x

Erp-14 x

Erp-18 x

Erp-lA x

Erp-18 x

Erp-14 x

Erp-1AB x

Erp-1AB x

Erp-14

Erp-18

Erp-18

Erp-14

Erp-1AB

Erp-1A

Erp-1AB

Nr¡mber of
Datlngs

10

9

Ptogeny phenot¡re

Erp-1A Erp-1AB ErP-18

9200

0017

ozL0
0L70

77620

66630

33 74 31

x2

6

I

2

4

3

7

1.62(1:1)

0.07(1:1)

0.78(1;2:1)
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Fig. 1. Electrophoretic patterns of Ezp-1 genotypes in

Tris-EDTA-Borate buffer at pH 7"5, (a) variant homozygote

lutp-lb utp-1b ), (b) heterozygote grp-laTtp-lb ), (c) normat

homozygot e (Etp-laEtp- lo ) .

IN N
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DaËa on Ëhe fnheritance of the Ezp-l phenoÈypes are given fn Tabl-e 1.

These data are consístent wíth the hypothesís that the variatíon at the

Erp-l locus is due to thto codominanË alleles, denoËed tnp-lo arld.Ezp-lb'

The phenotypes Erp-14, Erp-lAB and Erp-18 are produced by the genoÈyPes

ø zp - 7a nry - 7a, E z'p;' td w'p; - 1b anð, Ez'p; - 1b, * - rU re sP e cË lve 1y'

No linkage between Erp-7 a¡rd the agouti, albÍno , fub or Es-î l-ocus

was for¡nd, but crosses Ínvolvíng Es-l shor^7ed close llnkage. From back-

crosses using double heterozygoËes for Es-7 and' Erp-7, there were 7

recomblnants out of 79 progeny frorn female heterozygobes and 3 recombinants

out of 95 progeny from males. The dlfference in recombination frequency

between the two sexes is not statistical-1-y signÍficant and the pooled daÈa

yiel-d a recombínatíon fractíon (r) of 5.7 ! 1.8%. Matíngs of double

heterozygotes 1n the same linkage phase (both Parents fn couplíng or both

ín repulsion) yielded 81 F, Progeny from which r ü7as estimated by maxinum

lÍkelihood (cf. Robinson, 1971) as 6.4 ! I.997". The joint estimate of :r

from backcross and F, data was 6.04 ! I.32î¿ by maximum likelÍhood iteratÍon'

Attempts are beÍng made Ëo obtaÍn furËher linkage data with locÍ

Línked to Es-L.
h

T;,.e Ez'p-7o g"o" is rare buË r¿ídely scaËÈered in mouse popul-ations in

South Australfa. Of 840 wild mice caught ín díverse regions of the State'

18 were heterozygotes. No Erp-18 nouse was for:nd'

At,tempËs to show Ëhat the Eyp-l Protein had peroxidase, carbonfc

anhydrase' esterase or phosphatase actívity al-l faiLed'

Discussíon

The linkage between Erp-L arrð. Es-L shows thalL ETp.f is l-ocated on

chromosome 8 (línkage group )$III) near to' or within, a dense clusËer

of loci. This region of about 11 recombínation uníts in chromosome 8

carríes f1ve enzyme loci: Es-l (Popp and Popp, Lg6Z); Es-Z (PeËras' 1963);

Es-s (Perras and Biddle , 1967); Es-6 (Petras and sinclaír' 1969) ; Got-Z
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(Delorenzo and Ruddle, L97O); arrd Ëhree locí controll-ing behavioural and

morphol-ogícal- varÍârits: totterlng (tg), Olígosyndactylísm (0s) and

anputated (øar) (Green, L966).

Includlng Erp-7, there are no\âI four loci (possÍbly fíve if a ner^r

esÈerase varíanË, Es-7, tuuxrrs out Ëo be separate fron Es-Z; Chapman,

pers. conm.) known to be on a relatÍvely short regíon of chromosome I

and al-l- possessing codomina¡rt alleles. Thus this regÍon could prove

very useful for studíes of recombination evenËs in rnamnalian chromosomes

or for studies of línkage disequflibriun in natural or artiflcially

establíshed mouse populations. A useful feature of these loci ls that

they can all be scored in only two tíssues: erythrocytes (Erp-l andEs-7,

íf confírrned) and kldney (Es-7, Es-2 artd Got-2).

The fr¡ncËion of t1ne Enp-L protein ís r¡nknown. It is presumabl-y in

high concentration in the erythrocyËes for 1t stains wÍËh Amído Black.

The proteins in highest concenÈration in erythrocytes are haemoglobin

and carbonic anhydrase but without deËectable peroxÍdase or carbonÍc

anhydrase actívíty, Ëhe Erp-l proËeín is unlíkely to have either functfon.

Iluman carbonic anhydrase is a monomer and haernoglobin, despite íts

blquaternary structure, does not usually show hybrid bands in heterozygotes

except in fish and two r¡nusual human variants (Ma¡rwell and Baker, 1970).

The observatÍon that the Urp-lahrp-lb h"t"rozygote shows a hybríd band

indicates ËhaË the Erp-l protein is at least a diner, and also suggests

thaÈ Ëhe Erp-l proteín is not carbonic anhydrase or haemoglobin. It

míght be antÍcipated Ëhat proteÍns concerned wíth Ëhe structure of

erythrocytes and theír menbranes could occur in high concentraÈion in

haemol-ysates. Thus Ëhe possibil-fÈy exfsËs that the Erp-l proteín ís

involved in the structure of the erythrocyte.

Tlne Erp-1 locus is dÍfferent frorn thle Caz,-1- locus because CaP-7 ís

not linked to Es-7, has carbonic anhydrase activity and heterozygotes do

not show a hybrld protein band.
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GREYING V'IITH AGE: A COAT-COLOUR VARIANT IN
V'ITLD AUSTRALTAII POPULATTONS OF MTCE

Most manmals (except humans) retain full hair pigmentation up to

the end of their lifespan, although a few species are known to have

genes that cause premature greying of the pelage. Sear1e5 reviewed

the genes known to cause age-re1ated. greying in the following animals:

black and brown rats, Peromyscus manicaLatttst guinea-pigs, rabbits, dogs,

sheep, and horses. The house mouse (Ihus rm,¿scuLus) is nota-bly absent

from this list, although Gruneberg2 mentions two cases of mice developing

white hairs after reaching adulÈhood, and silver (si) homozygotes sometimes

do not develop unpigmented hairs until maturityl.

This note reports the discovery of mice in wild populations in

South Australia with a grey appearance (due to unpigmented hairs) that

intensifies with ageing. The first cases were found in 1970 during

a mouse plague in wheatgrowing areas on Yorke Peninsula. Three were

caught near Price in a sample of 299 mice, another tv/o near South

Kilkerran and one at, Alford. (South Kilkerran is 43 miles from

Alford, with Price inbetween.) At South Kilkerran, Alford and two

other localities, several hundred mice \¡/ere quickly surveyed for

morphological variants in groups of 30 or more in a large bin. Another

mouse was obtained in 197I from a suburb of Adelaide (about 80 miles

overland from the other localities) that was initially phenotypically

normal but began turning grey after a month. An examination of mouse

skins in the South Australian Museum (kindly provided, by l'tr. P. Aitken)

turned up a specimen caught at Kadina on Yorke Peninsula in 1953 (S.4"

Museum registration number M5946) that closely resembled the grey mice

mentioned above and their progeny.



TABLE I. Results of F x F crosses (line 1) and testcrossesI I
of grey progeny of grey x grey matings (lines 2 and 3) '

? *d
No. of
matings

Progeny phenoÈYPes*

Grey Normal

2
x1

(1)

(2) C57BL

(3)

Gaga x Gaga

(gaga)x tu.

C,a. x C57BL (gaga)

I

5

3

33 13

657

0.26(3:1)

46-5 (1:1)

L2.o (1:L)012

* Scored at 10-12 months of age-



Female 181 (age 8à months, genotype aaBBGa. ) showing

grey phenotype oî. Ga alongside a S-week-old progeny

that shows normal black (aaBB) phenotype-

FTGURE 1



DESCRIPTION

oneofthesixgreymicefromYorkePeninsulaandtheonefrom

Adelaide bred in the laboratory. The stocks derived from these two

micehavebeenkeptseparatesoitisnotcertainthatthesalnegene

is involved in each case. However, the grey phenotype is essentially

the same in both stocks, and tentatively, it is considered to be

controlled by the s¿rme gene in each, denoted Ga for greying wiÈh age'

Tab}elpresentssomedataontheinheritanceof,Ga.Thefirst

Iine(andotherdata)demonstrateanautosomaldominantmodeofinherit-

ance" The second and third lines show the results of crossing the grey

progeny of two grey parents to c57BL (genotlpically aaBB\ mice' 'the

progeny of these matings were kept f.or LO-L2 months or untit they became

grey.T\¡Iocommentscanbemade:(1)whenthefemaleparentwasC5TBL'

the proportion of grey mice in the progeny was much lower than when the

c57BL tX2t = aal ' The seven grey progeny of c57BL

femaleswereonlydeÈectedaftertheyweremorethanlOmonthsold'

suggestingthatmoreprogenywouldhavebecomegreyiftheywerekept

for a longer time. Atl the progeny of. Ga females became grey in less

than lo months. There is clearly a strong maternal effect upon the

time taken to become grey. Q) Tkre fact that all 12 progeny of' GA

females turned grey makes it unlikely that a1l of the females were

heterozygous, i.e. one or more \ivere probably homozygous Ga,Ga,, evidence

iù}ral- GaGa mice are viable and fertile'

A comparison of the general appearance of a mature grey mouse

(geneticaLLyaaBBGa,)withthatofanimmatureblackprogenyisshown

inFigurel.Lossofhairpigmentationbecomesapparentatages

varyingfrom3months(afterthreegenerationsofselectionforearly

greying) to over 12 months (after crossing to C57BL mice) ' After

breedingLneGageneintoanaaBB(allblack)stockitwasobserved



that hairs on the belly lose pigment earliest, then usually the face

and hindquarters, with the d,orsal midline being the last area to

remain black. lÍhere is variable expression of the gene in o1d mice,

some being only faintly grey while others are nearly white' Micro-

scopìc examination of hairs f.tom Ga mice showed most hairs to be either

fully pig:mented or completely lacking in melanin granules and only rarely

were hairs partiallY Pigrmented.

There is a marked resemblance between these mice and the silver (sisi)

mice irrustrated in Dunn and thigpenl. No crosses have been made to

prove fjrla':- Ga and si are nonallelic. fjne GA gene differs from sí Ln

that it is dominant, few hairs are a mosaic of pigmented and unpigrmented

regions,andgreyingdoesnotbeginuntilanimalsareseveralmonths

old, becoming progressively more pronounced with advancing age' rn

sifver mice on certain genetic backgrounds, the amount of silvering

decreases with age.

DISCUSSION

The discovery of Ga is worthy of record for the following reasons'

This is an example of a morphological variant, which is present in

widespread local populations of the house mouse in south Australia,

that may have been present for at least 20 years- The exact frequency

of grey mice in wild populations ís hard to establish because most Ga

mice in the laboratory do not express the gene until about 6 months of

age and relatively few wild mice reach that age lNewsome3'4, Klrby,

unpu,blished). Hence, most wild mice are too young to express this

character. this gene puts M,tS mUScULUs 1ni'o the list of animals known
q

to have genes causing progressive greying with age (cf. searle-) ' Since

theexpressionofGr¿isage-dependent,itmaybeusefulinstudiesof

ageing and especiatly the effects of various environments on ageing

(o" Mayo, personal communication) '



SUMMARY

Greying with age (GA), an autosomal dominanÈ gene that causes

progressive loss of hair pigrmentation with ageing in mature house

mice, was found in wild mice from several localities in South

Australia. The time involved in becoming grey is influenced by

rnaternal effects.
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THE BIAS IN THE REGRESSION OF Aq ON q

Department of Genetics, University of Adelaide, Adelaide,
South Australia

SUMMARY

It is shown that when the regression of Àq (the change

in gene frequency) on q (gene frequency) is calculated

from data obtained from a sequence of censuses of one

population, the regression coefficienÈ does not provide

an unbiased estimate of the amount of imrnigration or

selection maintaining an equilibrium gene frequency

in the population. Also, the equilibrium gene frequency

estimated from the regression will be biased towards the

observed gene frequency in the first census'

The relationship between the gene frequency in a population at

time t (øa) and the change in gene frequency (Aqa) over the next time

interval is useful for locating gene frequency equilibria in theoretical

models of population genetics (Li, 1955). At an equilibrium point,

¡gt = ff there is a stable equilibrium gene frequency tãl maintained

by recurrent mutation, frequency dependent selection or immigration from

a source population with constant gene frequency, then the expected

change in gene frequency over one generation is

An. x(ã - e.) (r)

where x is a constant which is a measure of Èhe "force" by which the

gene frequency is returned. to Ç after perturbation. If the equilibriun

is maintained by heterosis, then a similar equation wilt be valid except



that x will be approximately constant only when ga is near [ (Kimura &

hteiss, 1964). The simplicity of this approach Èo the determination of

a gene frequency equilibrium and the "force" maintaining Èhe equilibrium

in theoretical models suggests that a similar approach may perhaps be

useful when examining data from natural populations with the intention

of demonstrating selection pressures or gene flow. When 9a has been

estimated in a population on many successive censuses then the regression

of Aøa or gt can be calculated to obtain an equation simil-ar to equation

(1). The slope of the regressio¡, b, will be an esÈimate of -x, and an

estimate ot f, is obtained by solving Èhe regression equation for Aq = 0-

This regression procedure has been noted by Vüitliamson (L972) (although

he plots Aq,/q(I-q) against q, which is more preferable if heterosis is

suspected) and applied by Tamarin and Krebs (1969, 1973) to Mienott'Ls

population data.

When a modification of this method was applied to data from three

house-mouse populations Èhat were studied by mark-recapture techniques

for a year, calculated values of b yielded estimates of x that were

too large (0.48 to 1"3) to be accepted (Kirby, unpub.). This observation

suggested that the regression might be biased so as to produce estimates

of x that are much too large and it is easy to show that this is the

case. Consider a locus with two neutral alleles in a small population

which receives immigrants at a steady rate m per generation from a

source population with constant gene frequ.tt.y [. Then the gene

frequency in generation t+1(9a*f) will be given by

9t*l 9r**(ø-øa)+ôqt (2)

where ôøa is the change in gene frequency due to random drift.

If the regression of aga on qt is calculated, the slope will be



cov (qt, 
^qt)þ=

var (qt)

cov(qt, Qt+I) -I
var (q. )-t

(3)

+ ¡(9r, øa*t) -1 (4)

where cov(qa, Aqa) is the covariance of ga and Aqa,var(øa) is the

variance of qt and r(9t, 9t*I) is the correlation between 9a and 9t*1"

From equation (4), the value of b is approximaÈety limited to the

range o to -2, that is, the estimates of m (derived from -b) will be

restricted to the range O to 2. When there is no correlation between

ga and. gt+., m will be +I, but in data collected from natural populations

a positive correlation between successive gene frequencies would be

expected and m will usually be less than 1.0. If equation Q) is

substiÈuted into equation (3), it is possible to obtain

b=-m*
cov (qa, ôqa)

var (qa) (s)

Thus b will decrease with increasing m, and the value of b may

also be affected by the size of the deme (as E (ôqa) 2 is proportional

Lo I/ (deme size) ) and the length of time over which the censuses are

made, as var(qa) will increase with time. The second Èerm in the R.H.S'

in equation (5) represents the bias in the estimation of -m by b. As

(ôst )2 is proportional to qt(I-St), cov(qr, 6qa) will not usually be

zeto"

For a given population, it may be possible to estimate the

magnitude of this biasrcov(ea, ôøa) /vat(la)rand hence to compensate

for it, if the bias is influenced in a simple manner by only a few



TABLE 1

Estimation of the coefficient of the regression of Aq on q for

various initial gene frequencies and immigration rates.

NGENS

10 20

m8o

o1

2

3

4

I

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

0

-.4508 + .0294

-.2434 + .0185

-.2679 + .0131

-.4LL4 + .0329

-.3508 + .0272

-.3514 + .0209

-.3702 + .0301

-"3825 t .0305

-"4164 + -0242

-.3980 + .0318

-.4660 + "0279

-"5404 + .0305

-.4195 + .0284

-.4244 + .0283

-.5631 + .0329

-.2357 + .0235

-.L822 + .0112

-.2544 + .0083

-.2398 + .0213

-.2LO7 + .0146

-.2572 + .0104

-.2179 + .0195

-.2310 + .0150

-.3034 + .OL42

-.1831 + .0148

-.2712 + .0168

-.3432 + .0190

40

-.1981 + .0137

-.1391 + .0061

-.2212 + .0067

--II4l + .0093

-.1487 + .0081

-.2443 + .0079

-.1.220 + .0097

-.I92I + .0103

-.2734 + .0106

-.1222 + .0085

- "L9L7 + .0090

-.28t0 + .0114

-.L2L7 + .0101

-.2747 + .OLr2

-.276L + .0106

0

0

5 -.2185 + .0179

-.3095 + .0193

-.3911 + .02082

q = initial gene frequency, m= inunigration rate from population with
'o

gene frequency of 0.5; NGENS = number of generations over which the

regression is calculated. For each estimate, 100 replicate simulations

were made and the standard error of each esÈimate is given.

0

1



parameters" With this possibility in mind, a number of computer

simulations Ì^¡ere made of a haploid population with non-overlapping

generations. Immigrants entered the population at rate m per

generation, where m is the probability of a gene in the next generation

coming from a source population with gene frequency 0.5 instead of

from the genes in the present generation (sampling with replacement).

In the first set of simulations three population sizes (100' 20O and

400 genes) and three immigration rates (0, I0% and 2O%) were used and

simulations \¡ì¡eïe nrn for three different time periods (10, 20 and 40

generations) with qt and Àg, calculated every generation. Each simulation

beqan with q = 0.5 and for each combination of population size, m and

time period (NGENS), one hundred replicate simulations \^Iere made with

different pseudo-random numbers in order that each mean estimate of b

should have a reasonably small standard error. The resulÈs showed

that -b appeared to íncrease linearly with m and decrease non-linearIy

with increasing time períods. Hor^¡ever, population size had no detectable

effect. Since the deviation between initial and equilibrium gene

frequencies may also affect b, this possibility was checked because in

real populations it is unlikely that go will be the same as ã. A

second set of simulations was made with conditions the same as before

except that only one population size (IOO genes) was used and simulations

started at a range of gene frequencies (0.1 to 0.9) . Part of the results

are given in Table I (as the results for go)0.5 are a reflection of those

for q <0.5, they have been left out). It is clear that -b is a highly
-o

biased estimator of m even for long time periods and that the bias depends

upon g ' m and NGENS in a complex fashion. The bias is most severe for- -o'

small NGENS and always declines as NGENS increases. However' the effect

upon the bias of altering go depend.s upon m because Èhe bias tends to

decrease s1ightly." 9o increases when m=O, but tends to increase with



TABLE 2

Estimation of equilibrium gene frequency (ô)

frequencies and immigration rates,

for various initial gene

when Ç = 0.5.

m9o

0

10

.0927 + .0131

.4239 + "0557

.6274 + .1143

.4060 + .1954

.3285 + .0612

.4698 + .0197

.24A7 + .LO26

"3829 + .0247

.4862 + .0170

.2870 + .0689

.4625 + .026\

.4407 + "0551

.464r + .0735

.499r + .0156

"4968 + .OO77

NGENS

.]462 + .0322

.o28I + .3643

"4893 + .0067

.0927 + .0449

" 4863 + .0369

.5074 + .0096

.3395 + .A486

.3824 + .0684

.4900 + .0163

.3697 + .0346

.5000 + .oL29

.4283 + .0687

40

.0757 + .0130

.4858 + .0087

.5057 + .0044

.t773 + .0470

" 6159 + .0884

.4947 + .0039

.3094 + .0438

.4955 + .0097

.5001 + .0039

.3735 + .0429

.4838 + .0075

.4965 + .0038

.4824 + .0358

.5026 + .0085

.4990 + .004I

20

1

2

3

4

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

o

0

0

5 .5405 + " 0559

.470I + .0275

.5264 + .0122

1

2

eo = initial gene frequency; m = immigration rate; NGENS = number of

generations over which the regression is calculated. For each estimate,

IOO repticate simulations vtere run and the standard error of each

estimate is given.

0



ctwhenm=O.2.Thisleadstotheunexpectedfindingthatwhengoand'o

m are smalJ-, an increase in m may lead to a decrease in -b. üIhen 9o is

near 0.5 and especially for large NGENS, an increase in m will give an

almost equivalent increase in -b. For some intermediate situations

(e.g. go = 0.3, NGENS = 10) a change in m has no statisticarly significant

effect on b. Further simulations of population with overlapping gener-

ations showed Èhat if there is a lag between the time of mating and the

time at which the progeny enter the observable population (this will

occur, for example, in populations of animals where trapping misses the

juveniles or plants with variable seed dormancies) then b is affected by

the lag and the turnover of the population between censuses'

These simulation results show that many factors affect the bias in

the estimation of m from b and in any realistic situation it will

probably not be possible to compensate for this bias- Thris conclusion

also applies to estimates of selection coefficients derived from b

(Tamarin and Krebs, 1969); such estimates will be biased and no valid

conclusions can be drawn from them'

Does the regression also yield biased estimates of Èhe equilibrium

gene frequency? simulation results indicate that it does. In the

second set of simutations described above, the estimated equilibrium

gene frequency (ô) was obtained for each simulation from the equation,

â=n.-Lqt/b (6)

where ãa "rra 
Aga are the mean values of qt and Aøa respectively'

results are given in

unbiased estimate of

be an estimate of q.

is bíased towards 9o

estimate of I unless

Some

Table 2. when m = O, â provided an apparently

g , but when there is inunigration, Q appears to*o-

However, for small m and NGENS the estimate Q

and hence this method will not yield an unbiased

m, or NGENS, or both are sufficiently large'



Ho\^rever, ô *.y be a better estimate of ã ttt.tt an average of gene

frequencies over al-I censuses. The two most likely averages to be

considered are (i) the mean over all censuses, which will be very

similar to ã, except that it will atso include the last census, which-t

is 1eft out of the calculation of õat (ii) if there are overlapping

generations Èhen many individuals will be censused more than once and

it will be preferable to count each individual censused only once and

calcufate a mean frequency over all individuals. ff Q is biased tohlards

s then from equation (6) (noting that usually b is negative a¡1a Ãq,
_o aLMI \e,, \¡¡vLrr¡Y -t

is positive or negative "" 
go is less than or greater tfran ã), ãa i"

biased towards go even more than Q. It is not easy to construct a

simple argument on the bias of the two averages mentioned above, but

by analogy with the bias ot ãt it is likely that they are more biased

than Q. If this assertion is true it implies that Q, biased though

it may be, is the best estimate of I available *ntil an improved

estimator can be derived using a modification of this meÈhod or a new

method.

To conclude, these results show that Èhe regression of aq on q

should not be used to estimate immigration rates or selection pressures

in populations and that Èhe equilibrium gene frequencies estimated from

the regression wiII be biased towards the initial gene frequency in the

sequence of censuses.
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